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Compliance is an instinctive part of any complex manipulation task particularly 
automatic assembly. Human operators perform such motion easily by using 
kinaesthetic force and tactile information without the knowledge of the dynamics 
of the underlying process. The human beings have ability to adapt with new 
circumstances and learn from experience.
There has been a significant amount of work to provide such ability for industrial 
robots using sensed feedback information and modifying the position or velocity 
of the tool-tip. Neural network and fuzzy control have been key components in 
this process.
In this work an alternative approach based on fuzzy logic is proposed to produce 
compliant motion in automatic assembly. The suggested technique operates more 
similarly to a human operator performing manual assembly. It can manage the 
non-linearity and uncertainty of an assembly process. In this work an assembly is 
modelled by the peg-in-hole insertion.
An in-depth analysis of the controlled process is carried out to identify the 
suitable methodology for developing a fuzzy control algorithm. Different 
algorithms have been suggested and tested, the performance of each has been 
studied and validated in comparison with conventional force-based control 
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Compliance is an intrinsic part of any complex manipulation. It is the ability to 
adapt the motion continuously to match the expected perception. Human beings 
perform compliant motion easily by using kinaesthetic force and tactile sensing. 
The human behaviour is also intelligent as it adapts to new circumstances and 
learns from experience.
Automatic manipulation will be effective when compliance is accommodated in 
the motion of the manipulator. Automatic compliance control is performed by 
correcting a planned motion using force information received from the process. 
It is a non-linear control problem which has proved extremely difficult to 
achieve using conventional methods.
Conventional control systems are ideal for controlling well structured, time 
invariant and linear dynamic systems. The majority of the physical phenomena 
such as compliant motion are, however, non-linear, inherently complex and time 
varying.
In compliant motion, the task to be performed is usually not well structured and 
uncertainty exists. The operational environment is either partially known or 
unpredictable. In some applications such as manipulation of flexible materials, 
the characteristics of the plant changes during operation.
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Intelligent Control (IC) in which neural network and fuzzy control are key 
components, is a more recent branch of control which explores how complex and 
unstructured systems can be successfully controlled.
Fuzzy control has the potential to control real-time, non-linear, time varying, and 
complex systems which can be controlled by a skilled operator without the 
knowledge of the dynamics of the underlying process. The Fuzzy Logic Control 
(FLC) algorithms convert the linguistic control algorithms based on expert 
knowledge into automatic control strategies.
In this work, an alternative approach to compliant motion based on fuzzy control 
is studied.
1.2 Research Aim and Objectives
The principal aim of this project is to conduct a study on the performance of 
FLC in control of compliant motion. The focus of the work is on non-linear 
compliance of part mating operation in an automatic assembly. The part mating 
is assumed to be in the form of peg-in-hole-insertion when both peg and hole are 
rigidly supported. This type of assembly represents a large number of part 
mating operations carried out in industry. The developed FLC at this stage is 
based on simple rule of thumb derived from observation of manual assembly by 
a human operator.
The aim of the study is achieved by pursuing the following objectives:
(a) In depth mathematical modelling of the peg-in-hole insertion in order to 
understand the process and to identify the obstacles on the way of applying 
conventional model-based control.
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(b) Study and identify the methodologies which can be used to design a FLC 
for compliant motion considering the characteristics of the process and 
available prior knowledge and data.
(c) Design and develop a FLC for compliant motion based on findings in (b).
(d) Study the performance of the developed FLC in comparison with 
conventional force-based control algorithms.
(e) Draw generic conclusions on the suitability of FLC for compliant motion 
based on the conducted study.
(f) Identify and propose methods by which further improvements can be 
achieved.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The work conducted is presented in this thesis through 8 chapters. The nature of 
the problem under study is described in chapter 1. The aim and objectives of the 
work are also formally defined in this chapter. A background on compliant 
motion in the context of automatic assembly is provided in Chapter 2. A review 
of the major works in the literature and their significance has been conducted.
The mathematical modelling of the peg-in-hole insertion is carried out in 
Chapter 3. The analysis is given for all possible contact states in assembly (one- 
point-contact, two-point-contact) when the mating parts are rigidly supported. 
The analysis is aimed at establishing the relationship between the misalignment 
angle between peg and hole and generated force/torque. The derived 
mathematical models are also validated in this chapter through computer 
simulation.
The basic structure and operation of Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLC) are 
introduced in Chapter 4. The basic components of a FLC including fuzzifier, 
knowledge base, decision making engine, and defuzzifier are described. The
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techniques and methods employed in the design of a FLC are also reviewed. 
The application of FLC to compliance control in the previous work is also 
reviewed and examined.
In Chapter 5, the design and simulation of fuzzy control algorithms are 
presented. Different variants of fuzzy control algorithms have been proposed 
including pure force-based and hybrid force/position-based control algorithms.
The experimental rig designed and developed for the validation of the control 
algorithms is described in chapter 6. The rig consists of both software and 
hardware components to facilitate communication between the force sensor, 
control computer and robot used for manipulation. The structure and control 
system of the 2 degree-of-freedom manipulator developed to change the 
orientation of the hole is also described in this chapter.
The procedure of the experimental work carried out to validate the fuzzy control 
algorithms and the results obtained are presented in Chapter 7. The performance 
of the FLC is also compared with a conventional algorithm.
The last chapter of the thesis is dedicated to summarise the work carried out, 
analyse the results obtained and draw some generic conclusions on the suitability 
of FLC for compliant motion.
Chapter 2
BACKGROUND : COMPLIANT MOTION
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Automatic assembly, in which parts mating is a central problem, has been a 
popular area of research for the last two decades. The work conducted covers a 
wide range of fields including sensing techniques, robot control algorithms, 
robot gripper design, and part mating theory.
Automatic assembly generally requires an extremely tight positional accuracy 
and a precise knowledge of the geometrical characteristics of the parts. The 
inaccuracy of the positioning devices used during the part mating process adds 
to the complexity of the task. Such inaccuracies usually result in the build up of 
large contact forces during the assembly process. One approach to avoid both 
the tight tolerance and generation of contact forces is to employ compliant 
motion.
A robot manipulator requires compliant motion when its tool tip is constrained 
by the task geometry [1]. A human operator always performs compliant motion 
by using kinaesthetic force and tactile information during manual assembly. It is 
rather difficult to simulate this procedure in a robot arm. Compliance in a robot- 
based operation is either achieved through inherent passive compliance of both 
manipulator and the object being manipulated or actively by force control. In the 
latter method the manipulator performs compliant motion in accordance to a 
preprogrammed control strategy.
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This chapter provides an overview of the methods developed previously by other 
research groups to produce compliant motion in a robot-based assembly. These 
techniques can be categorised as passive, active and hybrid (passive-active) [2] 
depending on the strategies employed.
2.2 PASSIVE COMPLIANCE
Passive compliance is the inherent tendency of a mechanism to accommodate 
force applied to it by moving in a particular direction. Depending on the method 
of the correction of misalignment, the passive compliance methods can be 
divided in to two categories. In the first category the misalignment is 
accommodated through elastic displacement of various parts in the system. 
Whereas in the second group the misalignment is corrected by applying external 
forces or torques randomly or in a prescribed manner . The external forces can 
be air stream, magnetic, vibratory or others.
2.2.1 Compliance Wrist or Table
This method utilises position adaptive wrist or worktable without any need for 
the robot controller to deal with the misalignment. A number of compliance 
concepts and mating theories have been developed for this method. The most 
successful solution has been Remote Centre Compliance (RCC) wrist which was 
developed by the Charles Stark Draper laboratory [3]. This device, as shown in 
Figure 2.1, accommodates the contact force and moments by changing the 
position and orientation of the tooltip. Other similar devices have been 
developed by McCallion et al [4], Cutkosky and Wirght [5], Romiti et al [6].
The passive compliance wrists also have some shortcomings such as vibration 
during positioning of the parts and large displacements. Compliance worktable 
proposed by several researchers was intended to overcome this problem. The
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worktable suggested by Arai and Kinshila [7] can be used in peg-in-hole 
insertion.
Figure 2.1-A Remote Centre Compliance Device
The compliance devices in this category have the following advantages:
(i) The time required for completion of an insertion is relatively short.
(ii) No signal processing is required as no sensor is used and no active control 
is carried out.
They also have the following shortcomings:
(i) They can only manage parts with chamfer.
(ii) The positioning error is restricted by the chamfer width.
(iii) The device is not flexible enough to be switched over from one task to 
another.
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2.2,2 Air-Stream Assisted Approach
The compliance is performed by vacuum or an air jet. Typical configuration of 
vacuum method [8] is shown in Figure 2.2. In this method, under the action of 
vacuum, the small parts are fed into the corresponding holes of the base 
component. The alignment of the parts relative to the corresponding holes is 
accomplished by air stream passing through these holes and flowing around the 
mating ends of the parts. This method also is called suction method. The 
method, as reported, has passed successful test in multi position experimental 






Figure 2.2-Vacuum assembly method [8].
In the work conducted by Cailort and Kerlidou [9] suction is used to fit eight 
inlet and outlet valves into four cylinder engine block. The cycle time for the 
task has been 10 seconds which is shorter that the 20 seconds cycle time 
produced by RCC.
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Figure 2.3-The jet method [10].
Air jet method has been used by Yakhimovich et al [10] and Ganvoske et al [11] 
in devices with two translational degrees of freedom between the wrist and 
holder which can yield to any aerodynamic disturbance acting upon it. In 
configuration shown in Figure 2.3 [10], components are mated by change of 
pressure in a flowing jet of gas (or liquid). If liquid or gas is flowing toward the 
left side of the body (Figure 2.3(a)) with velocity v, the pressure Pa on the right 
side of the body is greater than pressure Pv. Here, the lateral displacement force 
R is directed from right to left. For a reduced pressure Po <Pa under the lower 
face of the component 1 (Figure 2.3(b)), air is drawn downward through the 
crescent-shaped slot (shown hatched). This produces a pressure drop which 
gives rise to a displacement force R, perpendicular to the centre-line of the shaft 
in the direction required to align the two components.
The differences between air stream-assisted method and compliant wrist method 
is that in the latter the corrective forces are produced by contact forces exerted 
during assembly process while in former method they are produced by an air
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stream. One of the advantages of the air-stream assisted method is that it can 
deal with large initial positioning errors.
2.2.3 Magnetic Force Method
In this method [12, 13] a magnetic force is used to align the mating 
components. The magnetic force is produced by a magnetic field formed 
between two mating components. One assembly device [13] using magnetic 
method comprises of a DC electromagnet with poles, an AC electromagnet in 
the form of a solenoid coil and vibration ring as shown in Figure 2.4.
a) b)
Figure 2.4 - Assembly device using magnetic method [13]
The two components are magnetized by the supply to the electromagnets. The 
freely installed shaft moves toward the cylindrical hole (liner) into the area of 
the greater magnetic field strength. Because the shaft is also subjected to the
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effects of an alternating field, its magnetization is reversed during each half 
cycle of the alternating current with the result that the poles at its ends are 
continuously changing. The shaft located within the solenoid is thus vibrated by 
the alternating torque produced by the magnetic field while the axial force 
simultaneously seeks to pull the shaft into the central area of the field between 
the poles of the permanent magnet (Figure 2.4(b)). With this method, a possible 
welding can be eliminated by vibration of the mobile component.
This method, however, has very limited application as it can be applied only to 
ferromagnetic parts.
2.2.4 Vibratory Motion Method
In this approach a component is vibrated with respect to its mating parts to 
facilitate the assembly approach [14, 15]. A random search is performed as the 
result of the vibration. The vibration is generated either by the robot gripper or a 
vibrator fitted into the worktable. The acceptable positioning and angular errors 
are reported to be around 1.4 mm and 1.3 degrees respectively. These constraints 
are found to be dependent on the amplitude and the frequency of the vibrator.
2.3 ACTIVE COMPLIANCE
Active compliance methods overcome the shortcomings of the passive 
compliance techniques. The assembly process is monitored by transducers and 
the feedback sensory information is used to actively control the process. A 
significant number of projects have been carried out in this area focusing on 
sensing techniques, gripper and actuating mechanism and control algorithms. 
The work conducted in this area can be structured according to the sensing 
technique used as:
3 0009 03177523 7
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• Vision sensing based compliance
• Proximity sensor based compliance
• Force sensing based compliance
2.3.1 Vision Based Compliance
The application of visual sensing in automatic assembly is increasing as this 
method provides information on position and orientation of the mating parts. 
The feedback information is used to guide the manipulator end-effector for 
correct assembly. The majority of the work carried out so far are concerned with 
the insertion of electrical component leads into printed circuit boards with high 
density holes and small lead holes clearance [16, 17]. The vision sensor has 
varied from one application to another from CCD camera, laser beam to fibre 
optics.
In general, visual compliance methods suffer from a number of shortcomings:
(a) Processing the image in real-time requires considerable computing time.
(b) The calibration procedure to establish the robot to camera coordinate 
transformation is quite elaborate and time consuming.
(c) Illumination requires special attention to obtain high image resolution and 
to avoid background noise produced by work environment.
2.3.2 Proximity Sensor Based Compliance
The work conducted by H. Hanafusa and H. Asada [18] is a good example of 
proximity based sensor. In this approach the corrective motion is accomplished 
by fine motion of the gripper or the robot itself. The gripper fine motion is 
achieved by a pneumatic cylinder which is driven based on the feedback signal 
received from a set of pneumatic sensors.
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Figure 2.5. Assembly method using pneumatic proximity sensors [18]
The device designed for the insertion of chamfered cylindrical parts employing 
this principle is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The device consists of a gripper, two 
pneumatic actuating units (two translational motion x and y) and a pair of 
pneumatic sensors for each direction. The gripper has four finger, each of them 
contains one pneumatic sensor.
When the gripper moves along the insertion direction, the pneumatic nozzle 
sensors nearly make contact with surface of a female part and measures its 
position by edge detection. As it can be seen from Figure 2.5. the pneumatic 
sensors (4 small dotted hole) are equally placed from the centre of the hole. The 
m isalignment in the lateral axes of the parts creates difference of pressures Px 
and Px'. This difference is then used to drive the gripper holding unit in such a 
way that the difference AP becomes zero and the misalignment between the 
parts, therefore, is compensated for.
This method does not require signal processing and can accommodate parts with 
relatively large positional errors. The sensor location is determined based on the 
shape of the parts to be assembled. This makes the approach very application 
dependent.
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2.3.3 Force Sensor Based Compliance
The compliance control based on force sensing is superior to other methods 
since :
(a) The force sensor is generally located near the tool-tip or task workspace.
(b) The feedback data is compact.
(c) The feedback information is updated continuously during the task.
(d) The generated forces are of some order larger than the resolution of the 
sensor
Contact force information is vital in automatic assembly as it provides a 
feedback on the relative position of parts. Four different transducers have been 
used to sense the force and moments generated in a robot end-effector [19]: 
Pedestal force, joint torque, wrist and fingers sensors.
With pedestal force sensor the bench which supports the workpiece is 
instrumented to measure the reaction to an external force. The sensing device 
can be located close to the part so that its dynamic loading does not affect the 
performance of the manipulator. The type of sensor is task and position 
dependent and hence this type of sensor does not provide a generic solution for 
compliance control.
The joint torque transducer indirectly measures the end effector reaction forces 
through joints. The joint torque values can be estimated from the load currents 
(in electrically drive arm) or the back pressures (in hydraulically powered arm) 
of each joint. This method has the advantage of not requiring additional system 
hardware as usually specified by the controller.
The greatest drawback in sensing joint torque is that the accuracy with which the 
hand force and moment can be determined is restricted by the degree of 
accuracy at which the dynamic coefficients of the manipulator can be predicted.
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Another disadvantage of this kind of sensing is that conversion from joint 
torques to an equivalent force and moment is time consuming. Furthermore, 
since the coupling between the joints of the manipulator is a function of its 
geometry, it is generally impossible to simplify this computation without 
changing the design of the manipulator.
The wrist sensors are designed based on strain gauge sensors and are located as 
close as possible to the manipulator. This eliminates the motor torques and link 
dynamic affects from measurement of the external forces at the hand. Force 
sensing devices of this type vary in complexity from two to six degree of 
freedom. They have very high resolution (a few hundredths of a Newton). 
Furthermore, since the conversion from sensor reading to hand forces and 
moments is a function of only the construction and geometry of the sensing 
device, most of them require extremely simple conversion routines, as opposed 
to that required by joint torque sensing technique. Because of these advantages 
wrist sensors are most commonly used in force control applications. This type of 
sensor is usually used for peg-in-hole insertion task.
Besides, there have been several devices which have been mounted on the 
fingers of the hand. Mounting the sensors on the finger tip puts the reading 
elements as close to the work-piece as possible where they are subjected to 
minimum interference from the structure of the manipulator. Finger sensors are 
able to function not only as force sensors but also as touch sensors. Flowever, 
since most hands require high gripping pressure, these devices often experience 
noise problems when force sensing is attempted while an object is held.
The first step in the development of Active Compliance based on force sensing 
technique is the design of the gripper and actuating mechanism. The 
programmable force controlled wrist [20], active sensory table [21] are among 
other developments which take place in this area.
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S: programmable 
spring systerr
Figure 2.6- Programmable force control wrist [20]
The programmable force controlled wrist [20] has five degrees of freedom as 
shown in Figure 2.6. It provides both force sensing and direct position control. 
Each axis is actuated by a DC motor through a servo loop closed on a low level 
control with a microprocessor. Hence the wrist eliminates the need for a 
complex arm control algorithm. It is, however, quite complicated and expensive.
The assembly system using an active sensory table is shown in Figure 2.7. The 
system consists of two mechanisms. One is a positioning robot without sensors. 
The other is a working table equipped with a force sensor and precise moving 
actuators with 6 degree of freedom. Based on the sensor information produced 
by 8 semiconductor strain gauges, the controller which consists of a signal 
processing unit and a mechanism driving unit, generates fine motion of the 
working table according to a motion control mode.
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Figure 2.7-The assembly system using an active sensory table [21],
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In this system, the insertion operations are performed through the cooperation of 
the robot and sensory table in such a way that the robot utilises the position data 
of the working mechanism obtained at the time of completion of the proceeding 
operation. Typical time required for mating a bearing into a shaft (clearance: 20 
pm) by using this system is reported to be 3.5 sec.
This active table method, as recommended in [2], removes some of the 
complexity of the wrist mechanism, but creates other complexities in the 
coordinates transformation between the robot and the table mechanism and also 
in the design of the work table itself. In addition such sensory table is quite 
complicated and expensive.
Along with the hardware development, some of which has been described 
above, a variety of insertion strategies using active compliance have been 
proposed by many researchers. This problem will be discussed separately in 
section 2.5.
2.4 HYBRID ACTIVE-PASSIVE METHOD
This method uses the advantages of both passive and active methods. The 
passive device used in this approach is usually Remote Centre Compliance 
(RCC) wrist or similar devices. Within certain limits, the generated force and 
moments are accommodated through passive compliance. Beyond these limits 
compliant motion is performed through active compliance.
Using both RCC and force sensor creates additional load to the robot arm. 
Furthermore, both of these devises are expensive. As a result, researchers are 
looking for a way to combine two these functions in one device. The first 
attempt in this direction has been to modify the RCC and monitor its state of 
displacement to provide a feedback signal vector for active control. The device 
produced by this approach, called IRCC (Instrumented Remote Center
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Compliance) has been introduced in [22]. In this device, the displacement is 
measured by using non-contacting detectors and photodiodes. Other solutions 
for this purpose is the design of different force sensor-compliance wrists such as 













Figure 2.8-Position Sensing Compliant Wrist [27].
The Position Sensing Compliant Wrist shown in Figure 2.8 is composed of 3D 
slider-crank mechanism with the crank rotation axis being the line connecting 
contact points. It has a measurement system that consists of two parallel 
triangular plates and three cantilever beams on which strain gages are attached. 
This device can be used to detect relative position between the peg and the hole 
when they have lateral error. This device is quite useful for searching the hole in 
the part mating process.
An alternative variant in this approach is the design of soft fingers [29, 30, 31] 
aimed at automatic assembly. The soft finger (Figure 2.9) introduced in [29] is 
an example of this kind of device. The sensor surface consists of an array of the 
separate pressure sensors, each of them is fixed on a hard surface to prevent
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bending and breaking of the thin film of a special material. The sensors are 
covered with a thin layer of silicon rubber which has to ensure protection from 
the external influences. Local shape adaptability is ensured by a thick soft 
sponge layer placed below the pressure sensors. The data on the pressure 
distribution and its gradient is basic information used in the manipulation of an 
object when it is in contact with surroundings. Such pressure sensors, as 






Figure 2.9-Prototype of the soft finger [29]
Unlike pure passive compliant wrist described in section 2.2.1, this kind of 
compliant wrists or fingers combine a passive compliance and a displacement 
sensor with different structures serving alternative control strategies. The wrist 
or fingers provides necessary flexibility to correct positioning errors while 
avoiding high impact forces during automatic assembly.
The assembly strategies accompanied with these designs will be discussed and 
classified in the next section.
2.5 CONTROL ALGORITHM IN FORCE-BASED ACTIVE COMPLIANCE
The work conducted on force based compliance control has addressed both 
mechanical design and associated control methodologies. In this section the 
developed control algorithms will be studied. These algorithms can be grouped 
into 4 following categories:
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• Accommodation matrix
• IF-THEN-ELSE branching
• Neural network control
• Fuzzy Logic Control
2.5.1 Accommodation Matrix Method
In this method an accommodation matrix relates the measured contact forces to 
the required displacement or the velocity of the tool-tip required to reduce the 
contact forces [32, 33]. This relationship can be mathematically represented by:
V=AF (2.1)
where A is the accommodation matrix, V is the velocity vector and F is the 
measured force vector.
Using this method, the form of compliant motion investigated in [33] is that of 
the generalised damper, the behaviour of which is specified by an 
accommodation matrix (the inverse of the damping matrix). The synthesis of an 
error-corrective accommodation matrix (either diagonal or non-diagonal) for a 
given task executed by enumerating and evaluating a limited number of 
erroneous contact configurations with a methodology proposed by the author.
Figure 2.10-Illustratìon of place-in-detent operation.
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The methodology is verified by the synthesis and experimental validation of 
accommodation matrix sufficient for an error-corrective Place-in-Detent 
assembly operation of a Circular Cross Section Disk (Figure 2.10). The Non­
Diagonal Error-Corrected Accommodation Matrix resulted for the translational 
Place-in-Detent operation being tested can be presented as below:
A = [A„
84 0 0 0 -11 0 
0 84 0 11 0 0 
0 0 384 0 0 0
(2.2)
where Att and Atr are sub-matrices.
The experiment implemented on a PUMA 560 has shown the successful 
application of a translational Place-in-Detent assembly task when using a non­
diagonal accommodation matrix and the failure of the same task when a 
diagonal accommodation matrix is used.
Since the relationship between the contact state equations are usually non-linear 
and multiple mapping, the accommodation matrix method can be applied to a 
limited contact configurations.
2.5.2 IF-THEN-ELSE Rules Method
In this method IF-THEN-ELSE rules are used according to predefined 
discriminant functions [23,34-38]. The discriminant functions are used to 
recognise the direction or magnitude of the misalignment between the centre of 
the peg and the hole. For instance, Gottschlich and Kak [35] estimate the 
direction of error vector by :
0 = tan"1 (—- ) - 9 0 °
7ft
(2.3)
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where mx and my are the moments about x and y axes respectively. Given the 
angle 0, the strategy is to move the peg along the error vector until a 
discontinuity in the contact force is detected. Alternatively the peg can move 
until a distance greater than a threshold along x or y axis is travelled. The 
threshold value is provided by the user and corresponds to maximum possible 
discrepancy in the x and y directions. The estimation accuracy of the direction of 
the error vector is affected by factors such as the clearance between the peg and 
the hole and the noise present in the measured force vector.
Goto et al [23] used a rule-base control algorithm to reduce the contact forces 
through constant step motions. The algorithms utilises the measured contact 
forces and exact force zones. The positioning mechanism and holding device 
(fingers) are coupled through a flexible wrist construction using a cross type 
place spring. The place spring is fitted with four force sensors (strain gauges) 
which are capable to detect the relative displacement or inclination in triaxial x, 
y and z. The relative positions of the shaft and the confronting hole in an 
insertion are determined using the sensors and flexible wrist. The insertion 
operation is performed by correcting the centre position and direction of the 
shaft. The IF-THEN-ELSE rule use the force feedback information to search for 
the hole and perform the insertion.
This system in conjunction HI-T hand has been successfully applied to the 
assembly of the shaft into the bearing of an electric motor with a clearance of 
only 3-10 pm.
Using a similar approach, Asada and Hirai [38] proposed a high-level force 
feedback method in which control laws are switched in accordance to the 
contact state.
The IF-THEN-ELSE logical branching method allows modelling highly non­
linear complex strategies used in assembly. The method requires a discriminant
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function which is determined based on the geometrical models of the parts and 
the assembly workspace. This is not, however, always possible to obtain an 
accurate function due to the complexities inherent in an assembly environment.
Figure 2.11-Control algorithm of insertion operation [23]
2.5.3 Neural Network Method
In this approach the complex non-linear model between the contact forces and 
required corrective motion is modelled using artificial neural network. The 
works presented in [39,40] are examples of this approach. In this approach, 
compliance is treated as a nonlinear mapping from a measured force to a 
corrected motion. The nonlinear mapping is represented by a multi-layered 
neural network, which allows us to deal with complex strategies of force 
feedback. This network representation provides both linear and nonlinear
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compliance. With this network approach a desired compliance can be learned 
from teaching data by using an interactive learning algorithm.
In the work presented in [39], the Error Back Propagation Algorithm by 
Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams [41] is used to generate a desired mapping 
from sample data. By presenting desired pairs repeatedly, the weight used in the 
network are modified to provide the correct output for the individual inputs. The 
Error Back Propagation Algorithm is basically a gradient descent method. The 
network finds a minimum of the mean squared errors through the learning 
procedure, unless the system is trapped at local minima. The minimum point 
gives an optimal mapping that can be generated by the network .
Figure 2.12- General neural network structure consisting of three layers [39].
The method has been tested with peg-in-hole insertion task. It is shown that the 
multi-layered network can learn complex non-linear compliance through 
iterative presentation of teaching data.
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The main advantages of the method he in its non-linear nature and the fact it 
does not need any explicit discriminant function. The success of the method, 
however, depends heavily on the validity of the train data in representing all the 
possible configurations taking place during real assembly. This is not, however, 
alway possible. In addition the training process of a neural network can be quite 
time consuming. The learning accuracy of the current neural network is not 
always sufficient for critical applications.
2.5.4 Fuzzy Logic Control
As mentioned before, uncertainty, non-linearity and tolerance errors are inherent 
features of an assembly process. The relationship between the misalignment and 
force signal is non-linear. The characteristics of mechanical constraints of the 
mating parts and their environment are not always fully known. There are 
systematic and random errors in the manipulators used to perform the assembly.
In the fuzzy set theory the concept of membership function provides a basis for 
systematic definition of imprecision and vagueness associated with a process. 
Besides, the EF-THEN rules and linguistic variables can provide a model for the 
operation of the compliant motion even if a precise analytical model is not 
available. In addition the fuzzy logic method permits to effectively use the 
thoughts, knowledge and experience of an expert in the control algorithm. 
Hence the application of fuzzy logic in compliance control of automatic 
assembly is quite appropriate. As a result this method has attracted the attention 
of many research groups.
The theory of fuzzy methods in compliance control and the work conducted so 
far will be studied in chapter 4.
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2.6 CONCLUSION
Based on the study carried out in this chapter the following conclusions can be 
drawn:
• Passive compliance methods can deal with small positional misalignments 
between the mating parts provided they have simple relational configuration.
• Passive compliance methods are less adaptable to changing assembly 
conditions.
• Active compliance methods, particularly force based techniques can handle 
comparably larger positional misalignments though they usually have longer 
cycle time.
• The hybrid passive-active methods can produce a better performance as they 
combine the advantages of both methods.
• Fuzzy rule based compliance control has potential advantage over existing 
methods as it can handle vagueness, uncertainty and imprecision which are 
inherent features of an assembly process.
Almost all the work studied in this chapter utilise complex and expensive 
devices such as compliant wrist and RCC which are not always economically 
viable in practice. Fuzzy logic method has the potential of providing a cost 
effective, generic and practical compliance method as it combines non-linear 
model of the process with the experience of a human operator.
Chapter 3
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF PEG IN HOLE
INSERTION
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This study is mainly concerned with fuzzy compliance control. Although in 
fuzzy logic based methods, human intuition and experience can be effectively 
used for dealing with non-linearity and uncertainty, a good knowledge of the 
control process is still necessary to analyse the task and establish the appropriate 
control algorithm.
a) approach b) search c) insertion
Figure 3.1- Three stages of peg-in-hole insertion during assembly.
The assembly process is generally modelled as the peg-in-hole insertion task. 
This operation represents majority of the difficult tasks performed in assembly. 
The peg-in-hole insertion consists of three different stages of approach, search, 
and insertion (Figure 3.1). The approach phase is executed by conventional 
position control at the precision of the manipulator used. The search phase starts
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as soon as a force build up at the tool tip of the manipulator is detected. The 
search stage has attracted the most attention in the literature. The insertion is the 
final stage and mathematically the most complex aspect of the operation.
A number of authors have studied the contact forces produced during the 
insertion of a cylindrical peg in to a hole including Simunovic [42]; Whitney
[43] ; Lozano-Perez [36]; Arai and Kinoshita[7]; M. Shahinpoor and H. Zohoor
[44] . Based on such analysis various compliance control strategies have been 
developed.
Majority of the analysis conducted on peg-in-hole insertion assumes that the peg 
or the hole are compliantly supported. Whitney[43] has analysed the assembly of 
a compliantly supported rigid peg and a rigidly supported hole (Figure 3.2). Arai 
and Kinoshita[7] have analysed the assembly of a rigidly supported rigid peg into 
a hole compliantly supported by a worktable. These studies have used 
approximation analysis to calculate the proportions of forces and moments that 
satisfy sliding condition of the peg into the hole. Based on such analysis 
strategies for successful insertion of partly engaged peg using passive methods 
have been developed. These analyses, however, can not provide a method for 
identifying the actual state of the assembly process based on force information, 
which is necessary for active methods to generate appropriate compliant motion.
Inspite of variety of the analysis carried out, the peg-in-hole insertion is still not 
fully understood. In previous work the state equations are calculated based on the 
parameters of the compliant support (compliant wrist or compliant table). The 
parameters of compliant wrist or table are adjusted to provide successful 
insertion. There is no analysis available providing full relationship between 
relative position of the parts and reaction forces when both peg and hole are 
rigidly supported (that means without any compliant wrist).
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The analysis developed in [48] is more generic as it is presented in the context 
of dynamic assembly. It, however, includes a large number of parameters of the 
assembly such as angular velocity, angular acceleration, lateral velocity, lateral 
acceleration, inertia forces etc. In practice these parameters cannot be easily 
derived or calculated in real time. In addition the analysis does not clearly 
establish the relationship between contact forces and position/orientation of the 
peg. There is no practical control strategy derived from this analysis.
Figure 3.2-Rigid peg supported compliantly by lateral spring Kx and 
angular spring K q (Whitney[43]).
This chapter will study the peg-in-hole insertion task when both the peg and hole 
are rigidly supported. The attention of the analysis is on the relationship between 
contact forces, moments measured by force/torque sensor and relative 
position/orientation of the peg with respect to the hole during the insertion stage.
3.2 GEOMETRY OF THE TASK.
It is assumed that the configuration of the force/torque (F/T) sensor and gripper 
performing the insertion is as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The force sensor is
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mounted between the gripper and the robot arm without any compliance device. 
In order to overcome the problem caused by the effect of inertia on F/T sensor as 
analysed in [35], a force/torque reading is taken under static condition after the 
termination of a move.
hole
77777* I K \\\\
Figure 3.3- Force sensor and gripper.
Since this study focuses on the insertion phase of the task, it is assumed that the 
search phase is successfully completed. In other words, the projection of the 
peg's tip totally lies within the face of the hole. The contact between the peg and 
the hole can take place at one or two points. Hence 6 contact configurations for 
the peg and hole can be considered, 3 of which are shown in Figure 3.4. The 
remaining 3 configurations are similar with the peg tilted in the opposite 
direction.
The relationship between forces and moments and angular errors between the 
desired and actual direction of the peg in every configuration will be examined. 
The assumption is that the parts are infinitely rigid and massless, the radii of the 
peg and hole are constant throughout their lengths, and the coefficients of
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friction at all contact points are identical. The dry Coulomb model will be used 
to represent friction.
During insertion the misalignment of peg relative to hole generates contact 
forces and hence prevents the peg to slide in. In order to take corrective motion 
the magnitude of the misalignment angle and direction of tilt should be known. 
In other words, the relative position of peg to the hole is characterised by these 
two parameters. These parameters can be derived from reaction forces and 
torques measured by the force/torque sensor. In this analysis the relationship 
between the force/torque sensor readings and the misalignment angle (magnitude 
and direction of tilt) should be determined.
3.3 TWO-POINT-CONTACT CONFIGURATION
3.3.1. Relationship between Force/Torque and Magnitude of Misalignment Angle
The free body diagram of the peg and hole in Z-X plane for two-point-contact 
configuration is shown in Figure 3.5 . A similar diagram exists for Z-Y plane 
with Mx and fy used instead of My and fx.
According to [46], an object is in equilibrium state when following conditions 
are satisfied:
X Fx = ° ;  X Fv = ° ; X m  = o ;
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Figure 3.5- Free body diagram of two-point-contact configuration
where Fx , FY are forces along X and Y axis respectively, M is moment about 
any point on the object. In this study point O is chosen for writing the equations 
of moment. The equations of equilibrium as defined in the coordinates of the peg 
are [36]:
^ F x = 0 = fx + fj cos0 -  pfj sin9 -  f2 (3.1)
£ F Y = 0 = - f z + fj sin0 + pfj cos0 + pf2 (3.2)
M 0 = 0 = pfj — cos0 + pf1Lsin0 -  f1Lcos0 + —sin0 + f2( L - l ) -p f2 — + M y (3.3)
2 2 2
where : D - diameter of the hole .
d - diameter of the peg .
L - the length of the peg .
f x - force at point O acting along x-axis by the gripper. 
f z - force at point O acting along z-axis by the gripper. 
ji/1 , [if 2 - frictional forces . 
fly f 2 - reaction forces from the hole.
0 - misalignment angle .
1 - insertion depth
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M0- resultant moment about Y-axis about point O .
My is the moment acting on the peg by the gripper along Y-axis about point O. 
The insertion depth can be presented in term of the tilt of the peg as :
D -  dcos0 
sin0
(3.4)
Parameters fx? fz, My can be measured by the force sensor. Using equations 
(1)»(2),(3) the tilt angle 0 can be found in terms of fx, fz, My and the parameters 
of peg and hole as defined by function 0 = F(fx, fz, M y). From (1) and (2):
fi = fz - | ^ f z ~ Xsin0 + 2pcos0 - p 2 sin0 n (3.5)
where: n = sin0 + 2 jicos0 -p2 sin0
f2 = fx + fj (cos0 — |X sin 0) = f x +
= f +





Converting (3.3) we have:
d . . . . .  .  d .
2 ’  2
f^ ji—cos0 + pLsin0-Lcos0 + —sin0)+f2(L -l- |X —)+My = 0
a r d . T . „ T .  d . r , a(cos0-usin0)n. .. A>r _
—[p —c°s0  + |L lLsin0-Lcos0 + —sin0]+[fx + ------------- -------- ] (e - l)+ M  = 0
n 2 2 n
where: e= L - ll—
2
A A
a[(|H—-L)cos0+(pL + —)sin0]+[nfx +a(cos0-|iLsin0)](e-l)+nMy =0 
a(-ecos0 + csin0)+[nfx + a(cos0-psin0)](e-l)+nM =0
Subtituting the valueof 1 intheequationyields:
a(-ecos0 + csin0)+[nfx + a(cos0-psin0)](e- ——dcos0^_^_ _ q
sin0
a(-ecos0 + csin0)sin0 + [nfx +a(cos0-psin0)](esin0-D + dcos0)+nMy sin0 = 0
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Substituting the value of n in the equation yields :
a(-e cos 0 + c sin 0)sin 0 + [(sin 0 + 2 |i cos0 -  (I2 sin 0)f x + a(cos 0 -  |i sin 0)] (e sin 0 -  D + d cos 0)+ 
+(sin0 + 2|icos0-|i2 sin0)My sin0 = 0
a (-e  cos 0 + c sin 0)sin 0 + [ fx sin 0 + 2 (if x cos 0 -  | i 2 f  x sin 0 + a cos 0 -  |ia sin 0](e sin 0 -  D + d cos 0)+ 
+(sin0 + 2 | i c o s 0 - ( i 2 sin0)M y sin0 = 0
-aecos0sin0 + acsin2 0 + fxesin2 0 - D f x sin0 + dfx sin0cos0 + 2|Liefx sin0cos0-2(iD fx cos0 +
2(idfx cos2 0 - ( i 2efx sin2 0 + )i2Dfx s in 0 -( i2dfx sin0cos0 + aecos0sin0-aDcos0 +
ad cos2 0-(iaesin2 0 + (iaDsin0-|iadsin0cos0 + My sin2 0 + 2jiMy sin0cos0-(Li2My sin2 0 =0
(ac + fxe -  (H2efx -  (iae + My -  (i2My)sin2 0 +(2(idfx + ad)cos2 0 +(dfx + 2|iefx -  ji2dfx 
-}iad + 2(iMy)sin0cos0 +(-Dfx + |i2Dfx + (iaD)sin0 -(2(iDfx + aD)cos0 = 0
This equation can be rewritten as
Ksin2 0 + Ncos2 0 + Psin0cos0 + Qsin0-Rcos0 = 0 (3.7)
where:
K = ac + fxe -  | i 2efx -  (iae + M y -  | i 2M y
=(fz - |x fs)(nL + | ) + f x( L - ^ | ) - n 2fx(L -n |) - |x ( f z - n f x)(L - |x |)+ M y - n 2My 
= | f 5(l + ̂ 2)+fz(L -  nd -  |X2L)+My( l - n 2)
P = dfx + 2 (liefx -  | i 2dfx -  jiad + 2fiM y
= dfx + 2|xfx(L - t i | ) - n 2dfx - |xd(fz - (ifx)+2|xMy
= df„ + 2|ifxL -  |ldfz -  n 2df„ -  (idfz + ^2dfx + 2|iMy 
= fz(d + 2|xL)-(idfz + 2(iMy
N = d(2nfz + a)= d(2|xfz + fz -  nfz)= d(nfz + fz)
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Q = D (-fx + p 2fx + |ia)
= D[ -  fx + |Lt2fx + p(fz -  |ifx)]= D (-fx + pfz)
R = D(2pfx + a)
= D(2pfx + fz -  f-lfx)= D(|xfx + fz)
From trigonometry :
0 2z 1-z2If z = tan(—) then sin0 = ----- cos0=---------
2 1 + z 1+z




■ n (1~ z^  i i q 2z(1+,z}  R (1~ z2)(! t z2) o2 \  2(l + zz) 2 \  2(1 + z") 2 \  2(1 + z") 2x2(1 + Zz)
4Kz2 + N (l-2 z 2 + z4)+2Pz - 2Pz3 + 2Qz + 2Qz3 - R(1 - z4)= 0
4Kz2 + N -  2Nz2 + Nz4 + 2Pz -  2Pz3 + 2Qz + 2Qz3 -  R + Rz4 = 0
(N + R)z4 + 2(Q -  P)z3 +(4K -  2N)z2 + 2(P + Q)z + N -  R = 0 (3.9)
Since z = tan(0/2) or 0 = 2arctanz(see formula 3.8), equation (3.9) will provide 
the tilt angle in term of fz, fx and My The root of the equation which lies within 
the physically possible angle values is acceptable. This range for a tight-fit peg- 
in-hole insertion can be found as follows.
The biggest angle occurs in the configuration shown in Figure 3.6(a). In this 
condition :
em» = arcos(—) (3.10)
The smallest angle in two-point-contact configuration occurs in the condition 
shown in Figure 3.6(b).
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a) b)
Figure 3.6- Critical angles.
Using geometry, this critical angle can be found from the following calculation :
T D - d c o s O c
L = ----------------
s in0c
L s in 0 c = D - d c o s 0 c 
L s in 0 c + d co s0 c -  D = 0
Substituting (3.8) in this equation yields :
2Lz + d(l -  z 2) - D ( l  + z 2)= 0 
(D + d)z2 -  2Lz +(D -  d)= 0
The solution of the above equation is :
z =
L±-y/L2 - ( D 2 - d 2)
D + d
and  0„ = 2arctanz
Since the angle 0 is small, only the small root is acceptable, hence:
0C = 2 arc tan [
L - ^ / l 2 - ( D 2 - d 2).
D + d
(3.11)
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The roots of (3.9) which are the real misalignment angle should lie within the 
interval 0max and Be- As an example, using the parameters D=20.1 mm, d=20 
mm, L= 86.2 mm, equations (10) and (11) will produce 0max=5-72°, $c 
=0.066°. This will produce an interval of 0.066°-5.72° for the misalignment 
angle.
The method used to solve quadratic equation (3.9) is given in Appendix 1.
3.3.2 Relationship between Force/Torque and Tilt Direction of Misalignment 
Angle
As shown in the previous section, with a tight-fit peg and hole, the misalignment 
angle is very small. If we ignore small components of force (see Figure 3.7), 
equations (3.1) and (3.3) can be approximated by:
f  X =  f  2 -  f  1
M y = f j L -  f2( L - l )
Obviously, if f2>fl then fx has direction as shown in Figure 3.7(a). Otherwise it 
has an opposite direction (Figure 3.7(b)). Similarly, if f;[L>f2(L-l) then moment 
My has the direction as shown in Figure 3.7(c), otherwise it is reversed (Figure 
3.7(d)).
Figure 3.7-Force and moment directions.
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All these conditions can occur in real insertion operation. Hence in two-point- 
contact it is impossible to determine the direction of tilt of the peg with respect to 
the hole at any instant of time based on the direction of force fx and moment My 
of the current reading of the sensor.
3.4 ONE-POINT-CONTACT CONFIGURATIONS
There are two configurations of one-point-contact when the peg is tilted to one 
side as shown in Figure 3.8. Similar configurations can occur when the peg is 
tilted in the other direction.
3.4.1 Force-Angle Relationship In One-Point-Contact
3.4.1.1 One-point-contact with peg’s tip contact
The equilibrium equations for one-point-contact with peg's tip contact (shown in 
Figure 3.8(a)) can be obtained by setting f2=0 and pf2=0 in equations (3.1), 
(3.2), and (3.3) :
z
f
Figure 3.8 - One-point-contact configurations.
^ F x = 0 = fx + fj cos0 -  Jiifj sin0 (3.12)
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^ F y = 0 = - f z + f t sin0 + Jifj cos0 (3.13)
^ M 0 = 0 = ¡Lifj -̂ -cos© + jLifjLsin© -  fjLcos© + fj ^-sin© + M, (3.14)
from (3.12) we have:
fi =
- f
c o s0 - |a s in 0
(3.15)
from (3.13) we have:




from (3.15) and (3.16) the relationship between fx and fz can be presented as:
f z _  sin0 + pcos0  
fx c o s 0 -p s in 0
(3.17)
Substituting (3.15) in (3.14) yields :
_f ^ d
----------------(li—cos6 + uLsin0 -  Lcos0 + —sin0)+M„ = 0




jyj (p ---- L)cos 0 +(— + pL)sin 0
cos0 -  ¡Lisin0
(3.19)
Substituting (3.16) in (3.14) yields :
f  d d
--------- -------- (u —cos0 + u L s in 0 -L c o s0  + — sin0)+M v = 0
sin0 + p cos0  2 2 y
(3.20)
an d :
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d d
M (jx—— L)cos 0 +(— + jiL)sin 0 
__y______ 2_________ 2_______
f z sin0 + |ico s0
(3.21)
Equations (3.17), (3.19), (3.21) present relationships between moment My and 
forces fz, fx and misalignment angle 0 in one-point-contact configuration shown 
in Figure 3.8(a). These relationships have been simulated by a C program 
(Appendix 2) using the following parameters:
length of the peg L=86.2 mm
diameter of the peg d=20 mm
The tilt angle has varied from zero to 6 degrees and coefficient of friction from
0.1 to 0.3. The obtained results are presented in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3. The sign 
minus of My/fx and fz/fx means that fx has a direction opposite to what is shown 
in Figure 3.5. Graphically these relationships are illustrated in Figure 3.9.
Table 3.1-Force-moment ratios at different angles of tilt with coefficient of friction |u=0.1
Angle My/fx My/fz fz/fx
0.0 -3.354350 33.543499 -0.100000
0.5 -3.350880 30.793619 -0.108817
1.0 -3.347404 28.451866 -0.117651
1.5 -3.343921 26.433374 -0.126504
2.0 -3.340430 24.675280 -0.135376
2.5 -3.336930 23.130024 -0.144268
3.0 -3.333422 21.760965 -0.153184
3.5 -3.329905 20.539421 -0.162123
4.0 -3.326377 19.442606 -0.171087
4.5 -3.322839 18.452204 -0.180078
5.0 -3.319290 17.553314 -0.189098
5.5 -3.315729 16.733692 -0.198147
6.0 -3.312156 15.983187 -0.207227
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Table 3.2-Force-moment ratios at different angles of tilt with coefficient of friction [i=0.2
Angle y/fx Mv/fz fz/fx
0.0 -3.315000 16.574999 -0.200000
0.5 -3.311424 15.837526 -0.209087
1.0 -3.307835 15.159121 -0.218208
1.5 -3.304233 14.532866 -0.227363
2.0 -3.300616 13.952886 -0.236554
2.5 -3.296984 13.414156 -0.245784
3.0 -3.293336 12.912354 -0.255053
3.5 -3.289673 12.443737 -0.264364
4.0 -3.285992 12.005056 -0.273717
4.5 -3.282294 11.593471 -0.283116
5.0 -3.278577 11.206489 -0.292561
5.5 -3.274842 10.841913 -0.302054
6.0 -3.271086 10.497802 -0.311597
Table 3.3-Force-moment ratios at different angles of tilt with coefficient of friction |i=0.3
Angle N yf* My/fz fz/fx
0.0 -3.275650 10.918833 -0.300000
0.5 -3.271899 10.570457 -0.309532
1.0 -3.268128 10.241176 -0.319116
1.5 -3.264335 9.929418 -0.328754
2.0 -3.260521 9.633774 -0.338447
2.5 -3.256684 9.352986 -0.348197
3.0 -3.252824 9.085922 -0.358007
3.5 -3.248940 8.831563 -0.367878
4.0 -3.245030 8.588985 -0.377813
4.5 -3.241095 8.357356 -0.387813
5.0 -3.237134 8.135917 -0.397882
5.5 -3.233144 7.923978 -0.408020
6.0 -3.229126 7.720911 -0.418231
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angle(degree)
a) Angle-My/fx characteristic.




c) A n g le -f^  characteristic.
Figure 3.9-Relationship between misalignment angle and Force/Moment ratio .
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As it can be seen, these relationships are monotone and nearly linear for a small 
range of tilt angles. The characteristics of the curves depend very much on the 
coefficient of friction |i. The force/moment ratios change very little when the tilt 
angle varies. The best characteristics for estimating the angle may be the angle 
versus My/fz but only with small coefficient of friction (p=0.1).
An approach which is similar to one applied to two-point-contact can be used to 
find the angular error on force/moment components. In terms of My and fz the 
relationship (3.20) can be written as:
d d
f z( | i—cos0 + |iL s in 0 -  Lcos0 + — sin0)+M y sin0 + |icos0  = 0 
^ 2
j  _j
f z|X—cos0 + f z|iL s in 0 - f zLcos0 + fz — sin0 + M y sin0 + |iM y cos0 = 0 
2 2
(fz|X— -  fzL + |iM y)cos0 +(fz|iL + fz — + M y)sin0 = 0
2 2
S ettin g : A = fz| i ^ - f zL + |tM y
B = f znL + f z |  + M y
We w ill h ave : A cos0  + B sin0 = 0
0 1 — z 2
Setting z = tan(—) then: cos 0 = ------ r-
& 2 1 + z 2
Substituting (3.23) in (3.22) yields :
A z2 - 2 B z - A  = 0
, b + V b 2 + a 2




1 + z 2
z2 =





and : 0 = 2atanz
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Only the root Z2  is chosen because z\ is negative.
3.4.1.2 One-point-contact with peg's side contact.
Similarly by setting fi=0 and pfi=0 in equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) the force­
moment relationship for configuration of peg's side contact (shown in Figure 
3.9(b)) can be found as:
f x = f 2 
fz =
My = nf2 f2(L - 1)= fx( n |  -  L + 1)
M d
- p  = H T - L + 1 (3-25)
As can be seen, in this kind of contact there is no relationship between 
force/moment and misalignment angle. The angle, therefore, cannot be 
calculated based on force information.
3.4.2 Force/Torque-Direction Relationship In One-Point-Contact Configurations
As shown in Figure 3.10, both types of one point contact have a similar mapping 
relationship between directions of force/moment and tilt. The reaction force and 
moment change their directions as tilt direction is changed. In addition, force fx 
and moment My (which can be measured by force/torque sensor) have identical 
directions. It is still, however, too difficult to determine the direction of the tilt 
based on the directions of forces and moments. Two circumstances in Figure 
3.10 have the same direction of tilt, but have different directions of force fx and 
My. With small misalignment angle, the relationship between force and moment 
of Figure 3.10(a) can be approximately written as:
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My = f\L = fxL
For Figure 3.10(b) this relationship will be written as:
My = f2(L-l) =fx(L-l)
However, such difference disappears when the peg begins to slide into the hole 
(1=0). Therefore, in general, it is impossible to determine the direction of tilt of 
the peg with respect to hole based only on instant measurement of force/moment.
a) b)
Figure 3.10-Directions of forces and moments in two type of one point contact.
In practice this information is derived by trial and error. In case of peg’s tip 
contact (Figure 3.10(a)) if the peg is pushed further along Z axis, all the 
components of force and moment in that plan will be increased. In contrast, this 
does not occur for peg's side contact case (shown in Figure 3.10(b)). This 
approach can be used in general to determine the type of contact and direction of 
the tilt of peg.
3.5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION.
With foregoing analysis, it can be seen that the relationship between reaction 
force/moment and relative position of the peg with respect to the hole is non­
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linear and multiple mapping. The magnitude of the tilt angle can be calculated 
based on the corresponding force/moment sensor reading in particular 
configurations (two-point-contact and one-point-contact with peg's tip contact). 
It is, however, required to determine the type of contact to apply the appropriate 
calculation. The tilt direction of the peg cannot be easily detected and some trial 
and error method should be applied to determine it.
Chapter 4
FUZZY CONTROL AND AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY TASK
4.1. INTRODUCTION
The Fuzzy Sets theory has found many applications in a variety of fields since its 
introduction by Zadeh in 1965 [46]. They include process control, pattern 
recognition and classification, management and decision making, operations 
research, economics and others. Among them, fuzzy control, initiated by the 
work of Mamdani and Assilian [47], has emerged as the most active and 
successful area in the application of this theory. There has been a strong growth 
of its use in applications including water quality processing, automatic train 
operation, TV colour tuning, washing machine automation, robot guidance, 
satellite positioning, image processing etc.
These applications have demonstrated an alternative method for the control of 
real-time systems, particularly, non-linear, ill-defined, time varying, and 
complex systems which can be controlled by a skilled human operator without 
the knowledge of the dynamics of the underlying processes. The Fuzzy Logic 
Control (FLC) algorithms convert the linguistic control algorithm based on 
expert knowledge into automatic control strategies. The results obtained in many 
cases have been superior to those obtained by conventional control methods. In 
particular, the FLC appears very useful when the processes are too complex for 
analysis by conventional quantitative techniques or when the available sources 
of information are interpreted qualitatively, inexactly, or uncertainly [48].
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The active assembly using force feedback information, as analysed in Chapter 3 
faces the following difficulties:
i) Non-linear and complex mapping between force information and the 
position of the mating parts.
ii) Difficulty in developing discriminant functions to distinguish between 
various contact states.
Besides, vague and inexact nature of the force feedback information due to 
measurement inaccuracies create additional difficulties. Hence the application of 
fuzzy logic based method to force control can provide more acceptable 
solutions. There have been some attempts by other authors to apply FLC to peg- 
in-hole insertion task [52-59] with considerable success.
In this chapter, the basic structure and operation of Fuzzy Logic Controllers will 
be briefly described. The problems faced in the development of the 
methodologies will be reviewed. The fuzzy compliance control developed in 
previous work will be examined and discussed. Finally, the contributions of this 
work will be presented.
4.2. BASIC STRUCTURE OF FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLERS
A fuzzy logic controller is incorporated into a closed-loop control system 
similar to conventional controllers as shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1-Fuzzy logic control system.
The basic structure of a typical Fuzzy Logic Controller can be illustrated as 
Figure 4.2. Various components of this controller are defined as follows:
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Figure 4.2- Basic structure of a FLC
Fuzzification
This unit maps the measured inputs, which may be in the form of crisp values, 
into fuzzy linguistic values using fuzzy reasoning mechanism.
Knowledge Base
This is a collection of the expert control rules (knowledge) needed to achieve the 
control goal.
Decision Making
This unit is the fuzzy reasoning mechanism which performs various fuzzy logic 
operations to infer the control action for a given fuzzy input.
Defuzzification
The inferred fuzzy control action is converted into required crisp control value in 
this unit.
4.2.1 System Variables and Fuzzy Parameters
It is important to distinguish clearly between the conventional system input and 
output variables, which are usually crisp numbers and fuzzy parameters. 
Contrary to the former, the latter are essentially linguistic and take values that
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correspond to fuzzy sets. The fuzzy variables include both input and output 
variables. The input variables are known as "process state" variable which take 
values derived from the control process. The output variables or "process 
control", take values determined by the FLC.
The number of input and output variables varies according to the complexity of 
the fuzzy system. A system with n input and m output variables is referred to as 
an n input - m output system. In the case where n=l and m=l, the system is 
referred as Sing-Input-Sing-Output system (SISO). In the case where n>2 and 
m=l, the fuzzy system is called to be Multi-Input-Sing-Output (MISO). For n>2 
and m>2, the system is known as Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO).
The fuzzy sets for each system variable are defined in linguistic terms such as 
Positive Big (PS), Positive Medium (PM), Positive Small (PM), Zero (ZR), 
Negative Small (NS), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Big (NB), etc. The 
number of the fuzzy sets defined for each variable determines the number of 
values it may take and the granularity of the control. A fuzzy set is described by 
its membership function. The membership function determines the meaning of 
the linguistic values and is defined on the underlying universe of discourse of the 
variable.
The membership function of a fuzzy set can be defined in two ways: numerical 
or functional. A numerical definition expresses the degree of membership 
function as a vector of numbers whose dimension depends on the level of 
discretization in the universe of discourse. A functional definition denotes the 
membership function of a fuzzy set in a functional form, such as the S-function, 
7t-function, triangular, trapezoidal, exponential, etc. The functional definition is 
usually used to assign the grade of membership function to a fuzzy set in FLC. 
Examples of membership functions with functional definition are illustrated in 
Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3-Example of membership function shapes.
4.2.2 Fuzzification Strategies
Fuzzification or coding of the input is the process of mapping from observed 
inputs to fuzzy sets in various input universes of discourse. In process control, 
the observed data (sensor reading) is usually crisp, and fuzzification is required 
to map the observed range of crisp input to the corresponding fuzzy values for 
the system input variables. The mapped data are further converted into suitable 
linguistic terms as labels of the fuzzy sets defined for system input variables.
There are several fuzzification strategies, including fuzzy singleton, fuzzy 
number and hybrid fuzzy/random number [48]:
Fuzzy singleton
In real-time control, the inputs are usually measured by sensors and are crisp. In 
this approach, an observed crisp datum is "conceptually" converted into fuzzy 
singleton within a certain universe of discourse. An input xq is interpreted as a 
fuzzy set A with the membership function Fa (x) equal t0 zero except that at
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point x q  at which Ma (x0)=T This strategy is widely used in fuzzy control 
application since it is natural and easy to implement.
Fuzzv Number
A fuzzy number (or uncertain number) has been considered to be an extension 
of the concept of the interval of confidence. A fuzzy number in R is a fuzzy 
subset of R that is convex and normal, thus a fuzzy number can be considered as 
generalisation of the interval of confidence. It is not a random variable which is 
defined in terms of theory of probability, which has evolved from the theory of 
measurement. A fuzzy number is a valuation, not a measure. When the observed 
data is disturbed by random noise, a fuzzification operator may convert a given 
datum into a fuzzy number. In this way, computational efficiency can be 
enhanced since fuzzy numbers are much easier to manipulate than random 
variables.
Hybrid Fuzzv/Random Number
If some observations are precise, while some are measurable only in a statistical 
sense (ie. probabilistic and possibilistic modes), the concept of hybrid numbers, 
which involves the idea of both fuzzy number and random number, may be used 
to represent the fuzzified data. The use of hybrid number arithmetic in the design 
of an FLC need further exploration.
4.2.3 Knowledge Base
The knowledge base consists of a data-base and a rule-base. The data-base 
provides the necessary definitions of the fuzzy parameters as fuzzy sets with 
membership functions defined on the universe of discourse for each variable. 
The rule-base consists of fuzzy control rules intended to achieve the control
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objectives. The stages of constructing the knowledge base can be summarised as 
below:
a) Construction o f the data base
Construction of the data base involves defining the universe of discourse for 
each variable, determining the number of fuzzy sets and designing the 
membership functions. The universe of discourse can be quantized and 
discretized to provide convenient computation and simulation.
b) Construction o f the rule base
A fuzzy system is characterised by a set of linguistic statements based on expert 
knowledge. The expert knowledge is usually in the form of "If-Then" rules, 
which are easily implemented by fuzzy conditional statements in fuzzy logic. 
For example, for a MISO system, a fuzzy control rule might be denoted by:
IF X j is A n  and X2 is A 12 and X(m is A{m THEN Y is B{
where Xj stands for system input variables, Ay is a fuzzy set for Xj, Y denotes 
system output and B[ is a fuzzy set for Y.
The collection of fuzzy rules that are expressed as fuzzy conditional statements 
forms the rule base or fuzzy set of an FLC. The fuzzy rule base should be good 
enough to provide "completeness" for the system. The "completeness" is the 
property of a system when a proper control action can alway be inferred for any 
input in the universe of discourse.
4.2.4 Decision Making Techniques
There are various ways in which a control action is inferred as the result of firing 
of several rules. This process can be referred as fuzzy inference or process of 
conflict resolution. Among the various fuzzy inference methods, the most
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commonly used in industrial FLC are the point-valued MAX-MIN and point­
valued MAX-DOT fuzzy inference methods.
Assume that we have a fuzzy control rule base with only two rules:
Rule 1: IF x is A \  and y is B \ THEN z is C\
Rule 2: IF x is A2  and y is B2  THEN z is C2
Let the fire strength of the ifl1 rule be denoted by oq. For inputs xq and yo, the 
fire strength oq and 0 C2  of the rule base can be denoted by:
oq — F'Ai(x o)A M,Bi(yo) 
oq — M'A2(xo)AM'Bi(yo)
In MAX-MIN fuzzy inference, Mamdani's minimum operation rule Rc is used 
for fuzzy implication. The control decision led to by the i ^  rule can be 
expressed by oq A |ici(w). The membership function of the inferred consequence 
C is point-wise given by:
M,c(w )= (oc1 a  p cl(w ))v (o c 2 a j i c2(w ))
The MIN-MAX inference is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
In MAX-DOT fuzzy inference, Larsen's product operation rule Rp is used as a 
fuzzy implication function. The control decision led to by the i ^  rule can be 
expressed as oq-p,ci(w). The membership of inferred consequence C is thus 
point-wise given by:
Hc( w ) = ( o t r | i ci ( w ) ) v ( a 2 -jac2(w ))
The MAX-DOT inference process for the crisp values xq and yo which are 
treated as fuzzy singletons is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5-MAX-DOT fuzzy inference.
4.2.5 Defuzzification Strategies
Defuzzification is the process of mapping from a space of inferred fuzzy control 
actions to a space of non-fuzzy (crisp) control actions. Several defuzzification
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strategies have been suggested in literature. Among them, four methods have 
been applied more often [49]:
Tsukamoto's Defuzzification




where n is the number of rules with firing strength (CDi) greater than 0 and x[ is 
the amount of control action recommended by rule i.
The Centre of Area (COA)
Assuming that a control action with a pointwise membership function pc has 
been produced, the Center of Area method calculates the centre of gravity of the 









where q is the number of quatization levels of the output, zj is the amount of 
control output at the quantisation level j and pc(zj) represents its membership
value in C.
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Mean of Maximum (MOM)
The MOM method generates a crisp control action by averaging the support 
values which their membership values reach the maximum. For a discrete 
universe, this is calculated by:
where 1 is the number of quantized z values which reach their maximum 
memberships.
Output of the Rules Functions of the Inputs
When fuzzy control rules are written as functions of their inputs, the control 




where cq is the strengths of the rule i, n is the number of firing rules.
4.3. DESIGN OF FUZZY CONTROL RULE BASE
It is clear from the analysis presented above that constructing the knowledge 
base (membership function and rule base) is a key issue in designing a FLC. 
There are four methods reported in the literature for deriving the fuzzy control 
rules [50]:
a) Expert Experience and Control Engineering Knowledge
Fuzzy control rules have the form of fuzzy conditional statements that relate the 
state variables in the antecedent and process control in consequents. In the daily
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life, most of information based on which the human decisions are made are 
linguistic rather than numerical. Many experts have found that fuzzy control 
rules provides a convenient way to express their domain knowledge. Fuzzy 
control rule provide a natural frame work for capturing expert knowledge. 
Designing fuzzy control rule bases by interrogating experts and trying to capture 
their knowledge in fuzzy rules is basically a heuristic approach, aimed at 
capturing the expert's rule of thumb. This is the most widely used method so far.
b) Modelling Operator’s Control Action
In many control systems, the input-output relationships are not known with 
sufficient precision to employ classical control theory for modelling and 
simulation. Skilled human operators can control such systems quite successfully 
without having any quantitative model in mind. It is often possible to derive 
fuzzy control rules by modelling the operator's control action. Designing fuzzy 
control rule in this way is basically a deterministic approach. In practice, 
modelling the operator's control actions is carried out by observing the human 
controller's action over a period of time and expressing them in terms of 
operational input-output data.
c) Fuzzy Modelling
Fuzzy modelling is a qualitative modelling scheme by which the behaviour of 
the system to be controlled is qualitatively described using fuzzy quantities (or 
languages). This linguistic description of the dynamic characteristics of the 
controlled process may be viewed as a fuzzy model of the process. Based on the 
fuzzy model, a set of fuzzy control rules can be generated to obtain optimal 
performance of the system.
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d) Self-organizing FLC
Fuzzy control systems can be built to simulate human learning, have the ability 
to create fuzzy control rules and to modify them based on system performance. 
This kind of FLC are known as self-organising systems and were initially 
introduced by Procyk and Madamni [51]. The self-organizing systems use a 
hierarchical structure which consists of two rule bases. The first one is the basic 
control rule base of FLC. The second one involves the use of meta-rules, which 
deal with basic control rule base and cause changes in it in the light of 
experience. Meta-rules provide an effective means to create or modify the basic 
rule base of an FLC based on the designed overall performance of the system. 
The meta-rules are derived by referring to the characteristics of the controlled 
process, particularly, its control trajectories in the control state space.
In summary, the methods used to derive the fuzzy control rules can be divided 
into two categories [48]:
(a) The heuristic methods
(b) The deterministic methods
The heuristic methods exploit expert knowledge and analysis of the behaviour of 
a controlled process to generate fuzzy control rules. The control rules are derived 
in such a way that deviation from a desired state can be corrected and the control 
objective can be achieved. The derivation is purely heuristic in nature and relies 
on the qualitative knowledge of the process behaviour. The most common 
approach in heuristic methods is the introspective verbalization of human 
expertise. Another approach includes an interogation of experienced experts or 
operators using a carefully organized questionaire. In this maner a prototype of 
fuzzy control rules for a particular application domain can be formed.
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The deterministic methods systematically determine the linguistic structure or 
parameters of the fuzzy control rules that satisfy the control objectives and 
constraints. In this method, the fuzzy modelling is usually used to model a 
process or human operator's control actions which are so complicated that no 
mathematical model exists or, the mathematical model is severely non-linear. 
Both structure and parameter identifications are performed by manipulating the 
input and monitoring the output data. The result is a fuzzy model for the process 
in question. The process or controlled plant can be seen as a "black box". A 
qualitative model of the process is built without a priori knowledge about it 
based on sufficient available input-output data . Establishing a dynamic model 
using only input-output data is usually referred to as system identification. A 
fuzzy controller can be designed once a fuzzy model of a controlled process is 
established.
4.4 FUZZY COMPLIANCE CONTROL IN AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY
In the fuzzy set theory, the concept of membership function provides a basis for 
systematic description of a system with imprecision and vagueness associated 
with the actual phenomena. Besides, the IF-THEN rules and linguistic variables 
being used can overcome the difficulty caused by analytical models. The human 
thinking, knowledge and experience can also be effectively used in the control 
algorithms [48].
Uncertainty, non-linearity and tolerance errors are inherent features of an 
assembly process. The relationship between the misalignment and force signal is 
non-linear. The characteristics of mechanical constraints of the mating parts and 
their environment is not fully known. There is also systematic and random errors 
in the manipulators used to perform the assembly. Hence application of fuzzy 
logic in compliance control for automatic assembly is very appropriate. As a
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result, this method has attracted the attention of many researcher in the field of 
automatic assembly.
Hara [52, 53] has used the fuzzy set theory for chamferless part mating. This 
approach, however, cannot adapt to fast changing assembly environment as it 
does not use sensor-based assembly skill.
In the work conducted by Park [54, 55], a fuzzy rule based algorithm for the 
peg-in-hole insertion task has been developed. In the control strategy the contact 
forces are mapped on the corrective positional movements as closely as possible. 
The work is mainly concerned with the initial search stage of the insertion to 
detect the hole. A grid of n x n is superimposed on the search area in the X-Y 
plane as shown in Figure 4.6. Each node of the grid represents the possible 
positional error of the peg relative to the hole.
Figure 4.6- Fuzzy partitioning for searching area.
The forces generated as the result of the coincidence of peg with every node is 
used to design the fuzzy rule base. With a grid of dimension 13 x 13, 169 fuzzy 
rules are obtained, each having a linguistic form as:
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IF fx is ZR and fy  is PS and M x is ZR and M y  is NS 
THEN Ux is PS and Uy is ZR.
where fx, fy, M x , M y  are input forces and moment fuzzy variables, U x and U y 
are output variables, which present correct motion in X and Y directions. By 
using inference mechanism and defuzzification, the crisp value of the output 
control actions is found and given to actuator to correct the misalignment.
The schematic configuration of the system used for testing the algorithm 
consists of 6-axis force sensor, an X-Y fine motion table, a SCARA robot, a 
RCC wrist and a PC. The fuzzy-rule based algorithm only control the operation 
during the search process. The RCC performs the insertion after the hole is 
found. The algorithm can deal with the initial error up to 5 mm and clearance 
between parts is 0.01 mm and both peg and hole are chamferless.
Another work using a similar approach was conducted by Gurocak [57]. In this 
work, instead of RCC, a position-sensing compliant wrist is used, which plays 
double role: force sensing and tilting the peg about X and Y axes. If the peg is 
perpendicular to the surface of the hole, it is not possible to find the relative 
position of the peg with respect to the hole. Tilting the peg slightly into the hole, 
however, creates forces and moments in and around X and Y directions. The 
relative position of the peg and the hole is presented in terms of offset lateral 
error ( Figure 4.7). These values can be deterministically calculated relying on 
the force-position relationship which depends on the geometrical relationships. 
The existing noise in the measured signal and a few degrees of initial angular 
misalignment of the peg from the vertical direction (which affects the 
computation of the direction of error ) are inevitable in most of the cases. 
Therefore, a fuzzy logic approach is adopted to deal with these deviations from 
the model and imprecision in the measurements.
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▼ x
Figure 4.7- Lateral error and its direction.
The rule base used consists of 48 rules, each has the form: 
IF ( condition ) THEN ( situation )
where:
condition : is the combination of the sensor reading and offset expressed 
in linguistic terms
situation : is the possible direction of the lateral error in linguistic terms.
In order to formulate the rules, an experiment was conducted. First, the offset 
and the direction of the lateral error were set to known values and 
corresponding sensor readings were recorded. Then, the fuzzy rule base has been 
designed based upon received data from the experiment. The result, as reported, 
shows that the fuzzy logic approach produced better results than the purely 
deterministic model.
The works mentioned above, have used fuzzy identification approach to derive 
the rule bases. The heuristic approach has also been used in this field of study.
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Using heuristic approach, Yangsheng Xu [58] has developed a fuzzy algorithm 
which assigns velocity along and about 3 Cartesian axes based on the 
corresponding deflection measured by a compliant wrist. The compliant wrist 
designed by the authors plays double role: passive compliance device and force 
sensing with 6 degree of deflections. The most straightforward approach has 
been used to define the membership functions and decision rules subjectively by 
employing operator experience and task requirement, and then to test the design 
for the proper output. The membership functions and decision rules are 
empirical.
The compliant wrist and the fuzzy algorithm have been tested with chamfered 
peg and hole (tolerance is 0.025 mm). The active compliance has been effective 
only in the insertion stage where search stage has been executed by passive 
compliance. The experimental results, as reported by the author, has better 
performance than the algorithm of the exact force zone proposed in [23].
As it can be seen, in the fuzzy logic based methods, the concept of fuzzy set 
provides a way to cope with the imprecision and vagueness associated with 
actual assembly task. The performance of the fuzzy rule based control process, 
however, depends heavily upon fuzzy inference and on the rule base, which can 
be constructed in various ways. In many cases, as pointed out in [56], it is 
difficult to gather effective rules sufficient to achieve good assembly 
performance . To overcome this limitation, many researchers have attemped 
fuzzy controllers with learning ability which can enhance its performance to 
changing environment in automatic assembly.
Park [56] has proposed a self-learning rule based on an extension to his 
previous work. The proposed scheme consists of two hieratical structure : the 
lower one is a basic fuzzy-rule based controller proposed previously by the 
author [54, 55] and the higher one is the rule adaptation mechanism. The rule
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adaptation mechanism is based on two neuron-like elements which learn control 
rule interactively until the assembly task can be effectively completed and no 
further changes in the rule base are necessary. The block diagram of the 
proposed self-learning rule-based control algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8-Block diagram of the proposed self-learning rule-based control algorithm
Experimental results have shown that the latter method effectively compensates 
for large initial errors and interactively constructs the relationship between 
input-output (force/moment sensory data and the corrective motion) without 
relying on a skilled human or on a prior knowledge. The proposed method can
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guarantee effective assembly performance. Although the main advantage of the 
method is adaptability to changing environment, the author has not reported how 
the controller worked with different assembly environments.
Another work with the same approach was conducted by Nuttin et al [59, 60, 
61]* The work is also implemented in several stages. In the first stage a synthesis 
of the fuzzy controller by human intuition and experience is made. In the next 
stage a method for automated generation of fuzzy controller is studied. The time 
spent for synthesising such a controller varies from 1.5 to 6 hour depending on 
computers and the simulation software being used. The authors have not 
reported on the performance of the automatic synthesis of the controller.
4.5 CONTRIBUTION MADE IN THIS WORK
In this work, a force-based fuzzy compliance control algorithm for peg-in-hole 
insertion task is designed and tested. In contrast to previous work where the peg 
or the hole was compliantly supported, this work attempts to solve the task when 
both peg and hole are rigidly supported using only commercial force sensor. The 
heuristic approach is used to design the rule-base based on engineering 
knowledge in analysing the task and experience. The work focuses on insertion 
stage of the task.
In the previous works, the entire control algorithm is a large Fuzzy Logic 
Controller which provides all the control actions in response to an input vector. 
The control algorithm designed in this work consists of several Fuzzy Logic 
Controllers, each taking care of one kind of motion including corrective 
motions about X, and Y axes and insertion motion along Z axis. The IF-THEN 
branching switches from one FLC to another depending on force and position 
information (by "force" is meant "force and torque"). This approach reduces the 
number of input variables of a FLC. It also reduces the size the rule base as the
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number of rules dramatically increases when the number of input variable have 
increased.
Chapter 5
DESIGN OF FUZZY CONTROL ALGORITHMS 
-COMPUTER SIMULATION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the design of fuzzy control algorithms for the peg-in-hole 
insertion task in the insertion stage. Initially, an analysis on available 
methodologies is conducted to select the most appropriate method for designing 
Fuzzy Logic Controllers based on specifications of the task. Then, the control 
strategy and fuzzy control algorithms developed are introduced. Since every 
control algorithm consists of several Fuzzy Logic Controllers, the design and 
simulation of each of them is also presented separately.
5.2 METHODOLOGY SELECTION
The methodology used to design a fuzzy controller plays an important role in its 
performance and robustness. As analysed in Chapter 4, the developed techniques 
can be grouped into two main categories:
i) Heuristic approach
ii) Deterministic method based on system identification
The majority of the previous work on the search stage have employed system 
identification methods [54-57]. The relationship between the contact
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forces/torques and position of the peg are directly measured by changing the 
position of the peg and measuring the generated force/torque. This relationship 
is then modelled as a control algorithm by using fuzzy IF-THEN rules. Within 
an allowable error region, the identified relationship between force/torque and 
position of the peg maps to a unique physical configuration of the peg relative to 
hole as shown in Figure 5.1.
During insertion, however, the problem is different. Each misalignment angle 
and force/torque vector pair can have three possible physical configurations as 
shown in Figure 5.2. In a physical system such solution is not acceptable as the 
exact physical configuration of the peg should be determined before the control 
algorithm can produce a corrective control signal.
Figure 5.1- Peg-in-hole configuration at search stage
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Figure 5.2- Three contact states with the same angle of tilt of the peg.
ZA
Figure 5.3- Locus of the centre of the peg's tip.
The position of the peg in the Cartesian coordinate can be fully presented by the 
coordinate of one point on the peg and the vertical axis through this point. 
Assuming that the position of the peg is characterised by point O (the centre of 
the peg's tip) and the peg's centre line (OA) then the location and orientation of 
the peg can be presented by the vector
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Ppeg-[Ox> Oy> Oz> ®x> ®y]
where Ox, Oy, Oz are the coordinates of point O in Cartesian Frame, and 0X, 0y 
are angular positions of OA in planes ZY and ZX respectively.
It is not necessary to know 0Z as both peg and hole are cylindrical. Similarly, the 
position of the hole is characterised by vector Phole.
If E is the position vector of error between the peg and hole, then the error- 
force/torque relationship can be presented by:
E =  P h0l e - P p e g = B . F
where: F = [fz , fy , fz, tx , ty, tz] is force/torque vector, B is mapping function 
presenting relationship between force/torque vector and the position error. The 
objective of fuzzy identification is to estimate the function B by fuzzy 
modelling.
In the Z-X plane, as the position of the peg varies, point O will move over a 
rectangular as shown in Figure 5.3. The width of the rectangular is equal to the 
difference between the diameters of the peg and the hole or w=D-d. This value 
(w) will be very small in a tight fit.
In order to produce a fuzzy model of the relationship between the vector E and 
force/torque vector F, the peg should be set to different positions with the point 
O lying within that rectangular while angular error varying from zero to 0max 
(Chapter 3). This is quite difficult in practice due to the tight fit between the peg 
and hole. The incremental variation of the tilt angle cannot be easily achieved. 
In addition, the measurement of such a small angle (smaller 0max) at high 
precision is also difficult.
As illustrated above, the identification method is difficult to apply to the task in 
insertion process. Hence, the heuristic method as described in Chapter 4 will be
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used. In this method, the knowledge obtained from analysis of the behaviour of 
the process in conjunction with experience obtained from trial run will be used.
5.3 SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.3.1 System configuration
The block diagram of the fuzzy control system implemented in this work is 
illustrated in Figure 4.8. In the experimental set up designed for this system the 










Figure 5.4-Fuzzy control system for peg-in-hole insertion
The contact force/torque vector is measured by a force/torque sensor mounted 
between the robot arm and the gripper as shown previously (Figure 3.3, Chapter 
3). The force/torque information is the F/T vector relative to the frame attached 
to origin of the sensor (see Sensor specification in Chapter 6). The F/T Sensor is 
attached to robot so that the sensor coordinate frame is parallel to the robot 
frame. A force/torque sensor reading is taken under static condition after the 
termination of a move.
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The position misalignment of the peg with respect to the hole is processed in 
two planes of Z-X and Z-Y and correction motions 0X, 0y are applied to axis of 
the hole as shown in Figure 5.5. The insertion is performed by the vertical axis 
of the SCARA robot.
Figure 5.5-Correction motion of the hole
5.3.2 Control strategy
5.3.2.1 Insertion Process.
During the insertion, the main parameters of concern are the magnitude and 
direction of the angular error between the axes of the peg and hole. If this 
parameter can be accurately determined, the corresponding corrective motion 
can be produced and the peg will be easily inserted into the hole.
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However, the angular error cannot be accurately measured unless a prior 
knowledge about the state of the parts is provided. Even in such cases the 
computation time is too long for real time applications. It is therefore reasonable 
to state that the control of compliant motion based on the mathematical model of 
the contact force/torque and angular error is generally difficult. Hence, in this 
work an alternative strategy based on fuzzy control is adopted.
The strategy is based on a different view of assembly: the parts are guided to 
their destination without necessarily having to know exactly where the parts are 
relative to each other. According to this principle, correction motion of the hole 
is produced so that the generated forces and torques is reduced to zero or nearly 
zero. Once the force/torque is small, the peg is pushed further. The insertion is 
then continued until the magnitude of the force/torque starts to increase again. 
These actions are repeated until the peg is fully inserted into the hole. In this 
process the fuzzy algorithm is effective tool to achieve the goal as quickly as 
possible. The principle behind this operation can be called "force-nullifying" 
principle because the corrective motion is oriented to reduce the force/torque to 
zero. The principle is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6-Insertion Strategy
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In this example the peg and hole are illustrated in initial position (a) and after 
corrective motion (b). Once the force/torque has been reduced as the result of 
the corrective motion, the peg is pushed further until a larger contact force is 
sensed (c). Such process is repeated until the peg is fully inserted into the hole.
53,2.2 Direction Of The Angular Error
It is important to determine the direction of the tilt of the peg with respect to the 
hole. This is achieved by analysing the contact force/torque information. The 
procedure used are described in the following sections for one-point and two- 
point contacts.
a) One-point-contact
Since both the peg and the hole are rigidly supported, the first likely type of 
contact between peg and hole is one-point. For this configuration in ZX plane, 
pushing the peg along Z direction, will result in an increase of the reaction 
forces in Z and X directions (Fz, Fx) and moment (M y). This is not likely to 
happen for the one-point-contact configuration shown in Figure 5.7 (b).
Provided that the position of the hole is known and the projection of the base of 
the peg lies within the opening of the hole, the configuration illustrated in Figure 
5.7 (b) does not produce large forces. Hence the insertion of the peg in to the 
hole can be continued with no positional correction as long as the generated 
contact force/torque vector is below a pre-defined threshold. The one-point- 
contact which produces a force/torque vector with values bigger than the 
threshold must be one-point-contact with peg's tip contact (Figure 5.7 (a)).
After knowing the type of contact, the direction of the tilt of the peg can be 
found based on the direction of the torques M y and M x (Figure 5.7(a)). M y  is 
the torque about Y  axis at point O, the origin of the sensor frame. Similarly, M x 
is the torque about X axis. Figure 5.7(a) shows the direction of M y  when the
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peg is tilted to right with respect to the hole. When tilted to left, My will have 
opposite direction.
b) Two-point-contact
Two-point-contact occurs after one-point-contact. For example, the two-point- 
contact illustrated in Figure 5.7(c) occurs as the peg is further pushed along Z 
direction after peg's tip contact (Figure 5.7(a)).
The two-point-contact illustrated in Figure 5.7 (c) occurs as the result of the 
elasticity of the force sensor. Further force on the peg will bend the peg and 
change the configuration from Figure 5.7(a) to the two-point-contact shown in 
Figure 5.7(c).
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Another configuration of the two-point-contact results from further movement 
of the peg from peg’s side contact as shown in Figure 5.7(d). Since the peg's 
side contact does not creates large forces, it can be assumed that no contact is 
made until the peg's tip touches another edge of the hole.
The direction of the peg's tilt in two-point-contact can be obtained by 
remembering the direction of the initial one-point-contact. Hence based on the 
analysis conducted so far the direction of the tilt of the peg can be obtained from 
the direction of the torque Mx or My.
In practice the time history of My (Mx) and variation of its sign is used to 
determine the direction of the tilt. As an example, let’s consider an insertion 
process illustrated by the following time history:










The negative sign indicates the direction of the torque. If the threshold is set to - 
10, then corrective action is applied at step 9 as the value of Fz is greater than 
10. The torque values of M y  show variations in both directions. This is due to
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uncertainty of the process and measurement errors when the values of 
force/torque components are small. In this example the direction of the tilt of the 
peg is determined based on plus sign of M y  because the number of records with 
positive M y  (5) is greater than negative ones (3).
This methodology can be applied to determine the direction of tilt whenever the 
force component in Z direction (Fz) is greater than some pre-defined threshold. 
The uncertainty of the process and measurement errors can be also compensated 
by using this method
Experience has shown that this approach mostly produces correct answer. A 
wrong judgement on the direction of the tilt leads to a corrective motion in the 
opposite direction which in turn will increase Fx (Fy) and M y  (M x ). An increase 
in the force build up is interpreted as a wrong judgement on the direction of the 
tilt and hence reverse action is performed.
It is possible that corrective action in one plane to be right and the other wrong. 
Experience has shown that in this case, increase of moment M y (M x ) in the plane 
with wrong direction will not be too large, especially when the magnitude of 
corrective action is small.
Generally it is assumed that a wrong tilt direction is estimated if:
a) M y (M x ) is not reduced after some correction measures
b) M y (M x ) is increased significantly after one corrective motion.
c) M y (M x ) changes the direction and has a large magnitude after one 
corrective motion
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5.4 CONTROL ALGORITHMS
In the development of the control algorithm, two basic approaches have been 
investigated. In the first method, the inference engine operates purely based on 
force/torque information received from the sensor.
In the second approach, the approximate position of the peg is also taken into 
account to estimate the correction action required.
5.4.1 Pure Force Based Fuzzy Control
The flow-chart of the control algorithm using just force/moment information is 
illustrated in Figure 5.8.
As mentioned before, the insertion process consists of two motions. One along 
the Z direction performed by the SCARA robot and the other the corrective 
motion applied to the hole. The peg is pushed into the hole with a small 
increment dz when the force component Fz is smaller than a pre-defined 
threshold (Fzmin)- If Fz is bigger than Fzmin the orientation of the hole is 
modified until the reaction force in Z direction is nearly removed, or Fz<Fzmin* 
Once this condition is satisfied, the peg is inserted further.
The direction of the tilt is determined based on torque M z(M y) as described 






else xjdirection = 'a
if  (My_j?lus> =My_minus) y_direction = 'c 
else y_direction = 'a
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Figure 5.8- Flow-chart of pure force based control algorithm
In  this m odule, the in teger variables Mx_plus (Myjplus) or Mx_minus 
(My_minus) is increased  by 1 depending on the sign o f M x (My). If Mx__plus is 
la rger than  Mx_minus, the peg is tilted anticlockwise w ith  respect to the hole. 
H ence the ho le  should  be ro tated  clockwise to com pensate for the angular error.
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T he variab les x_d irection  and y_direction  has only tw o values 'c' (c lockw ise) 




Figure 5.9- Flow-chart of hole's correction motion control
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T he core  o f the approach  are tw o fuzzy algorithm s controlling  the o rien tations o f 
the ho le  in  tw o p lanes o f x-z and y-z. The flow -chart d iagram  o f this m odule  is 
show n in  F igure  5.9. T he fuzzy controllers generate the corrective tilt angles for 
the ho le  based  on  the fore/torque inform ation.
T he structure  o f the Fuzzy Logic C ontrollers used in  the control algorithm  w ill 
be  described  separately  in  the section 4.5
5.4.2 Hybrid Force/Position Based Fuzzy Control
T he tilt angle o f the peg is re la ted  to the length o f the peg inserted  in to  the hole. 
A s illu stra ted  in  F igure 5.10, w hen the peg touches the hole, the sm aller the 
angu lar error, fu rther the peg can be inserted  into the hole. S im ilarly  w hen the 
peg  is in serted  in, the angular error cannot be too large. In  this approach, the 
position  o f  the peg is used  as an input in  the fuzzy contro ller to estim ate the 
angu lar error o f the peg and obtain the corrective angles for the hole.
b z  b z
Figure 5.10- Angle-Z position relationship
In  the first control algorithm , the peg is m oved dow n along Z  axis at a sm all 
constan t increm ent. This m akes the insertion process slow . The guarded  m otion
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along Z  axis w ill be paced  up by changing  the increm ental values based  on the 
fo rce  feedback  and the position  o f the peg.
T he a lgorithm  o f hybrid  force-position  control is illustra ted  in  F igure 5.11.
In  this approach  the control a lgorithm  w orks in  com bination  w ith  3 Fuzzy 
C ontro llers: tw o for corrective m otions about X  and Y  axes, and one fo r 
insertion  m otion  along Z  axis. The design o f these Fuzzy C ontro ller w ill be 
p resen ted  in  section 5.4.
Figure 5.11-Hybrid position/force control algorithm.
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5.5 DESIGN OF FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLERS
5.5.1 FLC for corrective motion with pure force/torque based control
The fuzzy controllers used for z-x and z-y are identical.
The input to the fuzzy controllers are the Moment (M) and change of Moment 
(CM) at time t. The output is the angular rotation required about x axis to reduce 
the contact force. The membership functions have triangular form as illustrated 
in Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.12-Membership functions
Based on the experimental observations the range of M and CM are chosen to 
be of [0, 300] unit; the allowable range for control action THETA (0)-the angle
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to be tilted- is [0, 1.2] degree. Four linguistic fuzzy sets are assigned to each 
variable. They are Big (B), Medium (M), Small (S) and Zero (Z). The overlap of 
membership functions is chosen to be 50%.







IF M is Z and CM is any THEN 
IF M is S and CM is Z THEN 
IF M is S and CM is B THEN 
IF M is M and CM is Z THEN 
IF M is M and CM is B THEN
THETA is Z 
THETA is M 
THETA is S 
THETA is B 
THETA is S
Rule 6 IF M is B and CM is any THEN THETA is B
The control objective is to tilt the hole so that the reaction torque comes to zero 
as quickly as possible without overshoot. Rule 6 implies a general condition 
when the reaction torque is big (far away from set point). A large drive output is 
required to compensate the reaction torque quickly. Rule 1 is the reverse 
condition of rule 6. Rules 2 and 3 have the same first antecedent M but different 
second antecedent CM so they have different consequences. A similar situation 
happens with rules 5 and 6. Rule 4, for instant, deals with the condition when 
M is medium but change of M (CM) is very small (Zero). In this condition the 
output value should be big to speed up the process. In contrast, when M is 
medium but change of M is big then the output value should be reduced to 
avoid overshoot.
The Fuzzy Association Map (FAM) for this controller is presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1- Fuzzy Control Rule Base
M Z S M B
z Z z Z Z
s M M s s
M B B M s.
B B B B B
M- torque
CM-change of torque
Considering the four defuzzification methods described in section 4.2, the first 
three of them can be employed in this study. The fourth method is not suitable 
because it requires the output to be a function of the inputs. In this study the 
Tsukamoto's method is chosen because it takes less time for calculation and 




min [mi ( CM)\ Cf
/=!_________________________
16
£ m in  [m,.(M),m,(CM)]
(=1
where :
Z - crisp control action ( the value of angle should be tilted )
M - value of torque
mi ( M ) - value of the membership function of M according to i-th rule 
CM- change of M
mi ( CM ) -value of the membership function of CM according to i-th
rule
Q  - the amount of control action recommended by rule i-th
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It is difficult to simulate entire control process of peg-in-hole insertion because 
the full mathematical model of the process to be controlled is unknown. The 
objective of simulation at this stage is to calculate the value of the control action 
in response to input values varying in the range of the universe of discourse. The 
input-output data will be used for analysing the designed controller. The 
controller can be tuned by changing the membership functions or rule base until 
the input-output data becomes reasonable in comparison with data received from 
the experimental trial.
For this reason, the working range of each variable is represented by a 
quantised/normalised universe of discourse. The quantised universes of 
discourse of input and output variables are given in Table 5.2. where the whole 
working range of each variable is divided into 10 intervals.
Table 5.2-Quantised variables.
M CM THETA Quantised level
0-30 0-30 0-0.12 1
31-60 31-60 0.13-0.24 2
61-90 61-90 0.25-0.36 3
91-120 91-120 0.37-0.48 4
121-150 121-150 0.49-0.6 5
151-180 151-180 0.61-0.72 6
181-210 181-210 0.73-0.84 7
211-240 211-240 0.85-0.96 8
241-270 241-270 0.97-1.08 9
>270 >270 1.09-1.2 10
The C-program for simulating this fuzzy controller is attached in Appendix 10. 
The result of simulation is illustrated in a table called performance index table
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(Table 5.3). This table defines the correction required for the FLC to bring the 
system to a desired state. For example, in response to the value of M which has 
quantisation level 6 and the value of CM which has quantisation level 4, the 
correction motion should have quantisation level 7 (bold numbers in the table). 
In this table, the performance of the controller which is defined linguistically in 
Table 5.1 (in fuzzy space) is expressed quantitatively.
Table 5.3-Look-up table of the force-based fuzzy controller for corrective motion.
M
CM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 8 8 8
2 1 2 3 5 6 7 7 8 8 8
3 1 2 3 5 6 7 7 8 8 8
4 1 2 3 5 6 7 7 8 8 8
5 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 8 8
6 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 7 8
7 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 7
8 1 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 6 7
9 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 7
10 1 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 6 7
5.4.2 FLC for insertion motion with hybrid position/force based control.
In the hybrid position/force based control algorithm described in section 5.3.2, 
two kinds of FLC are used: FLC for insertion motion in Z direction and FLC for 
corrective motion about X and Y axes. In the first FLC the input variables are
Fz -force in Z direction 
Mx-absolute value of torque about X axis
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My-absolute value of torque about Y axis 
z- current position of the peg along Z axis.
the output variable is dz which is the increment of insertion along Z axis.
The range, and shape of the membership functions and fuzzy sets used are 
illustrated in Figure 5.13. In general, when the peg is inserted into the hole the 
force component Fz has only one direction (Fz<0), and the torques M x and M y 
have two directions (M x , M y  may have both minus or plus signs). In this 
controller only absolute values of M x and M y are considered as the insertion of 
the peg with big or small increment depends on how big are the values of M x 
and M y, regardless of their directions. The working ranges of Fz, M x , M y  are 
chosen experimentally. A peg of the maximum length of 48 mm has been 
considered in this design.
The rule base is based on the qualitative knowledge of the behaviour of the 
process controlled. The incremental values of insertion, in general, can be bigger 
at the bottom of the hole than at the top. The value of increment should be 
reduced when any of M x , M y, Fz is big. Practice shows that in two-point- 
contact the values of M x and M y may be small while Fy may be quite big. 
Therefore, when both M x and M y are small, the value of Fy should be 
considered. The rules have a typical form of:
Rule i: IF Fz is S (small), Mx is S (small), My is S (small) and Z is B (big) 
THEN dz is B (big).
The total number of combinations is 108, but some combinations can be 
grouped as one rule which reduces the number of rules to 48. The entire rule 
base of the controller is given in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.13-Membership functions of FLC for motion along Z direction
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Table 5.4-Control rule base of FLC for insertion motion along Z direction.
R ule num ber IF THEN
z Fz M x My dz
1 z any any any s
2 any B any any z
3 S M any any z
4 S S B B z
5 S S B M z
6 S S B S z
7 S S M B z
8 S S M M s
9 s S M S s
10 s S S B z
11 s S S M s
12 s S s S M
13 M M B B z
14 M M B M z
15 M M B S z
16 M M M B z
17 M M M M s
18 M M M S s
19 M M S B z
20 M M S M s
21 M M S S s
22 M S B B z
23 M S B M z
24 M s B S z
25 M s M B z
26 M s M M s
27 M s M S s
28 M s S B z
29 M s S M s
30 M s s S M
31 B M B B z
32 B M B M z
33 B M B S z
34 B M M B z
35 B M M M s
36 B M M S M
37 B M S B z
38 B M S M M
39 B M S S M
40 B S B B S
41 B S B M S
42 B S B S S
43 B s M B S
44 B s M M M
45 B s M S M
46 B s S B S
47 B s S M M
48 B s s S B
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The Tsukamoto's method is also used for the defuzzification of the output. The 
quantised universe of discourse of input and output variables used in the 
simulation of the fuzzy controller are shown in Table 5.4
Table 5.4-Quantised variables.
z Fz Mx My dz Quantised
level
0-10 0-9 0-60 0-60 0-0.25 1
11-20 10-19 61-120 61-120 0.25-0.5 2
21-30 20-29 121-180 121-180 0.5-0.75 3
31-48 >29 >180 >180 0.75-1.2 4
The C-program for simulating this fuzzy controller is attached in Appendix 11. 
The performance index table (look-up table) resulted from the simulation is 
attached in Appendix 12.
5.5.3 FLC for corrective motion with hybrid position/force based control
Similar to the previous methods the input variables are the torque value and the 
change of the torque value in the z-x and z-y planes. The output variable is 
THETA, the angular orientation of the hole about each axis.
The working range and shape of membership functions used in these controllers 
are illustrated in Figure 5.14. The Construction of the control rule base of this 
controller is similar to that of previous controller. The set of rules is shown in 
table 5.5.
The Tsukamoto's method of defuzzification is also used for this controller. The 
quantised universe of discourse of input and output variables are shown in Table
5.6
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Figure 5.14-Membership function of FLC for correction motion in hybrid algorithm
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Table 5.5-Control rule base of FLC for corrective motions with position/force based control
Rule
number IF THEN
z M CM THETA
1 S Z any Z
2 s S any B
3 s M any B
4 s B any B
5 M Z any Z
6 M S any M
7 M M Z B
8 M M s B
9 M M M M
10 M M B M
11 M B any B
12 B Z any Z
13 B S Z M
14 B S s S
15 B s M S
16 B s B S
17 B M Z B
18 B M S M
19 B M M M
20 B M B S
21 B B Z B
22 B B s B
23 B B M M
24 B B B M
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Table 5.6-Quantised variables
z M CM THETA Quantised level
0-9 0-70 0-70 0-0.25 1
10-18 71-140 71-140 0.26-0.5 2
19-27 141-210 141-210 0.51-0.75 3
28-36 211-280 211-280 0.76-1.0 4
37-48 >280 >280 1.0-1.2 5
The C-program for simulating this fuzzy controller is attached in Appendix 13. 
The performance index table (look-up table) resulted from the simulation is 
attached in Appendix 14.
5.6 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the control strategy and control algorithms for inserting the peg 
into the hole are presented. The design of fuzzy logic controllers for these 
algorithms is described. The computer simulation of designed controller is also 
reported. The implementation of these controllers and algorithms in 




The developed technique in this work is validated by applying it to an 
experimental rig set up for this purpose. The general view of the experimental 
rig and its overall configuration are illustrated in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 
respectively.
Figure 6.1 General view of the experimental rig
Figure 6.2- Structure of experimental rig
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The experimental rig consists of the following components:
• An IBM compatible Personal Computer (PC-486)
• SSR-H414-HS ACCUSEMBLER RALPH (SCARA) Robot
• LORD Force/Torque Sensor
• An insertion hole with two degrees of freedom controlled by stepper motors
The Robot and force/torque Sensing System and the computer are linked through 
RS-232 serial ports COM2 and COM3. The drive boards of the stepper motors 
are linked to the computer through parallel ports LPT1 and LPT2. The design 
and development of the experimental rig will be described in this chapter.
6.2. WORKING WITH THE ROBOT
6.2.1 Robot Specifications [66]
RALPH robot used in the rig is a four degree of freedom SCARA robot designed 
for precision assembly. The robot consists of the mechanical arm which performs 
the manipulation, controller which executes the programs developed for the 
robot and control the joint servo systems, teaching-programming unit and 
operating unit which selects a program and activates the controller to operate the 
robot system.
A block diagram illustrating the structure of the robot is shown in Figure 6.3. 
The most important specifications of the robot are included in Appendix 21. The 
full details can be found in its Operator's Manual (reference 66).
6.2.2 Programming the Robot
The first step in controlling the motion is to write a set of consecutive 
instructions to move the arm. The programming language available for this robot 
known is SPEL. This is achieved by connecting a PC to the robot controller. The 
Robot Controller has two serial ports (port 20, port 21). The terminal connection
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is achieved by linking Port 20 of the Robot Controller and COM3 of the PC. The 
communication protocol of the robot is defined by CNFG command (SPEL 
language) through Teaching/Programming unit as follows :
CNFG#20, 5, 0, 3, 0 
which sets port 20 as : 
bit number : 8 
parity :NO 
time out : 3 second 
baud rate : 9600 bps
Figure 6.3-Block schema of the Robot
After the initial set up, the PC and the robot controller can operate together in 
two different modes as follows:
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a) Direct Control o f the Robot
In this mode, the robot is directly controlled from the computer through 
immediate commands. Initially the SPEL command CNSOL C20 is issued 
through the Teaching/Programming Unit which enables the Robot Controller to 
communicate with the computer similar to Teaching/Programming Unit. The C 
program used to control the robot in this method is listed in Appendix 5. The 
main body of the program is a "for" loop, which receives all the keys pressed on 
the keyboard and transmit them to the robot when "Enter" key is pressed. At the 
same time, it receives and displays on the screen any character coming from the 
Robot Controller. Hence SPEL commands can be issued to the robot in 
immediate mode from the PC.
b) Communication Using Hand-Shake
In this method two independent programs running concurrently in robot and PC 
communicate and exchange information. The robot program is written in SPEL 
using Teaching/Programming Unit. The second program is written in C and runs 
on the PC. To initiate this mode the CNSOL OP command is entered through 
Teaching/Programming Unit.
The SPEL program (ROBOT_MOVE.SPE), as given in Appendix 3, performs 
as follows:
• move the robot arm to "home" position.
• send character 'X' to the computer to ask for the x coordinate.
•  input x coordinate from the computer and store it in variable A.
• if received A=0 then exit from program.
• send character 'Y' to the computer to ask for the y coordinate.
•  input y coordinate from the computer and store it in variable B.
•  send character 'Z' to the computer to ask for z coordinate.
•  input z coordinate and store it in variable C.
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•  send character 'U' to the computer to ask for u coordinate.
•  input u coordinate from the computer and store it in variable D.
• move the robot to the given coordinate.
•  send acknowledge to the computer to continue the procedure.
The C program working in combination with (ROBOT_MOVE.C) (attached in 
Appendix 4) performs as follows:
• set up communication mode (8 bit, no-parity, 1 stop bit, 9600 bps).
• enter x, y, z, u coordinate of the desirable position.
• transfer that coordinate to the robot.
• wait for acknowledge from the robot after it moves to the given position.
• enter new position and continue the procedure.
In this program, two functions have been defined robot_control() and 
number_transmit(). To interface the computer with the outside device through 
RS-232 serial port, C-library function _ b io s _ s e r i a l c o m  ( i n t  cmd, i n t  
p o r t ,  c h a r  a jb y te )is  used. Since this function can receive or transfer one 
byte data at a time, the number_transmit() function converts a real number to a 
string and transfer them in bytes, one at a time. The function robot_control() 
manages handshaking procedure with the robot.
6.3. WORKING WITH FORCE/TORQUE SENSING SYSTEM.
6.3.1. Force/Torque Sensing System Specifications [67]
The force/torque sensor used in the project is Lord Force/Torque (F/T) sensing 
system (model-15/50 version 2.71). This device provides real-time feedback on 
the magnitude, location and direction of forces and moments. The F/T system 
consists of two major components as shown in Figure 6.4 :
1) Transducer Unit
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2) System Controller Unit
Figure 6.4- F/T System Components
The Transducer Unit is usually used as a wrist sensor, mounted between the end 
of the robot and the robot end effector. The System Controller Unit is housed in a 
19-inch rack-mountable cabinet. This cabinet also houses the power supply. The 
primary function of the System Controller Unit is to transform the strain gauge 
data from the transducer into cartesian force/torque components and transmit this 
information to an external device.
The F/T Sensor is calibrated in a coordinate frame centered in the transducer. 
This frame, as illustrated in Figure 6.5, is referred to as the sensor frame. This a 
reference frame for calibrating the F/T Sensor System and for defining the tool 
transformations. The origin of the sensor frame is located d inches from the front 
surface of the overload plate, midway on the beam of the transducer body. For
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the Sensor System model F/T-15/50, d is 0.52 inches. The z-axis of the sensor 





Effector 25 ft. cable to main
Figure 6.5-The Sensor Frame and Its Origin
The F/T system can be connected to an external device (computer) through RS- 
232 serial port or parallel port. In the project, serial interface has been used. The 
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3) Parallel binary
Table 6.1- Output frequencies at the Three Available Output Modes.
OUTPUT MODE OUTPUT TYPE
FT HG DG
Resolved F/T Output Raw Hexadecimal 
Strain Gauge Output
Raw Decimal Strain 
Gauge Output
Output ASCII (OA) 
(Serial ASCII)
19200 (baud rate) 49 Hz 38 Hz 38 Hz
9600 25 19 19
4800 12 10 10
2400 6 5 5
1200 3 2 2
600 2 1 1
300 0.75 0.5
0.5
Output binary (OB) 
(Serial Binary)
19200 (baud rate) 100 Hz 100 Hz 100 Hz
9600 74 56 56
4800 37 28 28
2400 18 14 14
1200 9 7 7
600 5 4 4
300 2 2 2
Output Parallel (OP) 100 Hz 303 Hz NA Hz
(Parallel Binary)
The F/T system also supports the three different types of output:
1) Resolved F/T data - ( fx , fy, fz , tx, ty, tz ) vector.
2) Raw, hexadecimal strain gauge data
3) Raw, decimal, strain gauge data
The output frequencies at the three available output mode is shown in Table 5.1.
In this project the F/T vector in serial ASCII mode is used. The serial port was 
configured for 9600 baud rate and 8N1 (8 bits, no parity, 1 stop bit) mode.
Transmission mode and type of data can be selected by F/T Series Basic System 
Command language. The language commands, which consists of 44 commands,
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enable operations like communication, update drift, sensor biasing, tool 
transformations, loading and store data etc. Each command consists of two 
alphabetic characters, which must be entered in upper case. Commands issued 
through the serial port are executed when carriage return is pressed.
The most important commands which have been used are:
FT - Select resolved force/torque data
In response to this command, forces and torques acting on the transducer 
unit are resolved into three Cartesian force components fx, fy, fz and three 
Cartesian torque components tx, ty, tz. The force/torque components are 
represented as a six-element vector, F=( fx, fy, fz, tx, ty, tz ).
OA - Output ASCII on the serial port.
In response to this command, F/T will output continuos ASCII data. If FT 
type was selected, F/T records are transmitted as strings of 37 characters. 
The first character is 'O' or T , character T  representing the strain gauge 
saturation flag. Following are the six cartesian force/torque components, 
each is expressed as a decimal number, right-hand justified in a six 
character field.
OR - Output one data record in ASCII mode.
In response to this command, output record is in the same format as with 
OA command, but only one data record is issued (one force/torque 
components vector).
BS - Normally, force/torque data output is biased by gravitational loading due to 
the weight of the end effector, work piece and any attached cables or hoses. 
For task where these effects are constant (the orientation of the end effector 
remains fixed with respect to the gravity vector), BS command can be used
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to remove this bias. This command establishes the current Transducer Unit 
load as bias to be subtracted from all subsequent force/torque output.
Some o f the important specifications o f the F/T system-model 15/50 are
Unit of measurement: 1 uf (force unit) = 1/80 lb
1 in-uf (torque unit) = 1/80 in-lb
Resolution:
fx&fy  1.00 uf
fz 3.00 uf
tx, ty, tz 2.00 in-uf
Quantization Error:
fx  & fy ±0.5 uf 
fz +1.50 uf
tx> ty, tz ±1.00 uf
Capacity:
Force 15 lbs (1200 uf)
Torque 50 in-lbs (4000 in-uf)
6.3.2 Programming The F/T Sensor Communication Channel
The PC linked to the F/T sensor can be configured to operate with the sensor in 
different modes. In its basic configuration the PC will simply act as a dumb 
terminal. This mode is usually used for development of a system. A typical 
program driving PC in this mode is shown in Appendix 6. The main part of the 
program is a "for ever" loop while(l), which transmits any character to the sensor 
as soon as a key is pressed while displaying any character received from the 
sensor to the computer. The program does not wait for a carriage return to 
transfer the data to the sensor.
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In the second configuration, PC receives data from the sensor after the data being 
converted to a real number. Since the information received from F/T sensor are 
strings of characters, it is stored in a buffer before conversion to a real number. 
The program executing this function is given in Appendix 7. There are additional 
characters in this data such as FT ("form feed") and CR ("carriage return") which 
are not kept in the buffer. On the receipt of the 37^ character the program starts 
to convert the string stored in the buffer to real numbers. The conversion is 
executed by the function conver().
In these programs, the commands for F/T sensor is entered through the computer 
key board or issued by a control program. In order to receive information from 
the sensor both commands OA and OR can be issued. In response to OA 
command the F/T records are sent out continuously regardless whether the 
computer receives them or not. This can result in incomplete or wrong data 
particularly when the robot is terminating a move. It is important to establish a 
handshake between robot and force sensor before the data is transmitted.
In the control program the above procedure to receive a F/T record and convert 
the data into a real numbers are included in a C function called getFT(), which is 
provided in Appendix 8. The getFT() function also checks the completeness of 
the data. Therefore, the data received is buffered twice in the function getFT(), 
any record which has less than 37 characters is ignored and the program issues 
another OR command to F/T sensor.
6.4 STRUCTURE OF THE INSERTION HOLE
An experimental rig is set up to investigate the assembly task with high 
precision. It consists of a peg and insertion hole with tight fit. The diameters of 
the peg and the hole are 20 mm and 20.1 mm respectively (clearance = 0.05 
mm). Both the peg and hole are chamferless. The peg is designed so that when it
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is a ttached  to the transducer, their cylindrical axes co incide (see F igure  6.6). This 
is essen tial since as the robo t m oves up and dow n, the peg  should  rem ain  parallel 
to  the d irec tion  o f m otion. In  practice, this p roved  quite  d ifficu lt because  the peg 
is a ttached  to the transducer by thread  w hich causes som e inaccuracies. The 
transducer and the peg are slightly o ff-centre  and the peg  is no t exactly  
p e rpend icu la r to the bo ttom  face o f the transducer.
P erfo rm ing  peg-in -ho le  insertion  using active m ethods requ ires corrective 
m o tion  about X  and Y axes. The SC A R A  robo t used  has four degrees o f 
freedom  and hence cannot perform  these m otions. H ence tw o degrees o f  freedom  
about X  and Y  axes are added to the insertion  hole. The in troduced  drive system s 
ro ta te  the ho le  about X X  and Y Y  axes (F igure 6.7) w ith  no lateral m otion. This 
requ ires that the axes o f ro ta ting  jo in ts  to coincide w ith  X X  and YY.
Figure 6.6- Draw of the peg and the Transducer
B ased  on  these requirem ents, the insertion  hole has been  designed  and 
com m issioned . T he entire  view  o f the insertion  hole, its stand and drive system  is 
show n in  F igure  6.8. The ro tation  o f the hole around each  axis is executed  by a 
s tepper m oto r w ith  1.8 degree step angle in  fu ll-step  m ode and 0.9 degree in
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half-s tep  m ode. F or h igher reso lu tion  the stepper m otor is attached  th rough  a 
gear-box  w ith  a transfer ratio  o f 100:1. H ence in h a lf  step m ode, each  increm ent 
o f m otion  creates a ro ta tion  o f 0.009 degree. This reso lu tion  is enough for 
m otion  control. H ow ever, the gear-box introduces som e inertia  and backlash . 
T he back lash  o f the gear-box is up to one degree. This creates som e d ifficu lty  
during  m otion  control.
Figure 6.8- Entire view of the hole and its drive system
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6.5 CONTROL OF THE INSERTION HOLE
6.5.1 The Stepper Motor Drive Board Specifications
The stepper motors are controlled by Step Motor Drive Boards RS 332-098 
provided by RS Component (one board drives one step motor). The main 
technical specification of each board is as follows:
Supply (board and motor) 
Current consumption:
a) board only
b) motor winding 
On-board auxiliary output 
Switching logic control inputs:
15-30V d.c.+10% max. unregulated smoothed 
60 mA
dependent on motor used-up to 2A/phase max. 
12V dc. 50 mA max. regulated.
LeverO' 0V 
Level T  12V
a) full/haft step mode Level T  full step
Level 'O' half step
b) direction
c) clock lHz-25kHz, 10|is min, pulse
width negative edge triggered
b) preset Active Level 'O' sets motor drive states to
Q1&Q3 OFF, Q2&Q4 ON (full step mode) 
QLQ2&Q3 OFF, Q4 ON (Half step mode). 
Automatic preset at switch-on.
The board connections are shown in Figure 6.9.
6.5.2 Interfacing Stepper Motors With Computer
The Stepper Motor Drive Board (SMDB) does not provide any interfacing to a 
computer. It is, therefore, necessary to design such an interface. In this work, the 
SMDB boards are linked to the computer through parallel ports (LPT1, LPT2) of 
the computer.
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SM D B  boards are linked  to the com puter through parallel ports (LPT1, LP T 2) o f  
the com puter.
auxilliary output (15-30Vd.c)
Figure 6.9-Stepper Motor Drive Board connection schema 
( RS-Component catalogue)
P aralle l ports w ill be faster than serial as it w ill not be necessary  to convert byte 
data  to sequential b it stream s, and vice versa. H ence the speed o f the 
com m unication  w ill be h igher than serial com m unication.
6.5.2.1 Computer Parallel Interface
C om puter parallel in terface originally  developed by C entronics fo r their line o f 
prin ters. T he path  from  the com puter to the printer, as show n in F igure 6.10, 
consists o f e igh t data lines and a strobe. There is also a path  from  the p rin ter to 
the com puter consisting  o f an acknow ledge pulse and several status lines. The 
m ost im portan t status line is B U SY , w hich goes h igh  w hen  the p rin ter is not 
ready  fo r m ore data. T here are o ther status lines fo r paper out, errors, and 
selec ted  (on-line o r off-line). E lectrically , all signal are standard  T T L  level and it
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lim its  the use o f  C entronics in terface to ra ther short cable d istances, generally  12 
fee t o r less.
Figure 6.10 The Centronics printer interface.
T he signal in  the data path  from  com puter to prin ter as w ell as *A C K  pulse  and 
the B U S Y  status signal are show n in  F igure 6.10. A  character to be prin ted  out is 
p u t on  the data  lines, and after a set up tim e o f 1 p,s or so the *STB pulse 
(typically  1 to  2 [is w ide) strobes the data into the printer. The p rin ter raises 
B U S Y  w hile  the data is being  entered into its buffer, then it drops B U S Y  and 
issues an *A C K  pulse to say "data accepted, go ahead". This circle  repeats as 
each  character is sent to the printer. N otice that the rate  o f data flow  is no t fixed  
bu t variable, and is contro lled  by the com puter and the printer. This m ethod  o f 
m utual con tro l is know n as handshaking.
T he com puter can  send data m uch faster than it can be prin ted , and the B U SY  
line from  the p rin ter has the im portan t jo b  o f contro lling  the data  flow . The 
com pu ter stops sending data w hile B U SY  rem ains high, for instance, w hen the 
p rin te r b u ffer is fu ll and resum es w hen B U SY  returns to low . F low  contro l is an 
im portan t function  o f the com m unication.
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Figure 6.11-Parallel interface timing.
T he PC  prin ter po rt im plem ents the C entronics parallel in terface and is designed  
p rim arily  fo r one-w ay transm ission  from  com puter to printer. H ow ever, the 
status line (such as B U SY ) can be used  for general data input. Som e o f the 
ou tpu t lines can  be reconfigured  fo r input.
F o r the p rin ter port, bo th  th irty-six-pin  and tw enty-five-p in  D B -25 connectors are 
used. F igure 6.12 show s the p in assignm ents used  for D B -25 connector. The 
lines and their custom ary  nam es are as follows:
1. O u tpu t lines (com puter to printer):
D 0-D 7 : data  lines, positive logic (0=low , l= h igh t).
*STB : data strobe pulse, negative-going; set up, strobe w ith, and ho ld  tim es 
to be 500 ns or m ore (1 ps is typical ). It load  the data on the data 
lines into the printer.
2. H andshake line (prin ter to com puter):
*A CK : acknow ledge pulse, negative-going; nom inal w ith  5 ps. Issued  by the 
com puter w hen data has been  received  and latched.
3. S tatus lines (prin ter to com puter):
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BUSY: high when the printer is not ready to receive data for any reason, such 
as during data latching, when the printer buffer is full, when the 
printer is off-line or out of paper, and so on.
PE : (paper end) high if the printer is out of paper.














Figure 6.12-Pin assignments of printer port.
4. Control line:
*ERROR: (printer to computer) low if there is an error or fault condition in 
the printer.
*AUTOLF or AUTOFEED :
(computer to printer) low causes automatic line feed after carriage 
return character (no line feed character needed).
* INIT : (computer to printer) low resets printer and clears the printer buffer. 
*SELINPUT or SELIN:
(computer to printer) low to enable printing.
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6.3.2.2 Interface Design.
a) Hardware design.
It is clear from Figure 6.9 that to move the stepper motor, 3 types of signals must 
be entered to the Stepper Motor Drive Board : full/half step mode, clock, and 
direction. In full or half step mode with set directions, one pulse entered on the 
clock input will cause the stepper motor to rotate one step. The connection 
schema of a computer printer port, a Stepper Motor Drive Board and a stepper 
motor is shown in Figure 6.13
To step 
motor
Figure 6.13-Circuit for interface to the PC parallel port with stepper motor.
In this circuit the transistors Tl, T2, T3 are used to convert TTL (5V) level of 
the PC printer port to 12V logic level of the Stepper Motor Drive Board. 
Resistors R1 and R2 are "pull-up" resistors for the ACK and ERROR lines. By 
typing the ACK and ERROR lines to logic high, while securing the BUSY and
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PE (paper end) to logic low, the computer is convinced that it is connected to an 
on-line printer ready to receive data.
b) Software design.
The task of the software is to output the necessary pulses to the Stepper Motor 
Drive Board via PC printer port, pins 2, 4, 8. For this purpose, the C library 
function _bios_printer (_PRINTER_c7nd/port/abyte) has been 
used. On the execution of this function, a parallel data byte is sent out to the 
printer port on pins D0-D7. The content of the byte can be defined in a byte. 
Continuous execution of this function with different data bytes can create a 
series of pulses as the logic levels on the pins of D0-D7 vary from 'O' to T  and 
vice versa. For example, when a byte is defined as 0x00 and 0x01 (hexadecimal 
numbers) the logic levels on data lines will be:
D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 
0x00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0x01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Issuing these two combinations continuously create pulses on the pin 2 (DO) and 
hence, on input 24 of SMDB. When the logic level is low on all the remaining 
pins, the logic level on inputs 23, 25 of SMDB being inverted level of signals on 
D4 and D6, is high. This will cause the stepper motor to rotate clockwise in full 
step mode.
Based on this principle, the stepper motor can be controlled by a software from 
the computer. The C program demonstrating this function is attached in 
Appendix 9. This program receives the number of the stepper motor to be moved 
(there are two stepper motors for axes X and Y), the direction of movement 
(clockwise or anticlockwise) and number of steps - from the key board. The 
function step(axis, direction, step_number) continuously outputs to the printer
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port a pair of bytes 0x00, 0x01 to drive the stepper motor clockwise, and 0x04, 
0x05 for anticlockwise. The number of pair of bytes is equal to the number of 
steps to move.
Note that the computer can output the data bytes much faster than the stepper 
motor can move. Hence a delay should be introduced between every consecutive 
pair of bytes. This is executed by the function delay(time_delay). The length of 
delay (time_delay), in fact, is the time the output line DO holds logic level 'O' or 
T . As a result, the speed of the stepper motor motion can be controlled by 
varying the value of the time delay.
6.6 SUMMARY
This chapter described the design and structure the experimental set up. Based on 
the specifications of the equipment used such as the robot and force sensor, 
appropriate methods for their control and communication between them have 
been established. In addition the design of the peg and hole - has been presented. 




EXPERIMENTAL WORK-VALIDATION OF THE FUZZY
CONTROL ALGORITHMS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
A series of experimental work have been carried out to validate the control 
algorithms developed. Initially the mathematical model of the peg-in-hole 
insertion task (presented in Chapter 2) has been examined. The performace of 
various fuzzy control algorithms have been then evaluated by applying them to 
the experimental rig developed in this work. All the control algorithms have been 
realized by implementing them in C programming language. The outcome of this 
study is presented in this chapter.
7.2. EXAMINING THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PEG-IN-HOLE INSERTION
The experimental set up used is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The force-angle 
relationship in one plane (ZY), has been studied by varying the misalignment 
angle between the peg and the hole from 2 to 6 degrees while keeping the 
misalignment angle in ZX equal to zero. For every increament of the angle, the 
force-angle relationship has been examined for 3 types of contacts including
(a) one-point-contact with peg's side contact,
(b) one-point-contact with peg's tip contact and
(c) two-point-contact.






Figure 7.1-Experimental set-up for examining mathematical model of peg-in-hole insertion.
In each case, the peg is pushed down at small increments (dz=0.1mm or dz=0.02 
mm) until one of the components of F/T vector goes beyond the set thresholds. 
The data produced in this process were then recorded. The dimensions of the peg 
and hole used in these experiments were:
diameter of the hole : D=21 mm (0.8268 inch) 
diameter of the peg : d=20 mm (0.7874 inch) 
length of the peg : L=86.2mm (3.3937 inch)
The length of the peg L is calculated as distance between the peg's tip and the 
origin of the sensor frame (see Figure 7.1) as the F/T vector is measured with 
respect to this point. The coefficient of friction has been found empirically to be 
p~0.13.
The measured force/torque vector for different contact points at a misalignment 
angle of 4 degrees is shown in Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3. The peg has been slowly 
interted into the hole. The observation is only made in z-y plane hence fy, fz and
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Mx are measured. The unit of measurement is F/T Sensor's unit, which is 
equivalent to
force unit: luf = 1/80 lbf 
torque unit: in-uf = 1/80 in-lbf
The ratios M x/fy , M x/ f z, fy/fz are calculated and added to the tables. The data 
for other misalignment angles are presented in Appendix 15.
a) One-point-contact with peg's side contact
Table 7.1- F/T records at misalignment angle 0=4° with peg's side contact.
fy fz Mx Mx/fy Mx/fz fy/fz
-71 1.0 240 -3.38 240 -71
-69 -3.0 230 -3.33 -76 23
-68 -1.0 227 -3.34 -227 68
-65 -4.0 216 -3.32 -54 16.25
-62 -9 203 -3.27 -22.5 6.8
-62 0.0 207 -3.34 - -
-61 5.0 204 -3.34 40.8 12.2
-57 -4 189 -3.31 -47.25 14.25
-55 2.0 185 -3.36 92.5 27.5
-54 -3.0 188 -3.48 -62.6 18
In this type of peg’s side one-point-contact, there is only one relationship 
between force/torque and other parameters of the system:
^2L = ii—- L  + l (Formula 3.25 )
fx 2
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The F/T vectors in the table 7.1 were measured when the peg began to be 
inserted into the hole, that means /-0 (see Figure 7.1). Substituting |i, d, L into 
the formula, we have:
0 787
0.13 x -  3.3937 = -3.343 
2
The ratio M x /fy  calculated theoretically is approximately equal to the measured 
values as shown in Table 7.1. Since there is no relationship for M x/ f z , f z/ fy  for 
this type of contact, the changing laws of these ratios are unknown .
b) One-point-contact with peg's tip contact
From the analysis carried out in Chapter 3, the following relationships have been 
obtained for M x/fy , Mx/fz, fz/fx:




----L)cos 0 +(— + jxL)sin 0
2 ________ 2___________
sinO + pcosO
fz _ sin0 + jicos0 
fx cos0-psin0
Substituting the values of parameters (L=86.2 mm (3.3937 inch), d=20 mm 
(0.7874 inch), p=0.13, 0=4°) into these formulas produces M x/fy=  -3.314,
Mx/fz= 16.43, fz/fx= -0.201.
The difference between the calculated and masured valued obtained by:
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% error = V . - V P
V,
(7.1)
Table 7.2-F/T records for 0=4° with peg's tip contact.
fy fz Mx MX/fy Mx/fz fZ/fy
7.0 -1.0 -25 -3.57 25 -0.143
16 -1.0 -57 -3.56 57 -0.062
28 -5 -98 -3.5 19.6 -0.178
37 -3.0 -127 -3.42 42.3 -0.081
46 -3 -161 -3.5 53.67 -0.065
55 -9 -188 -3.42 20.88 -0.164
63 -7 -217 -3.44 31 -0.111
74 -7 -252 -3.4 36 -0.094
83 -14 -279 -3.36 19.92 -0.168
90 -16 -304 -3.37 19 -0.178
98 -17 -332 -3.38 19.5 -0.173
108 -25 -363 -3.36 14.52 -0.231
126 -33 -423 -3.35 12.82 -0.262
143 -30 -484 -3.38 16.13 -0.209
161 -29 -546 -3.39 18.82 -0.180
Average value -3.42 27.07 -0.153
where Vt and Vp are the average of the theoretical and measured values. Using
this formula:
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%Error of Mx/fy : % error =
-3.314-(-3.42)
-3.314 %








As it can be seen, the error values produced for Mx/fz and fz/fx are quite high. 
This can be explained by :
a) In mathematical model, it is assumed that both the peg and hole are 
cylindrical and the radii are identical throughout their lengths, and also the 
coefficient of friction at contacts are identical. In practice, this assumption is 
not met, even in experimental condition. A slight variation of parameters of 
the parts (especially coefficient of friction) may lead to big change of 
reaction force/torque received by the sensor.
b) The F/T sensor used has quatisation error (see F/T sensor Specification- 
Chapter 6). It should be noted that the quatization error and resolution of F/T 
components are not identical, so the error of ratios of these components can 
be much greater than the measurement error of each component. Especially, 
the component fz has lowest resolution (3 uf) of measurement and biggest 
quantization error (±1.5 uf). Hence the ratios of this component to others 
may produce bigger errors.
c) The noise in the measurement is inevitable. An in-depth analysis of 
measurement problem of a similar F/T sensor has been given in [35].
On the other hand, as analysed in Chapter 3, the differences in F/T ratios (Mx/fy, 
Mx/fz, fz/fx) from one angle to another when the angles are small (less than 6 
degrees) are very slight (see Figure 3.10-Chapter 3). Hence with all the problems
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indicated above, in practice it is impossible to infer the misalignment angle based 
on these F/T ratios in one-point-contact.
c) Two-point-contact
Table 7.3-F/T records for 0=4° with two-point-contact
fy fz Mx Angle
-11 -43 -38 4.1
-15 -85 -78 4.5
-20 -111 -93 4.7
-32 -139 -86 4.96
-46 -160 -77 4.8
-60 -162 -69 4.3
-72 -191 -59 4.6
-84 -208 -48 4.6
-94 -219 -41 4.5
-104 -253 -21 4.9
-120 -273 -7 4.8
-131 -288 -23 4.6
-133 -359 -118 4.6
-138 -417 -205 4.5
-146 -506 -349 4.3
Average value 4.58
The "Angle" in Table 7.3 is the angles calculated based on fy , f z , Mx using 
equation 3.9 in Chapter 3. The calculation is executed by C program attached in
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Appendix 1. As it can be seen from the table, the average value of angles 
calculated based on the mathematical model of the peg-in-hole insertion when 
the angle is set to 4° is 4.58°. The percentage of error will be:
% error = e r - e P 4 - 4 . 5 8
0 , 4
14.5%
where : 0r is the measured angle
0p is the average value of angles calculated based on F/T component 
measured.
It should be noted that the similar results have been received for other angles in 
the experimental work. Hence in two-point-contact the angles calculated based 
on F/T components are close to the real angles. This result shows that validity of 
the mathematical model developed in Chapter 3. In spite of this, the angular error 
can not be calculated based on these formulas when the type of contact is not a 
prior knowledge.
7.3. PEG-IN-HOLE INSERTION In Practice
Fuzzy logic control provides a convenient way to convert linguistic control 
strategies based on expert knowledge and experience into automatic control 
laws. The mathematical model presented in Chapter 3 and its examination 
through experiments described above provide some analytical knowledge about 
the insertion process. For the fuzzy control algorithm, it is still necessary to study 
the operaion empirically in order to improve the performance of the control 
process. For this purpose a study on the compliant motion carried out by a human 
operator during manual peg-in-hole insertion is conducted.
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7.3.1 Compliant Motion by a Human Operator
A  hum an  opera to r perform s com plian t m otion  based  on  the k inaesthetic  force 
and  tactile  in fo rm ation  received  through h is/her hands. This in fo rm ation  does not 
p roduce  an im plic it idea about the value o f the m isalignm ent or the d irection  to 
w hich  the peg  should  m ove. The reaction  o f the operator follow s this procedure:
I f  the peg has com e across an obstacle in  one direction, then  it should  be 
m oved  to the opposite  direction. A t the sam e tim e the force in  Z  axis (ie 
fo rce  in  insertion  direction) is alway checked. I f  it is sm all, the peg is 
in serted  fu rther into the hole. Som e tim e the peg is ro ta ted  left and right 
several tim es to search for the position  w here force along Z  d irection  is 
sm all. T his p rocedure is repeated  until the peg is fully inserted  into the hole 
(see F igure  7.2)
i r
Figure 7.2-Manual assembly by a human operator
T he m ethod  o f operation  o f the hum an operator in m anual assem bly is sim ulated  
to  estab lish  insertion  princip le in  the control algorithm s.
7.3.2 Practical Drill On Experimental Rig
It seem s tha t observ ing  m anual assem bly process and in terv iew ing  hum an 
opera to r are no t effic ien t enough to produce useful inform ation  in  designing  the
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control algoirthm. This problem, as analysed in [64], can be explained by the 
following reasons:
(i) The operation of a human operator becomes more reactive as he/she 
become experienced in carrying out a task. Hence he/she is not able to 
describe clearly and accurately the procedure followed.
(ii) Human operators have a variety of sensory organs. It is difficult to 
determine which organ and to what extent has been utilised in the process 
of decision making.
(iii) The robot replacing the human operator does not possess as complicated 
senses as a human. The robot imitates a human operator by using only a 
force sensor with functional limitations. Consequently, the way in which a 
task should be defined for a robot and the control actions involved are 
substantially different from a human operator.
(iv) A human operator has the ability to accomplish complex manipulations 
quickly, efficiently and in a dexterous manner. The robot arm can move 
only along limited trajectories. In nature, a complicated trajectory consists 
of a series of finite movements along X, Y, Z axes.
Hence the experience needed for the design of the control system should be in 
the context of the operation of an automatic manipulator.
In this work a series of exeriments were carried out to realise what procedure 
should be followed by the automatic system to carry out the insertion. In these 
experiments, the robot was operated in jogging mode, i.e, after being initialised 
in a position over the hole, it moves only up and down at small increments. At 
the same time, the insertion hole is jogged through the computer, the numbers of 
steps and directions to move are trial values given by a operator in response to 
reaction F/T vector displayed on the computer screen.
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A C program has been written to manage the experiment.The program works as 
follows:
1- Read the Sensor
2- Move the insertion hole about X-axis
3- Move the insertion hole about Y-axis
4- Repeat the procedure from step 1.
The program works in an interactive mode. First, it asks if the user wants to store 
the data in a file. If the answer is "yes", the program asks for a file name; when a 
file name is typed the file is opened and all the F/T Sensor records is stored in 
that file. Next, the program communicates with the F/T Sensor in the manner 
when the computer plays the role of a dumb terminal. The OR command is 
usually used to get one F/T record. Pressing "ESC" key quits communication 
with F/T sensor and switches to the communication with the insertion process.
The program first asks for the number of steps and direction to move the 
insertion hole about X-axis and next, about Y-axis. If the direction is indicated 
by character 'c', the hole will move clockwise and if character 'a', anticlockwise. 
After that the user can repeat the procedure from step 1 or quit from it. The 
source code of the program is attached in Appendix 16.
It should be noted that in the program, the C library function scanf is used for 
organising the interactive mode (get information from the user), the answer 
given by the user must be in the format as declared in the program. That means, 
when the movement about one axis is not necessary, the number of steps equal to 
zero still must be entered and any direction can be declared. If the format of the 
declaration is not strictly followed, the computer will hang up because of 
violation of format of scanf function.
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With the help of this program, the peg can be inserted into the hole in jogging 
mode. The corrective motion of the insertion hole is obtained by trial and error. 
The aim is to maintain the torques Mx and My and especially fz as small as 
possible. When this is achieved, the peg is inserted further by jogging the robot 
along Z axis. By this way the information and experience necessary for designing 
FLC have been obtained, which are reflected in the FLC design presented in 
Chapter 5.
7.4. A FRAMEWORK FOR THE CONTROL STRATEGY
The control algorithms developed are realized and tested on experimental rig 
with C-language programming (Appendix 17, 18, 19). The programming was 
performed in Borland C++ (version 3.1) envimment. Although every control 
algorithm is realized by a separate program, all have a common framework. This 
frame work defines the structure of the control system and their working order 
by software based on the experimetnal set up.
Every control program works in the following manner:
(a) Open a file for recording the data during control process.
(b) Set the communication mode of the serial ports for communicating with the 
F/T Sensor and the robot
(c) Initialize the parallel ports for controlling the stepper motors changing the 
orientation of the hole
(d) Move the peg to the initial position (above the hole with no lateral error)
(e) Initialise the insertion hole
(f) Determine the time of starting the insertion
(g) Control the insertion
(h) Determinine the time of the end of insertion and calculate the time spent for 
insertion.
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The problem of setting communication mode for serial ports and initializing the 
parallel ports have been described in Chapter 5. Moving the peg to the initial 
position of the hole is executed by function robot_init() which is a procedure for 
moving the robot arm to a pre-defined position. The initial position is defined as 
the position where the peg's tip is just above the hole's face and the projection of 
the peg's tip lies within the hole's face. This position has no lateral error between 
the peg and the hole as if the searching phase has been done and the hole has 
been found. The coordinate of this position is determined empirically.
Initialising the insertion hole is meant to deal with the backlash of the gearboxes 
used in the stepper motors. Since the gearboxes used have big values of backlash 
(about 1° or equal to 110 steps of the stepper motors). This value (110 steps) is 
added to the value of the corrective motion every time the direction of rotation of 
the hole is changed. At the start of the control program the situation of the hole 
in regarding to backlash is unknown. Hence before starting the insertion process 
the hole is moved in both planes in one direction (clockwise) for 110 steps to set 
the process.
The time spent for insertion is determined by calculating the interval of time 
from beginning to finishing the insertion (t=t2-tl). Determining the time at a 
moment (ti or t2) is executed by C library function time(NULL) which returns 
the number of seconds from the 1^  of January, 1970 to the current moment.
Insertion control is the main part of the control algorithm. The algorithms of this 
unit in different fuzzy control programs have been presented in Chapter 5. The 
task of this unit is to produce control actions including the corrective motion of 
the insertion hole, controlling the movement of the peg in response to F/T 
information and giving command to various devices to perform the required 
operations. In force control process, the compliance is conducted by the guarded 
motion based on the reaction forces. Since both the peg and the hole are rigidly
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supported, the guarded motion must be small when exact relative position 
between the parts is unknown as a small collision can create large reaction 
forces.
The insertion motion of the robot is executed by the function robot_control(z). In 
response to statement robot_control(dz) the robot moves down along Z axis with 
the value of displacement dz. The corrective motion about X or Y axes of the 
insertion hole is executed by function step('axis', direction, step_number). This 
function have 3 variables: axis taking two values: 'x' or 'y', direction taking two 
values 'c' (clockwise) or 'a' (anticlockwise) and step_number is the number of 
steps to move. According to the values of these variables, the insertion hole is 
rotated about X or Y axis to the direction designated by direction and with the 
number of steps designated by step_number. For example, the following 
statement:
step('x', xdirection, xstep)
will move the hole about X axis in the direction defined by xdirection and by the 
step number defined by xstep.
Although different control algorithms lead to different control process units, the 
body of all of these units is a while() loop which terminates when the condition 
of successful insertion is satisfied (the peg is fully inserted into the hole) or some 
emergency situation has happened leading to excessive force/torque. The 
program communicates with F/T Sensor to get force/torque information by C 
function getFT() which is described in Chapter 5 and its source code is attached 
in Appendix 8.
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7.5. CONTROL ALGORITHM USING IF-THEN METHOD
7.5.1 The control program
In order to validate and demonstrate the performance of the developed fuzzy 
logic control, the control algorithim by IF-THEN method is chosen as the 
conventional method for comparison. The IF-THEN logic branching method 
allows to represent highly non-linear, and complex strategies of force feedback. 
The control algorithm using IF-THEN method for insertion stage of the assembly 
process is presented in Figure 7.3.
The procedure of the IF-THEN control algorithm is similar to that of a fuzzy 
control algorithm. The difference is that in fuzzy algorithms the control action is 
produced by fuzzy reasoning while in IF-THEN control algorithms the control 
action is obtained by IF-THEN condition-consequence relationship. The control 
action consists of insertion motion in Z direction and correction motion about X 
and Y axes. To speed up the insertion, the value of increment is also varied 
depending on the position of the peg along the Z axis. The following algorithm is 
used:
if z<3.0 mm
if z>3.0 mm and zclO.O mm 
if z>10.0 mm and z<30.0 mm 
if z>30.0mm
then dz=0.1 mm 
then dz=0.2 mm 
then dz=0.3 mm 
then dz=0.4 mm
where z is the current value of the peg's tip in Z direction from the initial 
position. In the initial position, the peg's tip is 0.5 mm from the hole face. The 
whole insertion distance in the experimental rig is 48 mm.
During the assembly process, the insertion condition is alway checked after 
every sensor reading. The control process switches from insertion motion to 
corrective motion if one of the following conditions is not satisfied:
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Figure 7.3- IF-THEN control algorithm
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fz>-2 uf and z =0-10 mm (uf is the unit force) 
fz>-5 uf and z= 10-20 mm 
fz>-15 uf and z=20-30 mm 
fz>-25 uf and z>30 mm
The program switchs from insertion motion to corrective motion when the force 
fz become biger than the threshold. But the value of the threshold is not constant 
throughout the insertion length. The condition is more strict when the peg is at 
the top of hole. That means, at the top the program should switch to corrective 
motion even when fz is still small. This is due to the fact that at the top, the 
misalignment angle is large, hence the reation forces are increased very quickly. 
If the correction is not made in time, the next step of insertion along Z direction 
could create very big reaction forces and would violate the force levels. In 
contrast, when the peg tip is already at the botom of the hole, the insertion 
motion can continue even when the force fz becomes too big. In this situation the 
misalignment angle should be small and the peg can slide in without raising big 
reaction forces.
The main strategy for the corrective motion is to move the hole about X and Y 
axes in small increments until insertion condition is satisfied. The procedure is 
performed as follows:
if z=0-10 mm then xstep=20; ystep=20 
if z= 10-30 mm then xstep=10; ystep=10 
ifz>30m m  then xstep=5; ystep=5
where xstep and ystep are the number of steps to move the insertion hole about X 
and Y axes respectively.
It should be noted that all the control values used are obtained through 
experimental trial and errors. The criteria have been to achieve smooth insertion,
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successful completion of the task and avoiding any damage to the force sensor. 
The source code of the C program for the control algorithm is attached in 
Appendix 17.
7.5.2 Experimental results
The program using IF-THEN method has been tested on the experimental rig. 
The peg is inserted with different initial angular misalignment between the peg 
and the hole. To simulate misalignment between the peg and the hole, the hole 
was moved about X and Y axes by some value from its neutral position (ie the 
position where the peg can be fully inserted into the hole without any corrective 
motion).
Figure 7.4 shows the measured force/torque and the control signal during 
insertion from an initial angular error of +4.5° in both planes (0X = +4.5°, 0y = 
+4.5°). The sign "+" means that the hole is moved clockwise from its neutral 
position. An agnle of 4.5° is equivalent to 500 steps of stepper motor through the 
gearbox in haft-step mode (lstep=0.009°). The data files of this trial and other 
trials with different initial angular errors are attached in Appendix 20.
In the diagram the force is measured by uf (unit force) and the torque by in-uf 
(inch-unit force) of the F/T Sensor, where luf=l/80 lb=4.45xl/80 N-0.056 N. 
The corrective motion (angles to be tilted, 0X and 0y) in the control programs is 
converted into number of steps of the stepper motors for convenience. At the end 
of the insertion process, as it can be seen, the force/torque is risen a little bit, but 
since the force component fz is small, the peg is pushed further without 
corrective motion to speed up the process. These values of force/torque are still 
very small, for example, 40 uf =40x0.056 N=2.24 N, and hence they can be 
ignored.
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F O R C E S
C O R R E C T I V E  M O T I O N  A B O U T  V —A X I S
Figure 7.4-Force/toque and control signals generated during insertion process
by IF-THEN algorithm.
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7.6. PURE FORCE BASED FUZZY CONTROL ALGORITHM
7.6.1 The control program
The C program FORCE_FUZZY.C attached in Appendix 18 realizes the pure 
force-based fuzzy control algorithm presented in section 5.3.1-Chapter 5. In this 
control algorithm, the values of corrective motion are obtained through Fuzzy 
Logic and is purely based on force/torque information. The incremental values 
for the peg insertion along Z axis are identical to the IF-THEN control program.
In this program, the function of the Fuzzy Logic Controller is executed by the C 
function juzzyXY(M, CM) where variables M and CM are the values of torques 
about X or Y axis and change of torque respectively. Since two FLC's for the 
corrective motion of the hole about X and Y axes are identical, the same function 
is used for both:
xstep=fuzzyXY(Mx, CMx); 
ystep=fuzzyXY(My, CMy);
where : Mx-value of torque about X axis 
CMX-value of change of Mx 
My-value of torque about Y axis 
CMy-value of change of My
The program has the same framework as presented in section 7.4.
7.6.2 Results
The forces, torques and control signals produced during the insertion process by 
pure force-based fuzzy control algorithm with an initial angular error of +4.5° in 
both planes are illustrated in Figures 7.5. The data files of this trial and others 
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Figure 7.5(c) - Force/torque and control signal generated during insertion
by force-based fuzzy algorithm
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7.7. HYBRID FORCE/POSITION BASED FUZZY CONTROL ALGORITHM.
7.7.1 The control program
The hybrid force/position based fuzzy control algorithm (section 5.3.2-Chapter 
5) has been realized in C program HYBRID_FUZZY.C presented in Appendix 
19. In this control algorithm, there are two kinds of FLCs, one which produces 
peg insertion along Z axis, an other which estimates the corrective motion of the 
insertion hole based on force/torque information and position of the peg in the Z 
direction.
In the program, the function of the Fuzzy Logic Controller for insertion motion is 
executed by the C function JuzzyZ(fz, Mx, My, z). The value dz of the increment 
is calculated by calling the function as:
dz=fuzzyZ(fx, Mx, My, z) ;
Similarly, the Fuzzy Logic Controller for the corrective motion is executed by 





The forces, torques and control signal generated during insertion process by 
hybrid force/position based fuzzy control algorithm at an initial angular error 
+4.5° in both planes, are illustrated in Figure 7.6. The graph of the value of 
increments dz is also added to show the change of this value during the control 
process as it is an output variable of the FLC. The data files of this trial and 
others with different initial angular errors is attached in Appendix 20.
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Figure 7.6-Force/torque and control signal generated during insertion
by hybrid fuzzy control algorithm
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7.8. VALIDATION OF THE CONTROL ALGORITHMS
During the experimental work, all the three control algorithms described were 
tested and assessed through a number of trials on the experimental rig with 
different initial angular errors. All the control algorithms developed can perform 
the insertion without jamming or wedging. The data produced during each 
experiment was saved as a data file. The results are compared as follows.
Initially, the insertion was carried out with a set of initial angular errors 
including:
1) 6X = + 4.5°; 0y = + 4.5°
2) 0X = + 4.5°; 0y = -4.5°
3) 0X = - 4.5°; 0y = + 4.5°
4) 0X = - 4.5°; 0y = - 4.5°
The sign "+" or determines the direction of the tilt of the hole clockwise or 
anticlockwise from the neutral position. The performance of the three algorithms 
for the first angular error (0X = + 4.5°; 0y = + 4.5°) were illustrated in Figures 
7.4, 7.5, 7.6. The full detail of the data files produced in the experiments are 
provided in Appendices 20. The performances of three control algorithms in this 
test are compared in Table 7.1.
As it can be seen from illustrations and table 7.1, the force/torque components 
produced in insertion by all these control algorithms almost have the same level 
(force is less than 50 uf or 2.8 N, torque is less than 150 in-uf or 8.4 in-N). The 
force-based fuzzy control algorithm is performed faster (66 second) than that of 
IF-THEN control algorithm but the difference is not significant. The 
performance of the hybrid force/position-based fuzzy control algorithm has been 
superior to the other control algorithms having significant a shorter insertion 
time.
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ex= +  4.5 e
y=+4.5
221 67 196 64 142 55
0x= + 4.5; 
0y = - 4.5
236 68 224 68 124 50
0X = -4.5; 
0y = + 4.5
242 69 210 65 131 52
0x = - 4.5; 
0y = - 4.5
225 67 211 67 131 52
Average
value
231 67.75 210 66 132 52.25
The above verification has been repeated a number of times. Every control 
algorithm has been assessed through 10 records of 10 insertion processes with 
different initial errors. The performance of control algorithms were then assessed 
through two criterions: force level and insertion time. The force level is 
represented by average values of absolute magnitude of force/torque components 
in every insertion. The average values of force/torque components are calculated 
by formula:
n
where fa is the average value of a force/torque component, f[ is its value in i ^  
sensor reading, and n is number of sensor readings in an insertion process.
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Average values of force/torque Insertion time
T ria l n u m b e r fx fy fz M x M y (s)
(Uf) (uf) (u f) ( in -u f) ( in -u f)
1 5.3 11.6 1.8 38 17 67
2 4.1 10.1 3.4 22 19.7 68
3 4.2 11 1.8 38.9 14.4 69
4 11.5 7.2 3.2 28.2 40.16 67
5 6.5 14 1.7 48.3 21.2 71
6 9.7 17.8 2.9 61.7 32.5 69
7 6.4 11.5 3.8 28.9 27.2 70
8 14.5 7.4 1.8 24.5 48.7 68
9 7.3 8.2 2.2 42.3 35.5 69
10 8.5 9.5 3.7 36.4 43.2 67
A ve rag e 7.8 10.83 2.63 36.92 29.96 68.5
S ta n d a rd  dev ia tion 3.32 3.23 0.86 12.00 11.87 1.35









Insertion time of IF-THEN Control Algorithm
■ Insertion time (s)
Trial number
Figure 7.7- Statistical analysis of performance of IF-THEN control algorithm.
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Average values of force/torque Insertion time
T ria l n u m b e r fx fy fz M x M y (s)
(uf) (u f) (uf) (in -u f) ( in -u f)
-  -1 13 .98 5 .3 1.9 19.2 47.1 64
2 8.5 8 .8 4 .6 2 2 .9 36 .2 68
3 5 .7 9 .9 4 .3 18.8 3 0 .3 65
4 11.6 11.03 2 .9 34 .3 4 0 .7 67
5 7 .7 8.5 2 .3 2 8 .8 23 .2 66
6 12 9.6 6 33 4 4 .7 69
7 4 .6 8 1.4 22 14.3 67
8 12.7 17.8 2 .9 59.5 44 .5 65
9 6.8 7.5 3 .3 42 .7 38 .6 69
10 4 .9 10.2 4 .5 36.2 3 5 .4 67
A ve ra g e 8.85 9 .66 3.41 3 1 .74 35.5 6 6 .7
S ta n d a rd  dev ia tion 3 .46 3 .28 1.42 12.58 10.36 1 .70





—* — My (in-uf)
Insertion time
■Insertion time (s)
Figure 7.8- Statistical analysis of performance of pure force-based fuzzy control
algorithm.
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Average values of force/torque Insertion time
T ria l n u m b e r fx fy fz M x M y (s)
(Uf) (u f) (u f) ( in -u f) (in -u f)
1 7.5 9 .4 2 .6 16.7 19.5 55
2 3.7 6.8 1.2 21 .8 11.3 50
3 4.8 8.6 1.4 23 14.7 52
4 5.7 8 2 .3 21 .2 22 .9 52
5 5.3 5.2 2 .5 16.6 17.7 50
6 3.9 5 3.1 17.7 13.6 53
7 4.8 6.9 1 20.2 13.2 53
8 3.2 5.9 1.3 13.7 8.6 51
9 4.2 7.3 1.5 15.7 17.5 54
10 6.5 6.8 2.1 18.6 15.3 52
A ve rag e 4 .96 6 .99 1.9 18.52 15.43 52 .2
S ta n d a rd  dev ia tion 1.33 1.41 0.71 2 .98 4 .14 1.62
Average values of F/T of Hybrid Control Algorithm
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Figure 7.9- Statistical analysis of performance of Hybrid force/position fuzzy control
algorithm.
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Average values of force/torque Insertion time
fx fy fz M x M y (s)
(Uf) (u f) (u f) ( in -u f) ( in -u f)
IF-THEN ALGOR. 7.8 10.83 2.63 36.92 29.96 68.5
FORCE-BASED 8.85 9.66 3.41 31.74 35.5 66.7













Average values of force/torque
IF-THEN ALGOR. 
■  FORCE-BASED 



















Figure 7.10-Comparison of force/torque and insertion time of three control algorithms.
Figures 7.7-7.9 illustrate the average values of force/torque components and the 
time spent for an insertion executed by three control algorithms in. Figures 7.10. 
7.11 represent the comparison of average values of force/torque component in 10 
trials, insertion times and their standard deviations.
As it can be seen from the Figure 7.10, the hybrid force/torque based fuzzy 
control has smaller force level and shorter insertion time. Its smaller values of
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standard variations (Figure 7.11) indicate that the control algorithm has better 
stability in comparison with the other two.
Standard deviations of average values
fx fy fz Mx My Insertion times
IF-THEN ALGOR. 3.32 3.23 0.86 12 11.87 1.35
FORCE-BASED 3.46 3.28 1.42 12.58 10.36 1.7
HYBRID ALGOR. 1.33 1.41 0.71 2.98 4.14 1.62
Standard deviations
Figure 7.11- Comparison of standard deviations of control parameters of three algorithms
7.9. CONCLUSION
In this chapter the experimental work carried out to validate the method 
developed in this work was described. First, the mathematical model of the peg- 
in-hole insertion analysed in Chapter 3 was examined experimentally. Then a 
study of the manual insertion based on the experimental work was conducted the 
result of which was used in developing the control strategy. Finally the control 
algorithms were realised in C programming and implemented on the 
experimental rig.
The results obtained clearly indicate that the fuzzy logic based control algorithms 
perform the insertion faster than the IF-THEN logic branching method while 
maintaining the same level of force/torque.
Chapter 8
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
8.1. Introduction
The last chapter of the thesis is assigned to summarise the work carried out, 
analyse the results obtained and draw some generic conclusions on the suitability 
of FLC for compliant motion. Some directions for future work will be also 
proposed.
8.2. Mathematical Modelling of the Peg-in-Hole Insertion
A significant amount of work has been dedicated to the mathematical modelling 
of the peg-in-hole insertion and deriving the relationship between relative 
position and orientation of the peg and hole; and generated contact force/torque 
when both peg and hole are rigidly supported. The analysis has shown that the 
magnitude of the tilt angle between the peg and hole can be calculated based on 
the contact force/torque provided that the type of contact between the mating 
parts is known. This knowledge, however, cannot be derived from the contact 
force/torque under static conditions. These finding have been verified 
experimentally in the work.
8.3. Fuzzy Control of Compliant Motion
The work has then continued by examining the fuzzy logic control approach for 
generating compliant motion required in automatic precision assembly. The main 
strategy has been to initiate the compliance generated by a human operator
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during manual assembly by employing his/her experience and knowledge in the 
control algorithm.
Initially a study of the theoretical basis of fuzzy logic and fuzzy control was 
earned out and previous work related to this study was reviewed. The study 
indicated that the heuristic approach was a more appropriate method for the 
design of the fuzzy logic controlled compliant motion.
Using the heuristic approach two basic fuzzy controllers were studied for the 
peg-in-hole insertion task during the insertion stage. In the first method, the 
inference engine operates purely based on force/torque information received 
from the sensor. In the second approach, the approximate position of the peg is 
also taken into account to estimate the correction action required. The rule bases 
of both controllers were developed based on the qualitative knowledge of the 
behaviour of the controlled process. Both controllers were initially simulated for 
correct operation and then implemented in the experimental rig developed for 
this work.
Before the validation of the control algorithms, the mathematical model of the 
peg-in-hole insertion developed earlier was examined experimentally. Then a 
study of the manual insertion based on experimental work was conducted the 
result of which was employed in the control procedure.
The performance of the fuzzy controllers were compared with the performance 
of a non-fuzzy IF-THEN logic branching control algorithm. The results obtained 
clearly indicate that the fuzzy logic based control algorithms perform the 
insertion process faster than the IF-THEN logic branching method while 
maintaining the same level of force and torque.
Overall the work presented in this thesis has demonstrated that the fuzzy logic 
based method is quite appropriate for the control of non-linear, ill-defined, and
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complex processes such as compliance control in precision assembly. The 
method, however, does not provide an optimal solution for a specific process. 
Similar to a human operator, the knowledge obtained by experience can be 
utilised to improve the performance of a fuzzy controller by adapting its 
parameters and data base. The best solution for a particular problem, however, 
remains unknown.
8.4. Further Research
The control algorithms developed in this work are mainly for the insertion phase 
of an automatic assembly process of peg-in-hole insertion. Although fuzzy 
control has been applied to the search phase of this process in the previous work, 
both the peg and hole were compliantly supported. Further work is required to 
investigate the performance of a fuzzy controller for the search stage when both 
the peg and hole are rigidly supported.
The membership functions of the Fuzzy Logic Controllers developed in this 
work have triangular shape and use Tsukamotor's method of defuzzification. 
Further work is required to examine the effect of different types of membership 
functions (trapezoidal, bell, etc.) and defuzzification methods on the 
performance of the fuzzy controllers.
The control of the hole during the insertion process has been open-loop in this 
work. The backlash of the gearboxes used on the stepper motors driving the hole 
has been a major problem in measuring accurately the orientation of the peg and 
applying the precise amount of rotation to the hole. Introducing closed loop 
control of the hole by adding position sensors to the drive motors will improve 
the performance of the control process and will release the control algorithms 
from controlling the backlash of the gearboxes.
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The performance of a fuzzy control algorithm depends heavily on its fuzzy 
inference and rule base, which can be constructed in various ways. In addition, 
the performance of the control processes are manually fine-tuned by varying 
their rule-base and limits of their universe of discourse. This is usually a time 
consuming process. It is, therefore, very effective to introduce learning for the 
fuzzy controller to tune its parameters automatically on line.
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A P P E N D I X  1 :
The method used to solve quadratic equation
A. The programming algorithm
Equation (3.9) developed in chapter 3:
(N + R)z4 + 2(Q -  P)z3 +(4K -2N )z2 + 2(P + Q)z + N -R  = 0 (3.9)
is a quartic and hence produces 4 roots in general. An off-line solution for this equation 
can be produced by MATLAB or similar software packages. For on-line applications, 
however, it is necessary to develop an algorithm. Following algorithm has been used in 
this study.
It is assumed that the root lies within an interval [xi,X2]. Also the polynomial in left 
side of the equation (9) is Y = f(x) and monotonic in over the defined interval (Figure 
Al).
Figure Al-Graphical illustration of the programming algorithm.
The mid-point x0 of [xbx2] is found by dividing that interval into two equal parts, that 
means:
x o =
X2 - X i
2
Since the root lies within and x2, yx and y2 must have different signs ( yby2<0). In the 
algorithm the signs of yby0 and y0.y2 are checked. If y0 and y2 have different signs then 
the interval [x0,x2] is divided again into two equal parts. In fact, x0 will play the role of 
Xj and y0 will play the role of in the first calculation. This process is repeated until 
the absolute value of y{oi y2 becomes zero or smaller than a given small value 
depending on accuracy required. The last value of x0 is the root of the equation.
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The C program calculating the angle based on force-torque sensor reading is 
attached to the next section of this appendix. In this calculation, 0C and 0max will play 
the role of Xj and x2. In practice the polynomial in the left side of equation (9) has 
proved to be single mapping and monotonic over the defined interval. This implies that 
an anlge value can be found in response to every combination of sensor readings ( fx, fz, 











float m; // coefficient of friction 
int Fx,Fz,M; // force/moment variables 
main()
{
float fl,f2,zl,z2 ,root,ang; 
float eq(float z); 
float ABS (float y);
clrscr(); // Clear screen
while(l){
printf("\n Enter Fx Fz M \n");//ask for value of forces,moment 
scanf("%d %d %d",&Fx,&Fz,&M);
for(m=0.1;m<=0.2;m=m+0.01){//calculate with m varying from O.lto 0.2
zl=tan(0*3.14/180); // convert minimum angle to radian form 
z2=tan(8.5*3.14/180); // convert maximum angle to radian form 
fl=eq(zl); // calculate the value of polynom of minimum angle 
f2=eq(z2); // calculate the value of polynom of maximum angle
if(f 1 *f2>0) { // check if equation has no root
printf("m=% .2f ' ,m) ;
printf("\t equation has no root \n");
continue;
}









while(ABS(eq(root))>0.0001){//absolute value of acuracy required
root =zl+(z2-zl)/2; // calculate the mid-point
if((eq(root)*fl)<0) z2=root;// check if mid-point and z l
// has different signs
else if(eq(root)*fl==0) break;//check if z l  is root 
else zl=root;
f  1 =eq(z 1); // calculate polynom value of z 1 
f2=eq(z2); // calculate polynom value of z2 
}
flag: ang=2*atan(root)* 180/3.14;// calculate angle and convert to degree form 
printf("\nm=%.2f ang=%f",m,ang);
}
printf("\ncontinue?"); // ask if continue 




float eq(float z)// Function presenting left-hand polynom of equation
{
float f,a,b,c,e,N,K,P,Q,R; //intermediary coefficients 



























The program simmulates the relationship between My/fz,My/fx,fx/fz * 
and misalignment angle between the peg and hole *







float L=3.3937,d=0.787,m=0.11;/*float a ,R1,R2,R3,A ; /*char f_name[40]; /*char buffer[37]; /*char file;
int i ;
FILE * fp_in; /*
parameters of the peg and hole */ 
intermediary coefficients */
buffer for file name */
buffer for received data */
pointer to a file */
clrscr(); /* clear screen */
printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n]:"); /* ask if 
_ wanting to save data in a file */file = getchar(); 
if (file ==1y 1 | j file == 'Y') {
printf("\Enter file name :\t"j; /* ask for file name */ 
scanf("%s",f_name);
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); /* Open the file */
if (fp_in == NULL) {






fprintf(fp_in,"\n angle\tM/fx\tM/fz\tfz/fx");//print tiltles in the file
for(A=0;A<=6;A=A+0.5){/* calculate with angle varying from zero to 6
degree */
a=A*3.14/180;
/* formula for M/fz */
Rl=- ( (m*d/2-L) *cos (a) + (d/2+m*L) *sin(a) ) / (sin(a) +m*cos (a) ) ;
/* formula for M/fx */
R2=((m*d/2-L)*cos(a)+ (d/2+m*L)*sin(a))/(cos(a)-m*sin(a));
/* formula for fz/fx */
R3=-(sin(a)+m*cos(a))/(cos(a)-m*sin(a));
fprintf(fp_in,"\n %.If\t%f\t%f\t%f",A,R2,R1,R3); /* print result in
the file */
}





30 ' The program writen in SPEL language moves robot arm to desirerable position
40
50 HOME 
60 INPUT #20,A 
70 PRINT #20,"X" 
80 INPUT #20, A
' initialise the robot moving it to home position 
' input the begin sign (number 0) from PC 
' send character X' to PC
' input X-coordinate frome PC and store it to variable A
90 IF A=0 THEN GOTO 170 ELSE GOTO 90
100 PRINT #20,"Y" 
110 INPUT #20,B 
120 PRINT #20,"Z” 
130 INPUT #20,C 
140 PRINT #20,"U" 
150 INPUT #20,D 
160 JUMP A,B,C,D 
170 PRINT #20,"E" 
180 GOTO 60
' if 0 received from the PC, exit from program 
' send character 'Y' to PC
' input Y-coordinate from PC and store it to variable B 
' send character 'Z' to the PC 
' input Z-coordinate and store it to variable C 
' send character U' to PC 
' input U-coordinate and store it to variable D 
' move the robot arm to the given coordinate 
' send character "E" to PC to begin new circle 





The program move the robot to desiredable position 









#define DATA_READY 0x100 
#defme TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define SETTINGS (_COM_9600 I _COM_CHR8 I _COM_STOPl I _COM_NOPARITY)
main()
{
double a,b,c,d; /* variable for robot coordinates */ 
unsigned status3; /* variable for serial port status */
void robot_control(double x,double y,double z,double u); 
int num_transmit(double num);
printf("\n** PROGRAM FOR MOVING THE ROBOT TO A DESIRABLE POSITION
**"y
_bios_serialcom(_COM_INIT,COM3,SETTINGS);/* initialise serial port COM3 */ 
while(l) {
printf("Enter x,y,z,u coordinate:");/* Enter desirable coordinate */ 
scanf("%f%f%f%f',&a,&b,&c,&d);
robot_control(a,b,c,d); /* send x,y,z,u coordinate to the robot */





void robot_control(double x,double y,double z,double u)
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{
/* function for communication with robot */
unsigned robot_request,status3;
status3 = _bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM3,0);/* check for serial port status */ 
if(status3 && DATA_READY) {
_bios_serialcom(_COM_SEND,COM3,'0'); /* send 0 to robot to begin its program */ 
_bios_serialcom(_COM_SEND,COM3,V);
}
while(robot_request ! - E'){ /* robot's mark of the end of data receive */
if(status3 && DATA_READY) {
robot_request= _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM3,0 );
/* receive a character from the robot */
switch(robot_request) {
case ’X':num_transmit(x); /* transmit x-coordinate to the robot */ 
break;
case ’Y':num_transmit(y); /* transmit y-coordinate to the robot */ 
break;
case 'Z':num_transmit(z); /* transmit z-coordinate to the robot */ 
break;






int num_transmit(double num) /* function for transfer a double number to robot */
{
char string[20]; 
int i, ndec = 6;
gcvt(num,ndec,string); /* convert a double number to a string */







The program control the robot directly from the computer instead of 










#define DATA_READY 0x100 
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define SETTINGS (_COM_9600 I _COM_CHR8 I _COM_STOPl I _COM_NOPARITY)
int main(void)
{
unsigned in, out, status; 
char command [40]; 
int i;
clrscr(); /* clear screen */
printf("\n\t\t *********** MOVE C ************")•
printf("\n\n\tThe program communicates with RALPH robot through COM2 port using\
CNSOL C20.");
printf("\n\t\t ( Type Y'quitY'or Y'QUITY' to exit.)\n\n ");
_bios_serialcom(_COM_INIT,COM3,SETTINGS); /* setting communication port */
printf("Enter command :"); /* ask for a command */
for(;;) {
status =_bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM3,0); /* get port's staus */
if(status & DATA_READY){ /* check port status */
if((in = _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM3,0)& 0x7f)!=0)
/* receive a character */
if(in==13) printf("\n\t\t"); /* check for cariage return character */ 
else printf("%c",in); /* print received character on screen */
}
if(kbhit()) { /* if any key pressed */
gets(command); /* input command */ 
if(!strcmp(command,"quit")ll!strcmp(command,"QUIT")) break;




/* send command to the robot */ 
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FT_COM.C
This program communicates with the force sensor in dialogic mode and 







#define DAT A_RE AD Y 0x100 
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define SETTINGS (_COM_9600 I _COM_CHR8 l_COM_STOPl I _COM_NOPARITY)
int main(void)
{
char f_name[40]; /* buffer for file name */
char buffer[37]; /* buffer for received data */ 
char file; 
int i ;
FILE *fp_in; /* pointer to a file */
unsigned data, command, status; /* variables for communication */
printf("\n***** PROGRAM FOR COMMUNICATION WITH F/T SENSOR ****"); 
cprintf("\n\r (Press ESC to exit) ");
printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n]:");
file = getchar(); 
if (file ==y II file == 'Y') { 
printf("\Enter file name :\t"); 
scanf(" % s" ,f_name);
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); /* Open the file */ 
if (fp_in =  NULL) {






printf("\n Enter command to FT sensor :\n");
_bios_serialcom(_COM_INIT,COM2,SETTINGS); /* setting communication port */ 
while(l) {
status = _bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM2,0); /* get port status */
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if (status & DATA_READY){ /*check port's status */ 
data= _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM2,0);/*buffering received 
characters*/
printf("%c",data); /* print received chracter on screen */
fprintf(fp_in,"%c",data); /* save received character in a file */
}
if (kbhit()) {
if ((command = getch()) == ’\xlB') /* check for ESC character */ 
break;
_bios_serialcom(_COM_SEND,COM2,command);/* send command through port */
}
}





This program get F/T fromthe sensor, convert it into real numbers and 










#define DATA_READY 0x100 
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
#define SETTINGS (_COM_9600 I _COM_CHR8 l_COM_STOPl I _COM_NOPARITY)
void processing(unsigned buf[], int n); 
int main(void)
{
char f_name[40]; /* buffer for file name */




FILE *fp_in; /* pointer to a file */
unsigned data,status ,command; /* variables for communication */ 
double conv(unsigned *force,int t);
clrscr(); /* clear screen */
printf("\n***** PROGRAM FOR COMMUNICATION WITH F/T SENSOR ****"); 
cprintf("\n\r (Press ESC to exit) ");
printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n]:");
file = getcharO; 
if (file = y  II file == 'Y') { 
printf("\Enter file name :\t"); 
scanf("%s",f_name);
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); /* Open the file */ 
if (fp_in == NULL) {







printf("Enter a command to FT sensor
_bios_serialcom(_COM_INIT,COM2,SETTINGS); /* setting communication port */ 
fprintf(fp_in,"\n fy\t\tfz\t\tMx\n"); 
while(l) {
status = _bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM2,SETTINGS); 
if (kbhitO) {
if ((command = getch()) == '\xlB') /* check for ESC character */
break;
i=0;
_bios_serialcom(_COM_SEND,COM2,command);/* send command through port
*/
}
if (status & DATA_READY){ /*check port's status */ 
data = _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM2,0);
/*buffering received characters*/ 
putch(data); /* print received chracter on screen */
// fprintf(fp_in,"%c",data);










printf("\nfx=%.lf, fy= %.lf, fz=%.lf, Mx=%.lf, My=%.lf",fx,fy,fz,Mx,My); 





fclose(fp_in); /* close the file */ 
return 0;
}




for (i=0; i<n; i++)
printf("\%c" ,buf [i]);
}







for(i=t;force[i] !='' && force[i] !=
{
ft = (force[i]-48)*pow(10,k)+ft; 
k++;
}










unsigned bufferl [50],buffer2[50]; /* buffer for received data */ 
int i,j,k,m;
int conv(unsigned *force,int t); /* function prototype */
fx=0 ;fy=0 ;fz=0 ;Mx=0 ;My=0 ; 
flag: i=0; /* initialise */





Cstatus = _bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM2,SETTINGS); 
if (Cstatus & DATA_READY){ /*check port's status */ 
data = _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM2,0); 
putch(data); /* print received chracter on screen */ 
if((data<=57 && data >= 48) II (data == 3 2) 1 (data==45 ) 1 (data== 10)11 (data== 13 ) ) { 
bufferl [i]=data; /*buffering received characters*/ 
i++;
if(bufferl[i-l]==10 && i>5 && i<40) goto flag; 
if (buffer l[i-l]== 10 && i>=40){




buffer 1 [k]>=48)ll(bufferl [k]==32)ll(bufferl [k]=45))
{






for(k=0;k<j;k++) printf("%c",buffer2[k]); /* print data on screen */





















for(i=t;force[i] !=' ' && force[i] != —i)
{
ft = (force[i]-48)*pow(10,k)+ft; 
k++;
}

















int n, status,step_number; 
char direction,axis; 
int abyte = 0;
void step(char axis,char direct,int stepnum);
clrscr(); // clear screen
printf("This program assumes a printer is conected \n"); 
printf(" to LPT1 and LPTO :\n");
ĥ*********************** Check ports
status = _bios_printer(_PRINTER_STATUS,portX,abyte);
if ( status & 0x80)
printf( "printer is not buzy\n");
if (status & 0x01)
printf(" device time out\n ");
if (status & 0x08 )
printf(" I/O error\n ");
if (status & 0x10)
printf ("LPTO selected \n");
else
printf(" printer error");
status = _bios_printer(_PRINTER_STATUS,portY, abyte);
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if ( status & 0x80)
printf( "printer is not buzy\n");
if (status & 0x01)
printf(" device time out\n ");
if (status & 0x08 )
printf(" I/O error\n ");
if (status & 0x10)




_bios_printer(_PRINTER_INIT,portX,abyte); // initialise printer port 
_bios_printer(_PRINTER_INIT,portY,abyte); // initialise printer port
while(step_number !=0) {
direction=0; step_number=0; 
printf(" Enter the axis :"); 
axis=getch(); // getch the axis to move
printf("%c\n",axis);
printf(" Enter direction, stepnumber: ");
scanf (" %c %d",¿¿direction,&step_number); // getch the dicrection and step number 
printf("\naxis=%c,dirction=%c,stepnum=%d", axis, direction, step_number); 





void step(char axis,char direct,int stepnum)
{
int n,port;





for(n= 1 ;n<=stepnum;n++) { 
delay (time_delay);
_bios_printer(_PRINTER_WRITE,port,0x00); // ouput paralell data byte 
delay (time_delay);







for(n= 1 ;n<=stepnum;n++) { 
delay (time_delay);
_bios_printer(_PRINTER_WRITE,port,0x04); // ouput paralell data byte 
delay (time_delay);









This program simulates the Fuzzy Logic Controller for 








int i,j,M,CM,y ,m ,cm;
char f_name[40]; /* buffer for file name */
char buffer[37]; /* buffer for received data */char f ile;
FILE * fp_in; /* pointer to a file */
float memberM(int M,int i); 
float memberCM(int CM,int j ) ; 
float output(int p,int q) ; 
float Min(float a,float b); 
int quantiz2(float out); 
int quantizl(int M);
printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n]:");
file = getcharO;
if (file =='y' | j file == 'Y') {
printf("\Enter file name :\t");
scanf("%s",f_name);
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); /* Open the file
*/ if (fp_in == NULL) { 






for(M=l;M<3 0 0;M=M+3 0) 
for(CM=1;CM<3 00;CM=CM+3 0){ 
for(i=l;i<=4;i++) 
for(j=l;j<=4;j++)
{min = Min (memberM (M, i) ,memberCM (CM, j ) ) ; 
w = w + min*output(i,j); 







fprintf (fp_in, " \nM=%d, \tCM=%d, \ty=%d" ,111, cm,y) ; 




} /* Definition of membership functions */










if(M>0 && M<100) value=M/100.0;


















i f (CM< 0) value=0;





if (CM>0 ScSc CM<100.0 ) value=CM/100.0 ;






















else if ((p==3)&&(q==l)) 
else if ( (p==3 ) ScSc (q==2 ) ) 
else if ( (p==3 ) ScSc (q==3 ) ) 
else if ( (p==3 ) ScSc (q==4) ) 
else if ( (p==2 ) ScSc (q==l) ) 
else if ( (p==2 ) ScSc (q==2 ) ) 
else if ( (p==2 ) ScSc (q==3 ) ) 















float Min(float a,float b) /* definition of the function which 
determines the




if(a<b ) value = a;





if(out>=0 ScSc out<=0.12) value=l;
if(out>0.12 ScSc out<=0.24) value=2;
if(out>0.24 ScSc out<=0.36) value=3 ;
if(out>0.36 ScSc out<=0.48) value=4;
if(out>0.48 ScSc out<=0.6) value=5;
if(out>0.6 ScSc out<=0.1 2 ) value=6 ;
if(out>0.72 ScSc out<=0.84) value=7 ;
if(out>0.84 ScSc out<=0.96) value=8 ;
if(out>0.96 ScSc out<=l.08) value=9;







q u a n t i z l ( i n t  M)
i n t  v a l u e ;  
i f (M > = 0  ScSc M<=30) 
i f ( M > 3 0 ScSc M <=60) 
i f  (M>60 ScSc M<=90 ) 
i f (M > 9 0  ScSc M <=120) 
i f ( M > 1 2 0 ScSc M <=150) 
i f  (M>150 ScSc M<=180 ) 
i f  (M>180 ScSc M<=210 ) 
i f  (M>210 ScSc M<=240 ) 
i f  (M>240 ScSc M<=270 ) 
i f  (M >270 ScSc M< = 3 0 0 )
v a l u e =1;  
v a l u e =2 ; 
v a l u e = 3 ; 
v a l u e =4 ; 
v a l u e =5 ; 
v a l u e =6 ; 
v a l u e = 7 ; 
v a l u e = 8 ; 
v a l u e = 9 ; 
v a l u e = 1 0
r e t u r n  v a l u e ;
>
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FUZZY_Z.C
This program simulates the FLC for insertion motion along Z axis 
based on Force-Position information.









int i , j , k , h ; 
char g ;
★̂ ★ ★ ★ ★ Tfc***************************************************^
char f_name[40]; /* buffer for file name */
char buffer[37]; /* buffer for received data */
char file;
// int i ;
FILE *fp_in; /* pointer to a file */
f^c'k'k-k'k-k'k-k'k'k-k'k'k-k-k'k-kic’k-k'k'k'k'k-k'k'k'k'k'k'k’k'k'k 'k 'k 'k 'kjc'k 'k 'k 'k 'k'k ’k ’k-kic-k-k 'k 'k 'k 'k'k 'kf
float memberFz(int Fz,int i); 
float memberMx(int Mx,int i) ; 
float memberMy(int My,int i); 
float memberZ(int z,int i);
float Min(float a,float b,float c,float d);
float output(int t,int p,int q,int r);
int quanti_Z(int z);
int quanti_Fz(int Fz) ;
int quanti_M(int M) ;
int quanti_dz(float dz) ;
clrscr();y**************************************************************/
printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n] 
file = getchar(); 
if (file ==1y 1 || file == ’Y 1) {
printf("\Enter file name :\t"); 
scanf("%s",f_name);
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); /* Open the file */
if (fp_in == NULL) { _











for(Fz=l;Fz<3 0 ;Fz=Fz + 9) 




for(j =1;j <=3; j ++ ) 
for(k=l;k<=3;k++)
{e= Min(memberZ(z,h),memberFz(Fz,i),memberMx(Mx,j),memberMy(My,k)); 
a = a + e*output(h,i,j,k); 
b = b + e;
}























value = 1.0; 




if(Fz>=-30 && Fz<-15) 
if(Fz>=-15 && Fz<-0) 
if(Fz>=0) 
break;
value = 0 ;




























if(Mx>0 ScSc Mx<50) 























i f (My< 0)








if (My>0 Sc Sc My<50) 






























if(z>3 ScSc z<13) 

























float Min(float a,float b,float c, float d) /* definition of the function 
which determines the



















if(q==2 ScSc r==3) 
if(q==2 ScSc r==2) 
if(q==2 ScSc r==l) 
if(q==l ScSc r==3) 
if(q==l ScSc r==2) 
if(q==l ScSc r==l)




















iQ II II II II to II II I-1 out=0.2 ;
if(q==3I r==3 ) out=0;
if (q==2 ScSc (r==2 | |r==l) ) out=0.2 ;
if(q==l ScSc r==2) out=0.2 ;








if(q==2 ScSc r==2) out=0.2
if(q==2 ScSc r==l) out=0.4
if(q==l ScSc r==2) 






if(q==2 ScSc (r==2 || r==l) ) out=0.4








if ( Z > = 0  ScSc z<=10) value=l
if (z>10 ScSc z<=20) value=2
if(z>20 ScSc z<=30) value=3
if(z>30) value=4
return value;
} _ _int quanti_Fz(int Fz)
{ int value ;
if (Fz>=0 ScSc Fz<=9) value=l; 
if(Fz>9 ScSc Fz<=18) value=2; 
if(Fz>18 ScSc Fz<=28) value=3 ; 
if(Fz>28) value=4;
return value;
} _int quanti_M(int M)
{ int value; 
if (M>=0 ScSc M<=60) 
if (M>60 ScSc M<=120) 









i n t  q u a n t i_ d z ( f l o a t  dz)
{ _
i n t  v a lu e ;
if(dz>=0 &Sc dz<=0.15) value=l; 
if(dz>0.15 && dz<=0.30)value=2; 





Simulation data of FLC for insertion motion.
number Z Fz Mx My dz
1 1 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 2 2
3 1 1 1 3 2
4 1 1 1 4 2
5 1 1 2 1 2
6 1 1 2 2 2
7 1 1 2 3 2
8 1 1 2 4 2
9 1 1 3 1 2
10 1 1 3 2 2
11 1 1 3 3 2
12 1 1 3 4 2
13 1 1 4 1 2
14 1 1 4 2 2
15 1 1 4 3 2
16 1 1 4 4 2
17 1 2 1 1 2
18 1 2 1 2 2
19 1 2 1 3 2
20 1 2 1 4 2
21 1 2 2 1 2
22 1 2 2 2 2
23 1 2 2 3 2
24 1 2 2 4 2
25 1 2 3 1 2
26 1 2 3 2 2
27 1 2 3 3 2
28 1 2 3 4 2
29 1 2 4 1 2
30 1 2 4 2 2
31 1 2 4 3 2
32 1 2 4 4 2
33 1 3 1 1 2
34 1 3 1 2 2
35 1 3 1 3 2
36 1 3 1 4 2
37 1 3 2 1 2
38 1 3 2 2 2
39 1 3 2 3 2
40 1 3 2 4 2
41 1 3 3 1 2
42 1 3 3 2 2
43 1 3 3 3 2
44 1 3 3 4 2
45 1 3 4 1 2
46 1 3 4 2 2
47 1 3 4 3 2
48 1 3 4 4 2
49 1 3 1 1 2
50 1 3 1 2 2
51 1 3 1 3 2













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 3 1 3 1
4 3 1 4 2
4 3 2 1 3
4 3 2 2 3
4 3 2 3 2
4 3 2 4 2
4 3 3 1 2
4 3 3 2 2
4 3 3 3 2
4 3 3 4 2
4 3 4 1 2
4 3 4 2 2
4 3 4 3 2
4 3 4 4 2
4 3 1 1 4
4 3 1 2 1
4 3 1 3 1
4 3 1 4 2
4 3 2 1 3
4 3 2 2 3
4 3 2 3 2
4 3 2 4 2
4 3 3 1 2
4 3 3 2 2
4 3 3 3 2
4 3 3 4 2
4 3 4 1 2
4 3 4 2 2
4 3 4 3 2
4 3 4 4 2
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_ FUZZY_FP.C
This program simulates FLC for corrective motions about X and Y 
axes based on Force-Position information








float w,v,m, test, out;
int i,j,M,CM,k,z,qz,qM,qCM,qTHETA,number; 
char g ;
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y
char f_name[40]; /* buffer for file name */
char buffer[37]; /* buffer for received data */char f ile ;
// int i ;
FILE * fp_in; /* pointer to a file *//*************** ★ ★★★★★★ ********
float memberM(int M,int i); 
float memberCM(int CM,int j); 
float memberZ(float z,int i) ; 
float output(int k,int p,int q) ; 
float Min(float a,float b,float c); 
int quanti_z(int z); 




printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n] 
file = getchar();
if (file =='y' I| file == 'Y') {
printf("\Enter file name :\t" 
scanf("%s",f_name); 
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); 
if (fp_in == NULL) {











for(M=1;M<3 0 0 ;M=M+ 7 0)
for(CM=1;CM<3 00 ;CM=CM+70) {
for(k=l;k<=3;k++)
for(i=l;i<=4;i++)
fo r (j =1;j<=4; j ++)
{
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m = Min(memberZ(z,k),memberM(M,i),memberCM(CM,j)); 
w = w + m*output(k,i,j); 













/* Definition of membership functions */










if(M>0 && M<100) 

























if (CM>0 Sc& CM<100.0) value=CM/100.0 ;








































if(z>=0 ScSc z<20) 



























































if(p==3&&(q==2| j q==3)) 
if(p==3&&q==4) 









float Min(float a,float b,float c) /* definition of the function which 
determines the












if(z>=0 ScSc z<=9) value=l; 
if{z>9 && z<=18) value=2; 
if(z>18 && z<=27) value=3; 
if(z>27 && z<=36) value=4; 






int value ; 
if(M>=0 && M<=70) 
if(M>70 && M<=140) 
if(M>140 && M<=210) 












if(T>=0 && T<=0.2) value=l; 
if(T>0.2 && T<=0.4) value=2; 
if(T>0.4 && T<=0.6) value=3; 





Simmulation result of FUZZY_FP.C (FLC for corrective motions about X or Y axis)
N z M CM THETA
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 1
3 1 1 3 1
4 1 1 4 1
5 1 1 5 1
6 1 2 1 4
7 1 2 2 3
8 1 2 3 3
9 1 2 4 3
10 1 2 5 3
11 1 3 1 5
12 1 3 2 5
13 1 3 3 5
14 1 3 4 5
15 1 3 5 5
16 1 4 1 5
17 1 4 2 5
18 1 4 3 5
19 1 4 4 5
20 1 4 5 5
21 1 5 1 5
22 1 5 2 5
23 1 5 3 5
24 1 5 4 5
25 1 5 5 5
26 2 1 1 1
27 2 1 2 1
28 2 1 3 1
29 2 1 4 1
30 2 1 5 1
31 2 2 1 3
32 2 2 2 3
33 2 2 3 3
34 2 2 4 3
35 2 2 5 2
36 2 3 1 5
37 2 3 2 5
38 2 3 3 4
39 2 3 4 4
40 2 3 5 4
41 2 4 1 5
42 2 4 2 5
43 2 4 3 5
44 2 4 4 4
45 2 4 5 4
46 2 5 1 5
47 2 5 2 5
48 2 5 3 5
49 2 5 4 5
50 2 5 5 5
51 3 1 1 1






























































3 1 3 1
3 1 4 1
3 1 5 1
3 2 1 3
3 2 2 2
3 2 3 2
3 2 4 2
3 2 5 2
3 3 1 4
3 3 2 4
3 3 3 4
3 3 4 4
3 3 5 3
3 4 1 5
3 4 2 5
3 4 3 5
3 4 4 4
3 4 5 4
3 5 1 5
3 5 2 5
3 5 3 5
3 5 4 5
3 5 5 5
4 1 1 1
4 1 2 1
4 1 3 1
4 1 4 1
4 1 5 1
4 2 1 2
4 2 2 2
4 2 3 2
4 2 4 2
4 2 5 2
4 3 1 4
4 3 2 4
4 3 3 3
4 3 4 3
4 3 5 3
4 4 1 5
4 4 2 5
4 4 3 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 5 3
4 5 1 5
4 5 2 5
4 5 3 4
4 5 4 4
4 5 5 4
5 1 1 1
5 1 2 1
5 1 3 1
5 1 4 1
5 1 5 1
5 2 1 2
5 2 2 2
5 2 3 2
5 2 4 2
5 2 5 2

















5 3 2 4
5 3 3 3
5 3 4 3
5 3 5 2
5 4 1 5
5 4 2 4
5 4 3 4
5 4 4 4
5 4 5 3
5 5 1 5
5 5 2 5
5 5 3 4
5 5 4 4
5 5 5 4
APPENDIX 15
Experimental data colected for examinning the mathematical model of the
peg-in-hole insertion























































































































































































































































Table 6: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 3 degree with peg's side contact.

































































Table 7: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 3 degree with peg's tip contact.



























Table 8: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 3 degree with two-point contact.
































Table 9: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 3 degree with two-point contact.











Table 10: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 4 degree with peg’s tip contact. 


















Table 10: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 4 degree with peg's side contact.
( Displacement = 0.1 mm )
































Table 11: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 4 degree with two-point contact.








Table 12: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 4 degree with two-point contact.















































Table 13: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 5 degree with peg's tip contact.




















Table 14: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 5 degree with peg's side contact.















































Table 15: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 5 degree with two-point contact.







Table 16: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 5 degree with two-point contact.




























































Table 17: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 6 degree with peg's tip contact.















Table 18: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 6 degree with peg's side contact.
















































Table 19: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 6 degree with two-point contact.
















Table 20: Force/Torque measured when misalignment angle equal 6 degree with two-point contact.










































* This program moves the step motor in a number of steps and to a designable











#define DATA_READY 0x100 
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0









int abyte = 0,i;
void clockwise_step(int x,int port); 
void anticlockwise_step(int x,int port);
clrscr();
printf("This program assumes a printer is conected \n"); 
printfC to LPT1 and LPT0 :\n");
status = _bios_printer(_PRINTER_STATUS, portO, abyte);
if ( status & 0x80 )
printf( "printer is not buzy\n");
if (status & 0x01) 
printf(" device time out\n "); 
if  (status & 0x08 )
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printf(" I/O error\n "); 
if  (status & 0x10) 
printf ("LPTO selected \n"); 
else
printf(" printer error");
status = _bios_printer(_PRINTER_STATUS ,port 1 ,abyte); 
if ( status & 0x80) 
printf( "printer is not buzy\n");
if (status & 0x01)  
printf(" device time out\n "); 
if  (status & 0x08 ) 
printf(" I/O error\n "); 
if (status & 0x10) 





printf("\nEnter command to F/T sensor:"); 
w hile(l) {
status2 = _bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM2,0); 
if (status2 & DATA_READY){ /*check port's status */
data = _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM2,0) ;/*buffering 
received characters*/
putch(data); /* print received chracter on screen */










_bios_printer(_PRINTER_INIT, portO, abyte); 
_bios_printer(_PRINTER_INrr,port 1,abyte); 


















clockwise_step(step_number,port 1 ) ; 
break;
case 'a':













void clockwise_step(int x,int port)
{
int n;
for(n= 1 ;n<=x;n++) { 
delay (time_delay) ;









for(n=l ;n<=x;n++) { 
delay (time_delay);






* This program try to move the hole and robot in acordance to FT














#define DATA_READY 0x100 
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0











/*** Declarations for openning the data file ********/ 
char f_name[40]; /* buffer for file name */
char file;
/****** Declaration for controling the step motors *********/ 
int n,Pstatus,step_number,xstep,ystep; 
char direction,axis,xdirect,ydirect; 
int abyte = 0;
declaration
void step(char axis,char direct,int stepnum);










printf("\n*PROGRAM FOR COMMUNICATION WITH F/T SENSOR AND MOVE THE HOLE 
**");
printf("\n\r (Press ESC to exit) "); 
printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n]:");
file = getchar(); 
if (file = y  II file == 'Y'){ 
printf("\Enter file name :\t"); 
scanf("%s",f_name);
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); /* Open the file */ 
if (fjpjn == NULL) {






printf("Press any key to start:");
_bios_serialcom(_COM_INIT,COM2,SETTINGS); /* setting communication port */ 
_bios_serialcom(_COM_INIT,COM3,SETTINGS);




stepOx'.'c'.O); /* Moving the hole clockwise to initialise */ 









if (getch() == '\xlB') /* check for ESC character */ 
break;
}
/****** processing and controlling ****************************/ 
getFT();
if(fz>300 II fz<-500 II Mx>500 II Mx<-500 II My<-500 II My>500){ 
printf(" Excessive FT "); 
break; }
if(ABS(Mx)>2 && ABS(My)>2){ 
if(Mx>0 && Mx>Mxl) xplus++; 
if(Mx<0 && Mx<Mxl) xminus++; 
if(My>0 && My>Myl) yplus++; 
if(My<0 && My<Myl) yminus++; 
fz l=fz;Mx 1 =Mx;My 1 =My ;
}
if(fz>=-2 ll(fz>-5 && z>10.0) ll(fz>-15&&z>20.0)ll(fz>-25&&z>30.0)) { 
if(z<3.0) dz=0.1; 



































if(ABS(Mx)<=20 && ABS(My)<=20 && fz<-20){ 
if(AB S (Mx)>=AB S (My)) xstep=xstep_z; 
else ystep=ystep_z;
}
step('x' ,xdirect, xs tep); 
step('y',ydirect,ystep);














y direct=re ver(y direct); 
yreve=0;
}
if(fz>300 II fz<-800 II Mx>800 II Mx<-800 II My<-800 II My>800)break; 









fprintf(fp_in,"\nThe running time is: %ld",t2-tl); 





unsigned bufferl[50],buffer2[50]; /* buffer for received data */
int i,j,k,m;
static int stepnumber;
int conv(unsigned *force,int t);
fx=0;fy=0;fz=0;Mx=0;My=0; 
flag: i=0; /* initialise */






if (getch() == 'VxlB') /* check for ESC character */ 
break;
}
Cstatus = _bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM2,SETTINGS); 
if (Cstatus & DATA_READY){ /*check port's status */
data = _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM2,0); /*buffering received characters*/ 
putch(data); /* print received chracter on screen */
// fprintf(fp_in," %c" ,data);
if((data<=57 && data >= 48) II (data == 32)ll(data==45)ll(data==10)ll(data“ 13)){ 
bufferl[i]=data; 
i++;
if(buffer 1 [i-1 ]== 10 && i>5 && i<40) goto flag; 
if(bufferl[i-l]==10 && i>=40){
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/********* Transfering information to buffer2 *******************/
j=0;
for(k=0;k<i;k++) {
if((buffer 1 [k]<=57 && buffer 1 [k]>=48)ll(buffer 1 [k]==3 2) 1 (buffer 1 [k]==45))
{

























for(i=t;force[i] !='' && force[i] != —i)
{
ft = (force[i]-48)*pow(10,k)+ft; 
k++;
}




void step(char axis,char direct,int stepnum)
{
int n,port,rsteps;















for(n= 1 ;n<=rsteps;n++) { 
delay (time_delay);























int num_transmit(double num); 
void answer_w(void);
// char E[20]={'P','R',T,'N',T,' ’2’,'O’,


















int num_transmit(double num) /* function for transmiting data as a double number */
{
char string [20]; 
int i, ndec = 6;










































* This program try to move the hole and robot in acordance to FT













#define DATA_READY Ox 100 
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0




FILE *fp_in; /* pointer to a file */
int main(void)
{




/*** Declarations for openning the data file ********/ 
char f_name[40]; /* buffer for file name */
char file;
/****** Declaration for controling the step motors *********/ 
int n,Pstatus,step_number,xstep,ystep; 
char direction,axis,xdirect,ydirect; 
int abyte = 0;
sjcFl inCtlOnS declaration 
void step(char axis,char direct,int stepnum); 
void processing(unsigned buf[], int n); 
void robot_control(double z); 
void robot_init(void); 
int getFT(void); 
int fuzzy (int Fz,int m); 
int fuzzyXY(int M,int CM); 
int ABS(int ft); 




printf("\n** PROGRAM FOR COMMUNICATION WITH F/T SENSOR AND MOVING THE HOLE
printf("\n\r (Press ESC to exit) "); 
printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n]:");
file = getchar(); 
if (file = = y  II file =  'Y') { 
printf("\Enter file name At"); 
scanf("%s",f_name);
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); /* Open the file */ 
if (fp_in == NULL) {






printf("Press any key to start:");






step('x','c',0); /* Moving the hole clockwise to initialise */ 









if (getch() == Ax IB') /* check for ESC character */ 
break;
}
jsf!^^¡4» PrOCCSSin̂  cind oontrollins 
getFTO;
if(fz>300 II fz<-500 II Mx>500 II Mx<-500 II My<-500 II My>500){ 
printf(" Excessive FT "); 
break; }
if(ABS(Mx)>2 && ABS(My)>2){ 
if(Mx>0 && Mx>Mxl) xplus++; 
if(Mx<0 && Mx<Mxl) xminus++; 
if(My>0 && My>Myl) yplus++; 
if(My<0 && My<Myl) yminus++; 
fzl=fz;Mxl=Mx;Myl=My;
}
if(fz>=-2 ll(fz>-5 && z>10.0) ll(fz>-15&&z>20.0)ll(fz>-30&&z>30.0)) { 
if(z<3.0) dz=0.1; 
if(z>=3.0 && z<10.0) dz=0.2; 





































if((xreve>=4)ll(Mxl>=0 && Mx>Mxl+50)ll(Mxl<0 && Mx<Mxl- 








if(fz>300 II fz<-800 II Mx>800 II Mx<-800 II My<-800 II My>800)break; 
if((ABS(Mx)<=20 && ABS(My)<=20 && fz>-10)){ 
xphis=0;xminus=0;yplus=0;yminus=0;Mxl=0;Myl=0; 





if((Mx*Mxl>0) && ABS(Mx)>ABS(Mx 1)) CMx=0; 
else CMx=AB S (Mx-Mx 1);





fprintf(fp_in,"\nThe running time is: %ld",t2-tl); 





unsigned bufferl[50],buffer2[50]; /* buffer for received data */
int i,j,k,m ;
static int stepnumber;
int conv(unsigned *force,int t);
fx=0;fy=0;fz=0;Mx=0;My=0; 






if (getch() == '\xlB') /* check for ESC character */ 
break;
}
Cstatus = _bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM2,SETTINGS); 
if (Cstatus & DATA_READY){ /*check port's status */
data = _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM2,0); /*buffering received characters*/ 
putch(data); /* print received chracter on screen */
// fprintf(fp_in,"%c",data);
if((data<=57 && data >= 48) II (data == 32)ll(data==45)ll(data==10)ll(data==13)){ 
buffer l[i]=data; 
i++;
if(bufferl[i-l]==10 && i>5 && i<40) goto flag; 
if(bufferl[i-l]~10 && i>=40){
^ ^ ^ ^  Transfenng information to buffcr2
j=0;
for(k=0;k<i;k++){













My=con v(buffer2,30) ; 
stepnumber++;











for(i=t;force[i] !=' ' && force[i] != i)
{
ft = (force[i]-48)*pow(10,k)+ft; 
k++;
}




void step(char axis,char direct,int stepnum)
{
int n,port,rsteps;














for(n= 1 ;n<=rsteps ;n++) { 
delay (time_delay);























int num_transmit(double num); 
void answer_w(void);








void robot_init(void) /* move the robot to initialise position */
{
int i;






int num_transmit(double num) /* function for transmiting data as a double number */
{
char string[20]; 
int i, ndec = 6;
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/*******************ppj2ZY p r o c e ssin g *********************/




float memberM(int M,int i); 
float memberCM(int CM,int i);
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float Min(float A,float B); 







min = Min(memberM(M,i),memberCM(CM,j)); 
a = a + min*output(i,j); 
b = b +min ;
}




/* Definition of membership functions */










if(M>0 && M<100) value=M/100.0;

























if(CM>0 && CM<100.0) value=CM/100.0;































float Min(float a,float b) /* definition of the function which determines the
minimum value of 2 membership functions */
{
float value; 
if(a<b ) value = a; 





* This program try to move the hole and robot in acordance to FT
* information with HIBRID- FUZZY algorithm in "nullefying Mx
* and My" by rotationing around X and Y axesis and change the value of














#define DATA_READY 0x100 
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0




FILE *fp_in; /* pointer to a file */
int main(void)
{
int Mx 1 ,My 1 ,fz 1 ,xplus,xminus,yplus,yminus,xreve,yreve,k,init_Mx,init_My; 
int CMx,CMy,tl,t2; 
double dz,z;
/*** Declarations for openning the data file ********/ 
char f_name[40]; /* buffer for file name */
char file;
/****** Declaration for controling the step motors *********/ 
int n,Pstatus,step_number,xstep,ystep,xc_motion=0,yc_motion=0; 
char direction,axis,xdirect,ydirect; 
int abyte = 0;
sjcsjcsjcFunctions clcdcircition 
void step(char axis,char direct,int stepnum); 
void processing(unsigned buf[], int n); 
void robot_control(double z); 
void robot_init(void); 
int getFT(void);
// int fuzzy(int Fz,int m); 
int fuzzyXY(int M,int CM,float z); 
float fuzzy Z(int fz,int Mx,int My »float z); 
int ABS(int ft); 




printf("\n** PROGRAM FOR COMMUNICATION WITH F/T SENSOR AND MOVING THE HOLE
printf("\n\r (Press ESC to exit) "); 
printf("\n Do you want to save data in a file ? [y/n]:");
file = getchar(); 
if (file =='y' II file =  'Y') { 
printf("\Enter file name At"); 
scanf("%s",f_name);
fp_in = fopen(f_name,"w"); /* Open the file */ 
if (fp_in == NULL) {






printf("Press any key to start:");






step('x','c',0); /* Moving the hole clockwise to initialise */ 









if (getch() == '\xlB') /* check for ESC character */ 
break;
}
/****** Processing and controlling ****************************/ 
getFT();
if(fz>300 II fz<-500 II Mx>500 II Mx<-500 II My<-500 II My>500){ 
printf(" Excessive FT "); 
break; }
if(ABS(Mx)>2 && ABS(My)>2){ 
if(Mx>0 && Mx>Mxl) xplus++; 
if(Mx<0 && Mx<Mxl) xminus++; 
if(My>0 && My>Myl) yplus++; 
if(My<0 && My<Myl) yminus++; 
fz 1 =fz;Mx 1 =Mx ;My 1 =My;
}
dz=fuzzyZ(fz,Mx,My,z);










if (getch() == '\xlB') /* check for ESC character */ 
break;
if((Mx*Mxl>0) && ABS(Mx)>ABS(Mx 1)) CMx=0; 
else CMx=ABS(Mx-Mxl);















if((xreve>=3)ll(Mxl>=0 && Mx>Mxl+50)ll(Mxl<0 && Mx<Mxl- 








if(fz>300 II fz<-800 II Mx>800 II Mx<-800 II My<-800 II My>800)break; 
if((ABS(Mx)<=20 && ABS(My)<=20 && fz>- 











fprintf(fp_in,"\nRunning time is:%d",t2-tl); 






unsigned bufferl[50],buffer2[50]; /* buffer for received data */
int i,j,k,m ;
static int stepnumber;
int conv(unsigned *force,int t);
fx=0 ;fy=0;fz=0 ;Mx=0;My=0; 
flag: i=0; /* initialise */







if (getch() == '\xlB') /* check for ESC character */ 
break;
}
Cstatus = _bios_serialcom(_COM_STATUS,COM2,SETTINGS); 
if (Cstatus & DATA_READY){ /*check port's status */
data = _bios_serialcom(_COM_RECEIVE,COM2,0); /*buffering received characters*/ 
putch(data); /* print received chracter on screen */
// fprintf(fp_in,"%c",data);
if((data<=57 && data >= 48) II (data == 32)ll(data==45)ll(data==10)ll(data==13)){ 
buffer l[i]=data; 
i++;
if(buffer 1 [i-1 ]== 10 && i>5 && i<40) goto flag; 
if (buffer 1 [i-1 ]== 10 && i>=40){
 ̂Transfenng information to buffcr2
j-0;
for(k=0;k<i;k++){
if((buffer 1 [k]<=57 && buffer 1 [k]>=48)ll(buffer 1 [k]==32)ll(bufferl [k]==45))
{



























for(i=t;force[i] !=' ' && force[i] != i)
{
ft = (force[i]-48)*pow(10,k)+ft; 
k++;
}




void step(char axis,char direct,int stepnum)
{
int n,port,rsteps;














for(n= 1 ;n<=rsteps ;n++) { 
delay (time_delay);

























int num_transmit(double num); 
void answer_w(void);
// char E[20]={'P','R',T,'N',T,' ,,,#,,'2,,,0,,,,,,, 









void robot_init(void) /* move the robot to initialise position */
{
int i;






int num_transmit(double num) /* function for transmiting data as a double number */
{
char string [20]; 
int i, ndec = 6;









































^****9):************* f u z z y  PROCESSING *****************************/
/****;}:*********** FUZZY81 ****************/ 
int fuzzyXY(int M,int CM,float z){ 
float w,v,m; 
int i,j,k,out;
float memberM(int M,int i); 
float memberCM(int CM, int j); 
float memberZ(float z,int i); 
int output(int r,int p,int q ) ; 











m = Min(memberZ(z,k),memberM(M,i),memberCM(CM,j)); 
w = w + m*output(k,i,j); 
















if(M>0 && M<100) value=M/100.0;


























if(CM>0 && CM< 100.0) value=CM/100.0;

























if(z>=0 && z<20.0) value=z/20.0;

































if(p==2&&(q==2l lq==31 Iq 
if(p==3&&q== 1 ) 



















float Min(float a,float b,float c) /* definition of the function which determines the









float fuzzyZ(int fz,int Mx,int My,float z){
float a,b,c,e,out; 
int i,j,k,h;
float memberFz(int Fz,int i); 
float memberMx_2(int Mx,int i); 
float memberMy_2(int My,int i); 
float memberZ_2(float z,int i); 
float Min_2(float a,float b,float c,float d); 












for(k= 1 ;k<=3 ;k++)
{
e= Min_2(memberZ_2(z,h),memberFz(fz,i),memberMx_2(Mx,j),memberMy_2(My,k)); 
a = a + e*output_2(h,i,j,k); 
b = b + e;
}








if(Fz<=-30 ) value = 1.0;




if(Fz<-30) value = 0;
if(Fz>=-30 && Fz<-15) value =(Fz+30.0)/15.0;























if(Mx>0 && Mx<50) value=Mx/50.0;





















if(My>0 && My<50) value=My/50.0;
if(My>=50 && My<200) value=(200.0-My)/150.0;












































float Min_2(float a,float b,float c,float d) /* definition of the function which determines
{
float buf;


















if(q==2 && r==3) out=0;
if(q==2 && r==2) out=0.2;
if(q==2 && r==l) out=0.2;
if(q==l && r==3) out=0;
if(q==l &&r==2) out=0.2;



























if(q==2 && r==2) 
if(q==2 && r==l) 





if(q==2 && (r==2 II r==l)) 

















EXAMPLE OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA RESULTED IN CONTROL
PROCESSES
A. IF-THEN algorithm.
Trial 1: 6x=+4.5°, ey=+4.5°
N fx fy fz Mx My z Cx Cy
1 -1 0 0 -2 0 0.1 0 0
2 -2 0 0 -1 -1 0.2 0 0
3 0 0 0 -1 2 0.3 0 0
4 -1 1 0 0 -1 0.4 0 0
5 -1 0 0 1 -1 0.5 0 0
6 1 0 0 -1 1 0.6 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0
8 0 0 0 -1 -2 0.8 0 0
9 0 1 0 -1 0 0.9 0 0
10 -1 1 0 -1 0 1.0 0 0
11 1 -1 0 -1 2 1.1 0 0
12 0 1 1 -1 0 1.2 0 0
13 0 1 0 -1 0 1.3 0 0
14 0 -1 -1 0 0 1.4 0 0
15 1 0 -1 -1 1 1.5 0 0
16 -1 0 -1 -1 -2 1.6 0 0
17 1 1 -1 -1 0 1.7 0 0
18 1 0 -1 -1 1 1.8 0 0
19 -1 0 0 -1 -1 1.9 0 0
20 0 0 0 -1 0 2.0 0 0
21 0 0 0 -1 2 2.1 0 0
22 0 0 0 -1 -1 2.2 0 0
23 -1 0 -1 -1 -2 2.3 0 0
24 0 1 0 -2 -1 2.4 0 0
25 0 1 -1 -1 -1 2.5 0 0
26 0 1 0 -2 2 2.6 0 0
27 1 0 0 -2 0 2.7 0 0
28 0 1 0 -1 -1 2.8 0 0
29 0 0 0 -1 2 2.9 0 0
30 1 0 -1 -1 1 3.0 0 0
31 -1 0 -1 -1 1 3.2 0 0
32 1 1 2 -2 2 3.4 0 0
33 -4 1 -2 -4 -13 3.6 0 0
34 -17 9 -4 -31 -56 3.6 -20 -20
35 -18 10 -1 -35 -60 3.6 -20 -20
36 -18 10 -1 -35 -60 3.6 -20 -20
37 -18 10 0 -35 -61 3.6 -20 -20
38 -18 10 -1 -35 -60 3.6 -20 -20
39 -18 10 -2 -36 -62 3.6 -20 -20
40 -19 12 -3 -38 -65 3.6 -20 -20
41 -20 12 -3 -42 -67 3.6 -20 -20
42 -23 15 -3 -49 -76 3.6 -20 -20
43 -25 16 -6 -56 -82 3.6 -20 -20
44 -23 15 -6 -52 -77 3.6 -20 -20
45 -19 11 -5 -41 -63 3.6 -20 -20
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46 -17 10 -5 -36 -56 3.6 -20 -20
47 -14 8 -3 -29 -44 3.6 -20 -20
48 -11 6 -2 -22 -35 3.6 -20 -20
49 -8 3 0 -15 -23 3.6 0 -20
50 -5 3 -1 -10 -15 3.6 0 0
51 -1 1 -1 -4 -4 3.8 0 0
52 -11 7 -3 -26 -33 3.8 -20 -20
53 -10 8 -2 -24 -31 3.8 -20 -20
54 -7 4 -1 -16 -21 3.8 0 -20
55 -4 3 -2 -10 -10 3.8 0 0
56 0 1 0 -3 -3 4.0 0 0
57 -7 6 0 -21 -21 4.2 0 0
58 -14 13 -3 -43 -45 4.2 -20 -20
59 -13 12 -4 -40 -40 4.2 -20 -20
60 -8 7 -1 -25 -25 4.2 -20 -20
61 -3 2 -1 -7 -8 4.2 0 0
62 -2 1 -1 -3 -4 4.4 0 0
63 -5 3 0 -12 -14 4.6 0 0
64 -9 9 -3 -28 -30 4.6 -20 -20
65 -6 5 -2 -20 -18 4.6 0 0
66 -4 3 0 -9 -11 4.8 0 0
67 -8 7 -2 -26 -25 5.0 0 0
68 -11 13 -4 -43 -36 5.0 -20 -20
69 -6 7 -1 -24 -21 5.0 -20 -20
70 -2 1 0 -3 -1 5.0 0 0
71 -1 0 -1 0 0 5.2 0 0
72 0 -1 0 -1 1 5.4 0 0
73 -2 2 1 -6 -6 5.6 0 0
74 -4 5 -3 -17 -12 5.6 0 0
75 -5 5 0 -18 -13 5.6 0 0
76 -5 6 -1 -21 -15 5.8 0 0
77 -8 8 -1 -29 -25 6.0 0 0
78 -10 13 -3 -43 -32 6.0 -20 -20
79 -3 3 0 -11 -7 6.0 0 0
80 -1 1 0 -3 -3 6.2 0 0
81 -3 4 -1 -10 -7 6.4 0 0
82 -5 5 0 -19 -15 6.6 0 0
83 -7 9 -2 -30 -23 6.8 0 0
84 -10 12 -1 -38 -32 7.0 0 0
85 -12 15 -4 -50 -39 7.0 -20 -20
86 -3 3 -1 -11 -6 7.0 0 0
87 -2 0 0 -3 -3 7.2 0 0
88 -1 1 0 -3 -1 7.4 0 0
89 -2 3 2 -9 -6 7.6 0 0
90 -4 6 -1 -19 -12 7.8 0 0
91 -5 7 0 -24 -13 8.0 0 0
92 -7 10 -1 -33 -20 8.2 0 0
93 -8 12 -3 -41 -26 8.2 -20 -20
94 -1 1 0 -1 -1 8.2 0 0
95 0 -1 0 -1 0 8.4 0 0
96 0 -1 -1 1 0 8.6 0 0
97 0 0 0 -2 -1 8.8 0 0
98 0 0 0 0 0 9.0 0 0
99 0 0 -1 -1 1 9.2 0 0
100 0 1 0 -2 -1 9.4 0 0
101 -1 1 0 -4 -2 9.6 0 0
102 -2 2 -1 -8 -5 9.8 0 0
103 -2 4 -2 -12 -8 10.0 0 0
104 -3 5 0 -18 -9 10.2 0 0
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51 -1 -1 1 -2 1 5.20 0 0
52 -2 0 1 -3 -4 5.40 0 0
53 -5 6 2 -20 -15 5.60 0 0
54 -8 11 2 -39 -25 5.80 0 0
55 -12 16 -3 -55 -36 5.80 -33 -21
56 -3 2 0 -13 -7 5.80 0 0
57 -2 1 0 -4 -5 6.00 0 0
58 -3 4 1 -14 -10 6.20 0 0
59 -6 7 0 -26 -19 6.40 0 0
60 -8 10 0 -36 -22 6.60 0 0
61 -10 16 0 -55 -32 6.80 0 0
62 -14 19 -3 -67 -42 6.80 -40 -25
63 -1 -1 0 -1 -3 6.80 0 0
64 -1 -2 0 -1 0 7.00 0 0
65 -1 -1 2 0 -1 7.20 0 0
66 -1 -1 0 0 -1 7.40 0 0
67 -1 1 1 -6 -4 7.60 0 0
68 -3 3 0 -16 -9 7.80 0 0
69 -4 6 -1 -23 -10 8.00 0 0
70 -6 9 -1 -33 -17 8.20 0 0
71 -7 11 -3 -43 -21 8.20 -25 -12
72 -1 -1 1 -2 -3 8.20 0 0
73 -1 -1 1 -1 -2 8.40 0 0
74 0 0 2 -1 1 8.60 0 0
75 0 0 1 0 0 8.80 0 0
76 0 -1 3 -1 0 9.00 0 0
77 -1 0 2 -1 -2 9.20 0 0
78 -1 1 0 -4 -1 9.40 0 0
79 -2 2 1 -10 -4 9.60 0 0
80 -2 4 0 -16 -7 9.80 0 0
81 -4 7 -1 -25 -11 10.00 0 0
82 -5 7 -1 -29 -11 10.20 0 0
83 -4 10 -1 -33 -14 10.50 0 0
84 -6 13 -1 -46 -18 10.80 0 0
85 -7 16 -3 -55 -22 11.10 0 0
86 -7 19 0 -67 -24 11.40 0 0
87 -7 22 2 -78 -27 11.70 0 0
88 -9 25 1 -87 -30 12.00 0 0
89 -11 28 -5 -95 -34 12.00 -57 -20
90 -1 0 0 -1 -1 12.00 0 0
91 -1 -1 2 0 -1 12.30 0 0
92 -1 0 1 -1 1 12.60 0 0
93 0 0 3 -1 0 12.90 0 0
94 _2 -1 0 0 -2 13.20 0 0
95 0 0 2 -1 1 13.50 0 0
96 0 0 2 -2 0 13.80 0 0
97 -2 -1 0 0 -2 14.10 0 0
98 -1 0 1 -2 -2 14.40 0 0
99 -1 -1 1 -1 1 14.70 0 0
100 0 -1 3 -1 0 15.00 0 0
101 -1 0 3 -1 0 15.30 0 0
102 0 0 3 -1 0 15.60 0 0
103 0 -1 1 1 -2 15.90 0 0
104 0 -1 1 0 0 16.20 0 0
105 0 0 3 -1 0 16.50 0 0
106 -1 0 3 -1 0 16.80 0 0
107 -1 -1 0 0 1 17.10 0 0
108 0 -1 0 -2 2 17.40 0 0
109 0 0 2 -1 1 17.70 0 0
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110 1 0 2 -3 6 18.00 0 0
111 2 0 2 -1 7 18.30 0 0
112 3 -1 0 -2 10 18.60 0 0
113 2 0 0 -3 9 18.90 0 0
114 3 0 1 -4 13 19.20 0 0
115 4 0 2 -4 16 19.50 0 0
116 5 0 1 -4 19 19.80 0 0
117 4 1 1 -7 20 20.10 0 0
118 5 1 0 -7 21 20.40 0 0
119 7 2 1 -6 25 20.70 0 0
120 7 2 1 -7 26 21.00 0 0
121 8 1 0 -8 31 21.30 0 0
122 8 2 -1 -10 30 21.60 0 0
123 10 3 1 -10 34 21.90 0 0
124 11 2 1 -10 38 22.20 0 0
125 9 4 3 -13 36 22.50 0 0
126 11 3 2 -12 38 22.80 0 0
127 11 3 -1 -13 41 23.10 0 0
128 12 3 -1 -13 45 23.40 0 0
129 13 3 -1 -14 47 23.70 0 0
130 13 3 2 -16 48 24.00 0 0
131 14 4 -1 -16 49 24.30 0 0
132 16 4 1 -15 55 24.60 0 0
133 16 3 -1 -16 58 24.90 0 0
134 16 4 3 -18 57 25.20 0 0
135 17 4 0 -16 59 25.50 0 0
136 17 4 -3 -16 59 25.80 0 0
137 18 4 -1 -16 63 26.10 0 0
138 18 4 -2 -18 62 26.40 0 0
139 19 5 1 -19 65 26.70 0 0
140 19 5 -1 -18 66 27.00 0 0
141 19 6 -1 -20 66 27.30 0 0
142 19 6 -3 -22 67 27.60 0 0
143 21 5 -1 -19 72 27.90 0 0
144 21 5 -3 -20 73 28.20 0 0
145 22 6 -1 -21 74 28.50 0 0
146 22 6 1 -22 76 28.80 0 0
147 22 7 -2 -26 74 29.10 0 0
148 22 6 -2 -26 76 29.40 0 0
149 23 7 -2 -23 79 29.70 0 0
150 23 8 1 -27 80 30.00 0 0
151 24 7 -3 -25 80 30.40 0 0
152 26 6 -1 -24 89 30.80 0 0
153 25 8 -1 -28 89 31.20 0 0
154 26 8 -2 -29 89 31.60 0 0
155 27 6 -3 -24 96 32.00 0 0
156 28 6 -4 -22 98 32.40 0 0
157 29 6 -5 -25 97 32.80 0 0
158 31 5 -3 -20 104 33.20 0 0
159 31 5 -4 -18 107 33.60 0 0
160 32 6 0 -20 113 34.00 0 0
161 33 5 -3 -18 113 34.40 0 0
162 34 4 -3 -18 117 34.80 0 0
163 34 6 0 -24 118 35.20 0 0
164 35 6 -1 -20 121 35.60 0 0
165 35 6 -5 -22 120 36.00 0 0
166 36 6 -2 -23 122 36.40 0 0
167 36 7 -3 -25 123 36.80 0 0
168 37 5 -2 -21 128 37.20 0 0
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169 37 7 -5 -26 125 37.60 0 0
170 37 7 -3 -28 128 38.00 0 0
171 38 7 -4 -29 128 38.40 0 0
172 38 7 -5 -28 130 38.80 0 0
173 40 7 -4 -27 132 39.20 0 0
174 39 8 -5 -29 134 39.60 0 0
175 40 8 -4 -31 134 40.00 0 0
176 41 7 -3 -29 140 40.40 0 0
177 42 8 -2 -30 142 40.80 0 0
178 42 10 1 -38 142 41.20 0 0
179 42 9 -5 -32 143 41.60 0 0
180 43 9 -3 -33 146 42.00 0 0
181 43 10 -4 -36 146 42.40 0 0
182 44 9 -7 -32 150 42.80 0 0
183 44 10 -5 -36 150 43.20 0 0
184 46 10 0 -37 157 43.60 0 0
185 45 11 -6 -40 154 44.00 0 0
186 45 11 -7 -38 151 44.40 0 0
187 46 11 -4 -42 157 44.80 0 0
188 46 12 -7 -40 157 45.20 0 0
189 47 10 -7 -38 159 45.60 0 0
190 48 11 -6 -38 162 46.00 0 0
191 47 11 -6 -41 161 46.40 0 0
192 48 11 -5 -39 164 46.80 0 0
193 49 12 0 -44 169 47.20 0 0
194 49 12 -6 -42 167 47.60 0 0
195 50 12 -5 -43 170 48.00 0 0
196 50 12 -8 -43 168 48.40 0 0
C. Experimental Data of the Hibrid Force/Position Fuzzy Algorithm.
Trial 1: 0x=+4.5°, 0y=+4.5°
N fx fy fz Mx
1 -2 0 1 -1
2 0 -2 0 0
3 -1 -1 0 0
4 1 -1 3 -1
5 0 0 2 -2
6 0 -1 2 -1
7 1 -1 2 -1
8 0 -1 2 -2
9 0 -1 1 -1
10 -1 1 2 -2
11 0 -1 1 -2
12 0 0 2 -2
13 -1 0 2 -1
14 0 -1 0 -3
15 0 0 0 -2
16 1 -1 3 -2
17 -1 0 3 -1
18 -13 3 -1 -15
19 -26 13 -3 -48
20 -29 14 -4 -51
My z dz Cx Cy
0 0.00 0.20 0 0
1 0.20 0.20 0 0
1 0.40 0.20 0 0
2 0.60 0.20 0 0
1 0.80 0.20 0 0
1 1.00 0.20 0 0
1 1.20 0.20 0 0
2 1.40 0.20 0 0
2 1.60 0.20 0 0
-1 1.80 0.20 0 0
1 2.00 0.20 0 0
0 2.20 0.20 0 0
0 2.40 0.20 0 0
1 2.60 0.20 0 0
0 2.80 0.20 0 0
3 3.00 0.20 0 0
-3 3.20 0.21 0 0
-40 3.41 0.19 0 0
-89 3.60 0.00 -40 -60
-93 3.60 0.00 -41 -74
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21 -37 22 -9 -78 -121 3.60 0.00 -59 -86
22 -25 15 -4 -55 -83 3.60 0.00 -42 -54
23 -17 10 -4 -39 -56 3.60 0.00 -34 -42
24 -11 6 0 -26 -36 3.60 0.00 -28 -33
25 -6 2 1 -12 -16 3.60 0.00 0 0
26 -5 1 0 -10 -13 3.60 0.21 0 0
27 -14 9 -1 -33 -43 3.81 0.19 0 0
28 -21 17 -2 -60 -69 4.00 0.00 -43 -47
29 -14 11 -2 -41 -44 4.00 0.00 -35 -37
30 -6 4 0 -17 -19 4.00 0.00 0 0
31 -4 2 1 -12 -12 4.00 0.22 0 0
32 -12 9 1 -32 -37 4.23 0.22 0 0
33 -18 17 -1 -61 -61 4.45 0.00 -43 -43
34 -8 6 0 -24 -24 4.45 0.00 -29 -29
35 0 -2 1 -1 1 4.45 0.00 0 0
36 0 -1 2 0 1 4.45 0.26 0 0
37 -1 -1 3 0 0 4.71 0.27 0 0
38 -6 5 1 -20 -20 4.97 0.23 0 0
39 -11 9 0 -35 -34 5.20 0.24 0 0
40 -16 14 -2 -50 -50 5.44 0.00 -39 -39
41 -1 -1 1 -1 1 5.44 0.00 0 0
42 -1 -1 0 -2 1 5.44 0.28 0 0
43 -1 1 2 -6 -5 5.72 0.27 0 0
44 -6 4 1 -16 -16 5.99 0.24 0 0
45 -8 7 1 -26 -27 6.23 0.24 0 0
46 -11 10 -2 -38 -35 6.47 0.20 0 0
47 -13 12 0 -48 -43 6.67 0.21 0 0
48 -16 18 0 -65 -53 6.88 0.00 -42 -39
49 -1 -1 1 -1 1 6.88 0.00 0 0
50 0 -2 1 -1 1 6.88 0.34 0 0
51 1 -1 2 -3 1 7.22 0.34 0 0
52 0 -2 1 -1 1 7.56 0.36 0 0
53 0 -1 2 0 1 7.92 0.39 0 0
54 1 -1 2 -1 1 8.31 0.39 0 0
55 -1 1 1 -6 -4 8.70 0.35 0 0
56 -3 3 2 -14 -9 9.05 0.31 0 0
57 -5 5 0 -21 -13 9.35 0.28 0 0
58 -7 8 1 -30 -20 9.64 0.25 0 0
59 -8 10 -1 -35 -24 9.89 0.22 0 0
60 -8 11 2 -44 -24 10.11 0.23 0 0
61 -10 12 -1 -46 -34 10.34 0.20 0 0
62 -12 14 -1 -52 -39 10.54 0.00 -37 -35
63 0 -1 1 -2 1 10.54 0.00 0 0
64 0 -1 1 -1 1 10.54 0.49 0 0
65 1 -1 2 -2 2 11.03 0.49 0 0
66 0 -1 1 -1 1 11.51 0.53 0 0
67 1 -1 2 -1 1 12.05 0.56 0 0
68 0 -1 2 -1 1 12.60 0.58 0 0
69 0 -1 2 -1 1 13.18 0.62 0 0
70 1 -1 2 -1 1 13.80 0.63 0 0
71 0 -1 3 0 2 14.43 0.64 0 0
72 -1 -2 0 -1 0 15.07 0.66 0 0
73 0 0 3 -1 1 15.74 0.65 0 0
74 0 -1 1 -1 1 16.39 0.67 0 0
75 1 -1 3 -1 2 17.06 0.67 0 0
76 0 -3 2 1 0 17.72 0.71 0 0
77 0 0 1 -1 0 18.44 0.73 0 0
78 0 0 2 0 1 19.16 0.75 0 0
79 0 -1 2 -2 0 19.91 0.75 0 0
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80 0 -1 1 0 2 20.66 0.77 0 0
81 0 -1 2 -1 1 21.43 0.77 0 0
82 0 -1 2 0 1 22.20 0.84 0 0
83 0 0 3 -1 0 23.04 0.89 0 0
84 0 -1 1 -2 1 23.94 0.90 0 0
85 1 -1 2 -4 4 24.84 0.89 0 0
86 1 0 3 -5 6 25.73 0.89 0 0
87 2 0 1 -6 11 26.62 0.89 0 0
88 3 1 2 -6 12 27.51 0.90 0 0
89 4 0 2 -6 16 28.40 0.90 0 0
90 5 2 2 -7 18 29.30 0.90 0 0
91 6 2 1 -10 21 30.20 0.87 0 0
92 7 1 1 -10 25 31.07 0.86 0 0
93 7 3 1 -11 26 31.93 0.85 0 0
94 8 4 2 -15 31 32.78 0.82 0 0
95 9 3 -1 -13 33 33.60 0.76 0 0
96 10 4 -1 -15 35 34.36 0.75 0 0
97 10 4 -1 -15 37 35.12 0.75 0 0
98 10 5 -1 -21 37 35.86 0.75 0 0
99 12 6 -2 -21 40 36.61 0.69 0 0
100 12 7 -3 -25 39 37.31 0.67 0 0
101 11 9 -2 -27 40 37.97 0.69 0 0
102 12 10 -1 -30 39 38.67 0.74 0 0
103 13 10 -1 -30 43 39.41 0.73 0 0
104 13 12 -2 -35 42 40.14 0.69 0 0
105 14 13 -1 -37 43 40.83 0.74 0 0
106 14 15 -2 -40 44 41.56 0.69 0 0
107 14 18 -2 -44 46 42.25 0.69 0 0
108 13 19 -1 -47 47 42.95 0.74 0 0
109 14 22 3 -52 47 43.68 0.00 -22 21
110 26 14 -23 99 47 43.68 0.00 29 28
111 12 11 2 -13 24 43.68 0.00 -6 14
112 11 12 1 -16 24 43.68 0.00 -9 14
113 15 11 0 -4 30 43.68 0.00 -3 18
114 15 11 -2 -4 31 43.68 0.00 -2 18
115 15 12 -4 -7 28 43.68 0.00 -4 16
116 19 14 -4 13 20 43.68 0.00 0 0
117 17 12 2 16 29 43.68 0.85 0 0
118 16 14 -13 26 28 44.53 0.00 15 16
119 11 24 -7 -13 -17 44.53 0.00 0 0
120 4 32 2 -27 -39 44.53 0.83 0 0
121 2 34 -16 -29 -44 45.36 0.00 -16 -21
122 12 29 3 9 -14 45.36 0.00 0 0
123 11 30 2 9 -15 45.36 0.91 0 0
124 13 31 -20 14 -29 46.27 0.00 9 -16
125 9 30 1 -26 -15 46.27 0.00 15 -10
126 9 30 1 -27 -16 46.27 0.00 16 -9
127 9 28 3 -26 -13 46.27 0.00 15 -8
128 8 28 4 -27 -8 46.27 0.00 16 -5
129 9 27 6 -29 -4 46.27 0.00 17 -3
130 8 28 1 -36 -11 46.27 0.00 -21 -6
131 10 26 5 -31 -1 46.27 0.00 -18 0
132 9 25 1 -26 -8 46.27 0.00 -15 -4
133 9 26 2 -27 -1 46.27 0.00 -16 0
134 10 27 -2 -27 -10 46.27 0.00 -16 6
135 14 28 -4 5 -13 46.27 0.00 0 0
136 14 28 -6 5 -14 46.27 0.75 0 0
137 13 31 -16 5 -27 47.02 0.00 4 -15
138 13 31 -3 2 -5 47.02 0.00 0 0
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139 14 30 -7 -1 -21 47.02 0.80 0 0
140 15 34 -17 5 -28 47.82 0.00 4 -16
141 14 33 3 -10 2 47.82 0.00 0 0
142 17 32 -7 -6 -20 47.82 0.76 0 0
APPENDIX 21:
RALPH Robot specifications [49]
RALPH robot being used is a for degree of freedom SCARA robot for precision 
assembly. The robot consists of manipulator, controller, teaching-programming unit and 
operating unit. The block schema of the robot is shown in Figure 6.3.
The functions of the system components are:
(1) Manipulator : The mechanical unit which performs actual movements.
(2) Controller : The unit which executes programs and controls the
manipulator servo system.
(3) Operating Unit : The unit which selects a program and activates the
Controller to operate the robot system.
(4) Teaching/Programming Unit : The unit which executes teaching points and
programming.
Figure 6.3-Block schema of the Robot
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a) Manipulator specifications:
Speed-PTP command : 1 st arm 25-320 mm/s.
2 nd arm 45-510 mm/s.
Composite 300-3700 mm/s.
z axis 40-425 mm/s.
Wrist swivel 45-510 mm/s.
Speed- linear interpolation command :
1 st arm 3 - 2 5 mm/s.
2 nd arm 4.5 - 45 mm/s.
Composite 40 - 300 mm/s.
z axis 4 - 3 5 mm/s.
Wrist swivel 4.5 - 45 mm/s.
Repeatability :
Horizontal plane 0.025 imm.
Vertical motion 0.02 mm.
Rotation 0.03°
Load capacity : 3 kg
b) Controller specifications :
Positioning control :
4-axes (simultaneous) servo control with multiple microprocessors.
Positioning motion control :
PTP (point to point and simplified CP (continious path with linear interpolation 
and circular interpolation)
Position detection :
Incremental optical rotary encoder.





Serial RS-232 (2 chanels)
Speed control:
8 speeds (programmable).
c) Teaching - Programming unit specifications :
The Teaching - Programming unit SSR-HT II is a modified version of hand-held 
computer HC-20 made by Seiko Epson.
Teaching :
- Remote teaching by jog feeding
- Direct teaching by coordinate inputs
- Program teaching by variable inputs.
Programming :
Robot control language : SPEL (Seiko Epson Programmable Equipment 
language)
The language instructions enable :
- Editing program or point data
- Program execution and debugging
- Program execution control
- Arithmetic and functional operation
- Robot operation
- Input and output




The program written in SPEL language can be enter in the Teaching/Programming Unit 
SSR-HT II. The Unit can work in two modes: OFF LINE and ON LINE. The OFF­
LINE mode only edits the program and the point data within the
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Teaching/Programming Unit. The ON-LINE mode edits the program and the point data 
in the controller memory by directly entering instructions to the controller. The Robot 
Controller can communicate with external devices (such as a PC) through serial RS- 
232 interface. It is also possible to control the peripheral equipment (such as solenoid 
valves, microswitches etc.) connected in I/O controller connector.
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